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Chapter 1: A Vision for the Future of China
This chapter looks at the challenges that the Town of China will face in the near future
and provides an overall vision for China's Comprehensive Plan. The vision for the Town of
China describes the aspirations and concerns of the citizens of China and what they want for the
future. The vision serves as the basis for the remainder of the plan. Like any business plan or
family vacation plan, the Comprehensive Plan, in subsequent chapters, will begin with a
statement of where we are now and culminate with strategies and specific actions for getting to
where we want to be.
Looking Forward, Looking Back
This comprehensive plan builds on a vision of our future. The recommendations in the
plan are a path towards that vision.
Twenty years from now, we want China to be a town which has retained its unique rural
character and close sense of community; a town that has balanced individual property rights with
community interests and goals. It will be a town that has approached the development process
with an eye to promoting moderate growth, at the same time protecting the right to traditional
lifestyles by recognizing that places such as farms and forests are economically productive
spaces.
Twenty years from now, the town will have achieved consistent land use practices. In
our vision, there is a healthy China Lake that serves as the cornerstone of its recreational and
economic opportunities and planned development that provided an adequate supply to meet
demand for residential, commercial, industrial and recreational uses, while encouraging efficient
land use patterns.
Values and Aspirations
Following are values and aspirations that reflect the many views people have about our
community at present and that have guided China's Comprehensive Planning Committee as it has
addressed changes expected over the next 20 years.
1.

We value the rural character and small community feel of the town.

2.

We enjoy our abundant natural resources and want them treated fairly and to be available
for future generations to enjoy.

3.

We value China Lake and all of water resources and want then to be adequately protected
and we further want water quality to improve.
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4.

We value agriculture and want to see farms succeed and continue to be a functional part
of our landscape and economy.

5.

We value our forests and enjoy the rural quality they bring to the community. We further
acknowledge the stewardship practiced by forest landowners.

6.

We want new development to be well planned and respectful of neighboring landowners.
We acknowledge that growth will occur. We want it to occur in such a way that will
enhance the character of the community.

7.

We want our land use regulations to be well written and fairly enforced so that they
benefit the entire community.

8.

We want all age and income groups within our community to enjoy China’s attributes.

The Town of China is Growing . . .
China has a well-established pattern of residential growth. As shown in the figure below,
every census since 1940 has seen an increase in population. As population grows, so does the
housing stock, jobs, school enrollments, traffic, and many other measures of growth.
Our history tells us that growth will
continue. A population projection is an
extension of past trends into the future. The
chart at right shows how a pair of projections
look for China. These are based on two
different interpretations of past growth.
Projecting future growth is not the
same as making crystal-ball predictions.
The exact path of growth depends on
demographic and economic factors ranging
from the age of the population to the
condition of local roads. Look, for example,
at the three approaches listed below:
•
•
•

The State Planning Office projects China’s 2020 population at 5,547. SPO uses a
statistical formula which assumes, among other things, the migration rate and average
survival rate of each age group in town.
The Kennebec Valley Council of Governments projects a 2020 population of 5,400. This
is a continuation of the rate of population growth that the town has experienced over the
past 25 years.
The projections illustrated in the chart above are based on the current rate of housing
development in China. Depending on which data source we use, we have been seeing
somewhere between 28 and 50 new homes per year. In 2020, that would amount to
between 4,900 and 5,600 residents.
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A common saying is that “the future is what we make of it” and that is absolutely true of
a town’s future. Whether our population in 2020 is 4,000, 5,000, or 6,000 depends in part on the
policies adopted in this plan. We can adopt a plan that slows growth, or one that speeds it up.
We can also adopt policies that will allow us to keep growing but manage the growth so as to
better serve our future population, protect our natural resources, reduce our tax obligations, and
promote a better job climate, among other things. To do this, we must look beyond the raw
numbers of growth.
The Nature of Growth
Some of our population growth is a natural increase (the difference between births and
deaths among China residents), but much of what drives growth is migration. People come and
go depending on the availability of housing or jobs, or the other attractions we have to offer.
How China grows depends on how it manages these factors.
Our population growth raises many planning issues. Illustrated in other sections of this
plan, they are summarized in bulleted form below:
•

If we continue to grow at something between 25 and 50 new houses per year, where will
they all go? Twenty years at that rate will yield between 500 and 1,000 new houses. At
only one acre each (a very conservative estimate), 500 new homes will take up roughly
another square mile of land that is now field or forest. At three acres each (the current
average for subdivision lots), twenty years of growth will consume fully six percent of
the entire land area of China. If every new house occupies 200 feet of road frontage, 20
years of growth will result in another 9-19 miles of developed road frontage.

•

The average China household contains about 1.4 workers. Five hundred new homes will
require 700 new jobs. Where will the jobs be? China has long been a bedroom
community, so if jobs are not created locally, we will have that many more commuters.

•

Households also yield school children. Although enrollments have been decreasing as
the population ages, China’s average household still puts about half a student into the
public schools. Another 500 homes could create up to 275 new students – equal to one
new class at each grade level. Is our school system prepared for that? Four-bedroom
houses tend to generate more school children than two-bedroom houses.

•

Rapidly-increasing home prices (the average China home went from $99,000 in 2000 to
$138,000 in 2005) means that lower income households cannot afford to move to or stay
in China. Traditionally, those with lower incomes are the young and the elderly. If those
groups are pushed out of town, we lose not only our connection with community and
heritage but our new sources of vitality, labor, and entrepreneurship.

•

Housing prices are in part a reflection of supply and demand. If we slow the growth of
housing in town, it’s probable that prices will rise. If we encourage more housing so that
it becomes more affordable, population growth will accelerate.
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•

Are we even building the right houses for the future? Baby boomers are about to become
empty-nesters, then retirees. Demand will shift to smaller, low-maintenance housing,
exemplified by condos, apartments, and assisted-living facilities. Overall, the average
number of family members in a household has been decreasing for decades. It has
dropped from an average of 3½ per household in 1970, to just over 2½ in 2000. Both
these trends tell us we need more houses, but smaller ones. Will the now-prevalent 4bedroom suburban colonial be a white elephant by 2030?

•

Traffic on major roads in town has been growing at about 3 percent per year. Three
percent is not a small number; it is triple the growth rate of the population as a whole.
Three percent per year means double the traffic in 22 years. Modern life demands extra
mileage – further to work and shop, more social and school activities, friends separated
by miles rather than a stone wall. If we don’t want to give this up, we have to cope with
the traffic increases. Are we prepared for that?

•

China Village, South China, Weeks Mills, and Branch Mills are examples of the kind of
New England villages we hold up as examples. Our churches, fire departments, stores,
social centers are all in the villages. So why aren’t we living in, or even near, them?
Most new development is in the rural areas, where it is more costly to live and more
costly to provide public services, such as paved public roads.

•

China Lake draws people to China. So, too, do our other ponds, wetlands, vistas,
extensive forests, and working farms. If we continue to develop a square mile of land
every 15 years, how much longer will these assets hold out? These are economic assets,
not just natural ones. Water quality contributes to property values, and farms and forests
give us tax revenue without school students. Development means higher taxes, in many
ways. And, if we choose to preserve these important natural resource assets, how do we
provide public access to them?

•

Growth creates social concerns that often cannot be quantified. Unrestrained growth
inevitably leads to nuisance and conflict: subdivisions next to working farms, noisy and
smelly businesses next to residential neighborhoods, mega-projects that change the
character of a town. But if the town regulates growth, it limits property rights and
individual choice. Can we steer a middle course?

•

Commercial growth presents a whole different set of issues. Do we encourage the kind
of development that will add to the tax base and create new jobs and services to support a
growing population? Do we discourage it, to maintain our rural character and limit
traffic and public service demands? Do we try to direct it to specific locations, limiting
individual incentive but ensuring that we can provide cost-effective public services?

Character and Special Places
China is a blend of old and new. Many families are descendants of earlier residents of
the town. But, at least according to the Census, fully 15 percent of our residents didn’t even live
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in China five years ago! China schools, public and private, are prized for the educational
opportunities they offer. China has a rural, open feel known to its residents but which may be
missed by those just passing through on Route 3 or other State highways in the town.
There is a feeling of community in China. Many community events and organizations
offer both old timers and newcomers the opportunity to get acquainted and to contribute.
Some of the special places in China include the four villages of China, South China,
Weeks Mills and Branch Mills, the public libraries in China and South China, China Lake, Three
Mile Pond, Sheepscot River, the China Lakes Conference Center, Thurston Park, Erskine
Academy founded in the 1880’s, the view from Parmenter Hill and the old narrow-gauge railroad
bed and depots in Branch Mills and Weeks Mills.
Patterns of Growth:
In part because of these special places, good schools, attractive rural setting, relatively
low taxes and community feeling, China will continue to attract development in the future.
Commercial development will be attracted to the Route 3 corridor. There should be
opportunities for elderly and workforce housing adjacent to South China and Route 3 and
adjacent to China Village. Following is a vision for China’s villages and rural areas.
China Village is likely to remain an active area of the community with its library, the post
office, a convenience store and a nearby church. A community facility could be developed near
the boat launch, possibly reusing the fire station if the China Village Fire Department relocates.
Elderly or workforce housing may be possible just west of the village.
South China village is a pleasant area with a library, a church, the post office, some
businesses within walking distance, and access to the lake. There may be some opportunity for
housing development east of the Village.
Weeks Mills offers a small, private water supply system, a fire station and a church. The
town owns the old school and should redevelop it, as a community center or a library. The old
narrow-gauge railroad depot in Weeks Mills has been renovated under private ownership. The
village could be a point of access to a narrow-gauge rail trail with proper planning.
Branch Mills, shared by Palermo, retains its scenic views of Branch Pond, a redeveloped
grist mill, community buildings, and commercial opportunities.
Rural areas must be maintained. We need to slow the random growth of subdivision and
housing development, at the same time enhancing the viability of farms, forest land, and other
rural enterprises. Rural landowners have the most to lose by discouraging new development and
we need to balance that with an active program of support for rural activities and open space.
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Chapter 2:
Community Involvement in the Comprehensive Plan
The development of a community vision and plan for achieving that vision is a
cooperative process between the comprehensive planning committee and the citizens of China.
Even though the planning committee has an open membership, a broad distribution list, and welladvertised meetings, it cannot be responsible alone for interpreting and representing the will of
the community. Other venues of public expression are warranted, and were utilized in the
development of this plan.
The current planning process commenced in 2004. During that year, the committee
prepared and distributed a public opinion survey questionnaire. This questionnaire was sent to
every household in China, and a total of 136 of them were completed and returned.
Reproduced below are the results of that survey. The numbers in bold face are the actual
responses, either in raw numbers, weighted average, or percentages. The sentences in italics are
editorial comments interpreting the results.

1. Listed below are some of the features of the town of China. Please tell us whether you think
they are strengths or weaknesses. Listed in order of numbers of responses for each feature.
Strength
Weakness
Sense of Community
Job opportunities in town
Shopping & services in region
Access to health services
Small town rural setting
School system
Recreation opportunities
Cost of housing/property
Public services
Environmental quality
Jobs in region
Tax rate
Village areas
2. Listed below are some of the issues potentially important within China. Please tell us how
you feel about them. Listed in order of numbers of responses for each issue.
Important
Not Important
Protect environment
Improve public buildings
Preserve rural character
Increase recreation
Support Agriculture/forestry
Create areas for commercial business
Improve education
Increase retail and service business
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3. RECREATION: Which of the following recreational facilities do you think we should
develop and/or improve? Listed in order of numbers of responses.
1
Access to hunting areas
90
8
Outdoor ice rink
36
2
Bike Lanes
73
9
ATV Trails
27
3
Swimming & Boat Access 62
10
Snowmobile trails
26
4
Community Rec. Center
48
11
Athletic fields
26
5
Playground
48
12
Thurston Park
17
6
X-Country Ski Trail
45
13
Walking Paths
10
7
Narrow gauge rail trail
42
14
Skate board park
10
4. PUBLIC SERVICES: Perhaps the most important element of our process will be a plan to
provide better and more effective public services. Listed below are services available to
China residents. Please rate each of the services as satisfactory or needing improvement.
Listen in order of numbers of responses for each service.
Satisfactory
Needs Improvement
Town office
Senior citizen services
Handicap access to public buildings
Cable services
Cemetery maintenance
Adult Ed
Fire protection
Police protection
Education
Planning board activities
Animal control
Recreation Programs
Road Plowing
Code Enforcement
Library
Road Maintenance
Solid Waste management
5. Do you think we should cooperate with neighboring towns on any of the following: Only the
ones receiving a net positive response are listed:
Category
Rank
Count
5
No 30 Yes 77
Recycling
4
No 20 Yes 87
Water quality improvements
14
No 53 Yes 59
Code Enforcement Officer
2
No 16 Yes 93
Fire Protection
12
No 38 Yes 62
Commodity purchasing, e.g. office supplies
13
No 46 Yes 61
Public Work Activities
8
No 19 Yes 72
Recreational programs for adults
6
No 22 Yes 73
Recreational programs for children
7
No 28 Yes 73
Economic developments
3
No 18 Yes 92
Programs for senior citizens
10
No 38 Yes 65
Library services
1
No 7 Yes 102
Police protection
11
No 36 Yes 65
Education
9
No 31 Yes 69
Animal Control
6. DEVELOPMENT: As part of the comprehensive planning process, we will develop a Land
Use Plan, indicating how we wish to manage growth within our boundaries. A set of
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a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

f.
g.
h.

statements concerning this topic are listed below. A weighted average of responses: Closest
to “1” indicates strong agreement (underlined here) -- above 1.5 indicates disagreement
The Town should strengthen its land use ordinance
Agree 1.4
The Town should establish a building construction code
Agree 1.31
The Town should identify specific areas for residential
and commercial development
Agree 1.24
The Town should not limit the location of new residential or
commercial development
Disagree 1.67
New commercial development should be reviewed on a case-by-case basis
and permitted wherever it will not adversely affect property Values, the
environment, or town services
Agree 1.14
The Town should have standards to make sure residential
areas are protected from commercial development.
Agree 1.13
The Town should strengthen its enforcement of junkyards
and automobile graveyards
Agree 1.06
The Planning Board should hold a public hearing and
notify property abutters when reviewing commercial development
Agree 1.1

7.

Do you think development sprawl is an issue in China…
51 Now
48 10 years from now
41 Not in the foreseeable future?

8.

How do you feel about population growth and development the past twenty years?
15 Now
6 too slow
80 about right
28 too fast 9 much too fast

9.

What type of new development should be encouraged in China’s village areas? highest
rated responses underlined.
56 Commercial if it conforms to historic or design standards
27 Housing
42 A mix of housing and commercial
9 Commercial
54 Housing if it conforms to historic or design standards

10.

Should the town require that new roads within subdivisions be built to ordinance
standards if the subdivision roads serve:
Five or less driveways?
Yes 37
No
34
Six or more driveways?
Yes 83
No
35

11.

Should the Town obligate itself to accept ownership and maintenance responsibility for
roads within subdivisions if the subdivision roads are built to Town road standards and if
the subdivision roads serve:
Five or less driveways?
Yes 37
No
65
Six or less driveways?
Yes 63
No
35

12.

Which of the following ideas about road construction standards should be considered
by the Community?
76
All new roads should meet minimum construction standards.
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56

The Town should base road construction standards on the use and number of
structures served by the road.

13.

Should the Town encourage housing to develop on rear lots in order to slow the
development along existing road frontage?
Yes 48
No
54

14.

Should the Town encourage new residential subdivisions to be built in a way that
preserves land for open space, farming, or recreation? Strong agreement underlined.
Yes 86
No
23

15.

Should the Town expand the number of its current land use districts in order to recognize
the special or unique character of different parts of Town? Strong agreement underlined.
Yes 61
No
38

If the town decided to expand its current land use districts, what areas should be identified?
Listed in order of number of responses
80
Village
58
Scenic Areas
77
Special natural resource area 54
Recreational Areas
68
Historic Areas
53
Rural Areas for Housing
61
Agricultural Areas
48
Forest Areas
60
Commercial
16.

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

NATURAL RESOURCES: The statements below suggest ways that we can encourage
the preservation of farm, forest, water resources, and other undeveloped tracts of land. Do
you agree or disagree? A weighted average of responses: Closest to “1” indicates strong
agreement (underlined here) -- above 1.5 indicates disagreement
The Town should do nothing, letting real estate market
decide the highest and best use of undeveloped land.
Disagree 1.78
The Town should utilize land trust to purchase conservation
easements from landowners to keep tracts as open space.
Agree 1.29
The Town should require developers to set aside a portion of
the land in new subdivisions as permanent open space.
Agree 1.2
The Town should keep property acquired through tax liens if
the land can serve a public purpose such as providing open space.
Agree 1.32
The Town should identify environmentally sensitive areas,
where new development would be limited.
The Town should identify local significant areas and seek to purchase the land
for open space and recreation.
Agree 1.36
The Town should encourage participation in the tree growth,
farmland and open space tax programs.
Agree 1.11
The Town should develop off-site mitigation standards that would
allow a developer to make environmental improvements in areas
away from the development site.
Agree 1.31
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17.

a.
b.
c.
d.

WATER QUALITY: We all know it will be a great challenge to maintain the quality of
our water bodies. Here are some suggestions about ways we can protect our ponds,
streams and wetlands. Do you agree or not? A weighted average of responses: Closest to
“1” indicates strong agreement (underlined here) -- above 1.5 indicates disagreement
The Town should do nothing – let someone else deal with it
Disagree 1.89
The Town should maintain phosphorus controls on new
development in pond/stream watersheds.
Agree 1.13
The Town should seek ways to improve the water quality
of its ponds, streams and wetlands
Agree 1.06
The Town should continue its commitment to water quality
improvements in its lakes and rivers and streams.
Agree 1.04

18.

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT: What type of new commercial development would
you like to see in China? Listed in order of number of responses:
90
Restaurant
53
Small Manufacturing
77
Health services
52
Agriculture
75
Nursery/greenhouse
49
Tourism activities
73
Small Retail
48
Campgrounds/RV park
70
Professional office
28
Construction
63
Pharmacy
19
Laundromat
61
Motel/ B&B’s
17
Industrial Park
57
Home Occupations
10
Large retail

19.

New commercial development can have undesirable impacts if not properly designed. Do
you think that we should have regulations in any of the following areas? Strongest
agreement underlined:
74
Parking
73
Access (driveway entrances)
108
Noise
73
Glare from lighting
113
Use/storage of chemicals
83
Signs (size and location)
113
Erosion and runoff
90
Outside storage of materials
111
Industrial odors
95
Adult business
61
Telecommunications
40
Landscaping/Plantings

20.

Currently commercial development is permitted in most areas of the town after going
through planning board review. Should the town designate parts of town for commercial
development?
Yes ?
No 54

21.

What factors should be considered if the town decided to identify specific areas for
commercial development? Strongest agreement underlined:
93
Access along Routes 3 or 202
52
Access to a town paved road
93
Located away from residential areas
111
Located away from sensitive environmental areas
31
Located within a village area
81
Located near an existing commercial use
57
Designated areas would apply to commercial uses over a certain size.
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22.

Should the Town advocate for better high speed internet access throughout the
community?
Yes ?
No 54

23.

HOUSING: As a part of the comprehensive planning process, we must also consider
policies to keep local housing decent and affordable. Which of the following steps to
promote this goal should the town undertake? Strongest agreement underlined:
Lot sizes should vary depending upon their location.
Encourage rental housing units/apartments.
Encourage well-designed mobile home parks.
Promote the use of Maine State housing financial assistance.
Require developers to include a percentage of affordable lots/ units in proposals
Apply for grants to assist low income families in upgrading substandard housing.
Adopt and enforce a building code for new homes.
The town should promote affordable housing
Enforce existing laws and ordinances regarding safety and sanitation.
Allow cluster housing development.
Allow In-Law apartment in single family homes subject to some limitations.

74
31
27
64
41
74
74
54
95
30
76

The responses from the public opinion survey have been considered by the committee in
developing the plan policies. Many are reflected as recommendations in other chapters.
A questionnaire can yield quantitative results but does not permit people to discuss
important issues and come to consensus. For that, you need personal interaction. The committee
got a start on this interaction by developing a novel type of public meeting called a Vision
Workshop. In October, 2006, the committee sponsored a daylong meeting at Erskine Academy.
Seventy-eight townspeople attended, most staying for the entire day. Attendees were asked to
discuss and record a number of issues, ranging from special places in town that need protection
to the types of new development desired and where it should go. Notes from that session are
reproduced below:
SUMMARY OF CHINA'S 2020 VISION WORKSHOP
More than 75 China residents attended China's 2020 Vision Workshop on a windy, rainy
Saturday, October 28, 2006. The Workshop was sponsored by China's Comprehensive Planning
Committee.
Saturday's meeting began with each participant marking their residence on a large Town map.
Periodically, each participant will be notified of upcoming meetings.
Participants sat at tables of 7 or 8. Each table was asked to identify significant natural and scenic
features and memorable built landmarks. Favorite memorable natural and scenic features
included China Lake, Three Mile Pond, China's farms and forests and the views from several
Town roads, including Parmenter Hill Road and Pleasant View Ridge Road. Memorable built
landmarks included the Villages, the fire departments, the schools, the old narrow gauge rail bed
and several of China's cemeteries.
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Later in the morning, participants heard brief presentations regarding future forces that may shape
China in coming years. Town Manager Dan L'Heureux presented a description of China's tax
base and the demands that are placed upon it. Leonard Dow, Executive Director of FirstPark in
Oakland, highlighted several economic forces at work in the area. He reminded participants that
China does not have infrastructure, such as public water and sewer and proximity to Interstate 95
which might attract desirable business growth. He encouraged the community to plan for growth
along transportation corridors and to recognize the value, as well as the impacts and perils,
associated with traffic flow.
China resident Mike Martin, employed by Maine State Housing Authority, spoke about the
disparity between the price of homes in China and the ability of wage-earners to pay the median
home price. He also offered suggestions for assessing housing stock and for assessing housing
potential for elderly residents.
Christmas tree farm owner Clark Granger spoke of the challenges of carrying on farming and
forestry enterprises. He emphasized that farming and forestry require a sustained, long-term
investment by the landowner and that they need flexibility to be able to raise capital and to take
advantage of market opportunities. He expressed concern about regulations that might interfere
with the needs of farming and forestry enterprises. On the other hand, the success of farming and
forestry in China will depend on whether the price of land and demand for housing makes
farming and forestry unaffordable.
Participants were then asked to address a series of questions. To most participants, it seemed that
retail development was well suited along certain portions of Route 3. Other types of business
might be suitable elsewhere in the Town. Participants felt that businesses should be compatible
with the predominantly residential and rural character of the Town.
Participants also considered housing development. It was pointed out that much of the optimal
land that is next to public roads and suitable for septic tanks have already been developed. Future
housing development is more likely, therefore, to include the additional cost of a subdivision or
other private access road.
Finally, participants were asked to join with the other six or seven at their table and identify
locations on a map for future commercial development, residential development, and
preservation. This resulted in about ten, somewhat similar, future land use maps for the town.
Each table delegated a spokesman to identify their thought processes and conclusions, so that
every participant had a chance to hear the planning considerations on the floor.
The Vision Workshop brought forth many ideas about positive growth for the Town. Many
common objectives were identified. Suggesting acceptable methods to implement the ideas and
achieve the objectives is the challenge before the Comprehensive Planning Committee. All China
residents are welcome at meetings of the China Comprehensive Planning Committee.

Beginning shortly after the visioning workshop, the comprehensive planning committee
embarked on the laborious process of developing the policy statements and recommendations
which have been presented in the chapters to follow. A specific topic area was identified for
each of a dozen separate meetings. For each topic, the committee identified specific residents
with interests in the topic, and issued a special invitation. The result was an audience of
“resident experts” at nearly every meeting.
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Throughout the development of the plan, we have promoted public participation. The
email list containing notice of the meetings and draft chapters has over 100 addresses. The
comprehensive planning committee hosted audience members ranging from high school students
to retired businessmen, and usually invited them to sit at the table. Prior drafts of this plan have
been widely distributed, and a summary of proposed recommendations was presented at the
town’s 2008 annual Town Meeting.
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Chapter 3: China’s Population Profile
This chapter contains a statistical profile of the town of China and its people. The profile
provides a great deal of useful data about the community. The data will often confirm our own
intuitions about what is happening in the community. More importantly, it can show new
patterns and trends.
China is growing and evolving. This will require us to respond to these changes with
new ideas and strategies. The information provided here will be used throughout the plan and
will help inform us about how the community has changed. Future changes are also discussed.
Growth projections will help us in planning for the increased housing and public service
demands that we expect over the next couple of decades.
Historical Population Trends
Over the course of its existence, China has experienced a rise and fall of population,
similar to its neighbors and the state. Economic and cultural factors have influenced population
changes as displayed on the following chart.
150 Years of Population Change, 1850-2000
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The early peak of China’s population was just prior to the Civil War, when we were
almost entirely an agrarian community. The war, followed by westward expansion, followed by
the industrial revolution, conspired to cut China’s population by more than half. We finally
began slowly to climb after 1940. After moderate gains between 1950 and 1970, the population
grew rapidly and continues to display a high growth rate. The rise in population since 1970
illustrates China’s present popularity as a resort and bedroom community.
The population has more than doubled between 1970 and 2000. China grew by 2,256
persons which is an average growth of 75 residents per year during this 30 year period. Between
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1970 and 1980, the town grew a staggering 57 percent. The rate of growth decreased to 27
percent in the 80’s, and further to 10 percent in the 90’s.
Current Population: The official census estimate of China’s population for 2005 is
4,402. Kennebec Valley Council of Governments (KVCOG) publishes population estimates as
well. The estimates are based on new housing added to the tax rolls every year. The estimate for
2007 shows China’s population at 4,442. If the figures are correct, we are growing at a faster
rate than we did in the 90’s, about a 15 percent growth rate for the decade.
The census measures more than simply population. Other elements of the census are
related in chapters on housing and the local economy. The table below reports a breakdown of
population characteristics over the past three census reports.
Table 3-1: Historical Population Characteristics
1980

1990

2000

Total Population

2,918

3,713

4,106

Male Population

1,490

1,850

2,061

Female Population

1,428

1,863

2,045

Median Age

29.1

32.1

36.8

Total Households

958

1,267

1,549

Family Households

801

1,013

1,176

Nonfamily Households

254

373

Nonfamily Households Living Alone

195

272

Households with Persons 65 years and older

276

Average Household Size

2.65

3.05
2.93
Source: 1980, 1990, 2000 Census

This table is more than just numbers. It has real meaning in terms of planning for our
community. It illustrates that the average age of the residents is increasing and that, though the
number of households are increasing, the number of single person households is increasing
faster. Except in college towns, single person households tend to be elderly households. Elderly
households tend to require a whole different set of public services.
Just as important is the overall decrease in household size. In just 20 years, China went
from over three persons per household to 2.65. This is a national trend, reflecting social changes
like smaller families, lower birth rates, and elderly independent living. But it has a real impact in
China, because if we have fewer persons in each household, we need more houses just to sustain
the current population. For every 1,000 homes in 1980, we had 3,050 occupants. In 2000, 1,000
homes only contain 2,650 occupants. In fact, we needed an extra 150 homes in 2000, just to
accommodate the same number of residents we had in 1980.
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These figures gain importance when we project the population and housing demand for
the future. If the number of occupants of a house continues to drop, the market will demand not
only more houses, but smaller ones.
Seasonal Population:
The seasonal fluctuation in China has traditionally been a major phenomenon; after all,
we have always been a lake town, and host for over 400 camps. But as the town grows and
evolves, the impact of the seasonal population will weaken.
The 2000 census counted 418 “seasonal homes.” Assessor’s records since then add
another 11. If we assume that at the peak of the season, 90 percent of them are occupied, we
have another 386 households in town. Since vacation homes tend to be family retreats, we
probably average more persons per household. If we assume three per household, we come up
with an estimate of 1,160 persons in camps.
There are also several lodging places in China, consisting of cabins or rooms. There are
about 60 lodging units, with a smaller capacity per unit – perhaps 100 people total. The town
used to have many childrens’ camps; now the Friends Camp is the only remaining overnight
camp in town. Friends Camp employs a staff of 24 and at the peak of the season has 95 campers
for a peak population of 119. Retreats and special events at both the Friends Camp and the
China Lake Conference Center can draw up to 1,000 additional people.
These figures result in no more than 1,500 added population at the peak season. While
these numbers have an impact on the local economy and transportation system, it comes up to
less than 1/3 of the year-round population. With each new year of growth in the town, the
seasonal “bump” will become less and less noticeable.
Components of Population Change
Between 1990 and 2000, the town’s population increased by 368 persons. However, not
all these new residents actually moved into the community. The population changes in a
community are a result of both natural change and net migration. Natural change is the difference
between deaths and births in the community over a period of time. Net migration is the
remainder, calculated by subtracting natural change from the overall change.
Between 1990 and 2000 the natural change in China accounted for an increase of 213
persons, based on Town Clerk reports of vital statistics. That means that net migration accounted
for 155 persons. Probably more than that number actually moved in. Net migration is the
difference between those who move in and those who move out.
Will the ratio of natural change and net migration continue? Considering the aging of the
population, a trend toward smaller families and increasing housing values, it seems that deaths
will begin to outpace births, resulting in a decline in natural change. The increasing availability
of land, ease of access through Augusta thanks to the new bridge, improving lake water quality,
and other factors will continue to make China an attractive place to live, meaning that inmigration will build. This has planning implications, too. We cannot impact the rate of natural
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change with town policy; we can, however, affect the rate of migration – managing land use,
economic development, and public service policies.
The median age of our community is increasing. The table below shows age trends –
which age groups are gaining, which are losing. Since the overall population increased by 40
percent, any age group gaining more than 40 percent in 20 years is on the increase; those gaining
less than 40 percent are shrinking.
Table 3-2: Age Trends 1980 to 2000
1980 % of total

1990 % of total

2000 % of total

20 year change

Population

2,918

3,713

4,106

1,118 (40%)

Median Age

29.1

32.1

36.8

7.7

(26%)

Under 5 years old

305

(10.4%)

298

(8%)

218

(5.3%)

(-87)

(-28%)

6 - 17 years old

665

(22.8%)

875

(23.6 %)

918

(22.3%)

253

(38%)

18 years and older

1,948 (66.7%)

2,540 (68.4%)

2,970 (72.3%)

1,022 (52%)

18 - 24 years old

292

(10%)

288

243 (6%)

(-49)

(-17%)

25 - 44 years old

900

(31%)

1,280 (34.4%)

1,262 (30.7%)

362

(40%)

45 - 54 years old

231

(8%)

409

(11%)

696

(17%)

465

(201%)

55 - 59 years old

141

(5%)

130 (3.5%)

227

(5.5%)

86

(61%)

60 - 64 years old

109

(4%)

114 (3%)

158

(3.8%)

49

(45%)

65 years and older

280

(9.6%)

319 (8.6%)

384

( 9.4)

104

(37%)

(7.8%)

Source: 1980, 1990 & 2000 Census
Some interesting conclusions can be made as far as age changes and trends:
•

The median age has increased from 29.1 years in 1980 to 36.8 years in 2000. This aging
trend is statewide. Maine is one of the oldest states in the nation.

•

The number of persons under 5 years old between 1980 and 2000 decreased by 87 persons.
This will mean lower school enrollments.

•

The 18 to 24 year age segment is decreasing. Young people are moving out of the region for
a variety of reasons including job opportunities and lack of affordable housing. Young
people are where we get our future school children.

•

The 45 to 54 year age segment more than doubled between 1980 and 2000. A clear indication
that the baby boom are no longer babies.
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•

The 65 and older age segment is not yet increasing, but it will. The same baby boom that
was in the 45-54 segment in the 2000 census will be ready to retire in coming years. This
plan should begin to prepare us for that.

Population Density
China has a finite amount of land. Our population is growing. That mean our population
density is increasing. Population density is what distinguishes a farm town from a suburb from
an inner city. The table below illustrates how China’s population density has changed since
1990, and how it compares to our neighbors. Our population density is low compared the
county, but that is skewed by the urban centers. Vassalboro has a little higher density than
China. Sidney is about the same, though increasing rapidly (Sidney is the fastest-growing town
in the county.) Palermo, predictably, has less than half the population density of China.
Table 3-3: Comparative Land Area and Population Density
Square
miles

1990
population

persons
per sq. mile

2000
population

persons
per sq. mile

State

30,864

1,227,928

39.8

1,274,923

41.3

Kennebec County

867

115,904

133.6

117,114

135

China

49

3,713

74.4

4,106

83.8

Augusta

55

21,325

384.9

18,560

337.5

Albion

38.9

1,736

44.6

1,946

50

Sidney

42.2

2,593

61.4

3,514

83.2

Vassalboro

44

3,679

83

4,047

92

Winslow

36.9

7,997

216.7

7,743

209.9

Palermo

40.6

1,021

25.1

1,220

30

Windsor

34

1,895

55.5
2,204
Source: 1990 & 2000 Census

64.8

People choose to live in rural communities for a variety of reasons. The table above
shows that more densely-populated areas such as Augusta and Winslow have lost population.
This trend is evident in many areas throughout the state. There is a natural tendency for people
to spread out, just like water on a flat surface. Some call it sprawl.
Population growth does not necessarily mean that we have to sprawl as well. The
consensus of residents, expressed through our public forums and surveys, is that we want to
retain our open spaces and revitalize our villages. That will mean encouraging greater density in
spaces where the land and public services will support it, and developing at a lower density in
areas we wish to preserve.
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Population Projections and Impacts
How much will China grow, and how fast? Population projections provide the short and
easy answer. These are mathematical extrapolations of past population growth and factors such
as age distribution and household size. The State Planning Office publishes a projection to the
year 2020. They estimate China’s population will be 5,547, an increase of 35 percent from 2000.
KVCOG also does population projections. They estimate a 2020 population of 5,300, with a
range between 5,200 and 5,525.
Population projections are our view into the future – accounting for all the trends and
influences that we can identify at the present. But, we do have the ability to manage our own
trends. The way we manage trends today influences the population of the future. If we change
the local economy or housing market, we change the growth of the community.
To illustrate this, we can develop our own set of population projections. These are not
formula projections, but results of alternate scenarios. What will happen, for example, if we
have a sudden influx of jobs into the community, or place a cap on new housing permits?
Status Quo Scenario: Let’s look first at the SPO projection. This is the status quo
scenario, since it is based on things continuing to happen as they have in the past. The SPO
projection is for a population of 5,547 in 2020. What does this mean in terms of the “visible
impacts” of growth: jobs and housing?
To estimate housing demand, we need to look at our assumption about household size. If
household size stays the same at 2.65 persons per household, a population of 5,547 in 2020 will
need 544 new homes between 2000 and 2020, a build rate of 27 per year (assuming no increase
in vacancy rate). But we can be pretty sure that the household size will continue to decrease. It
decreased by 15 percent between 1980 and 2000. What if it decreases another 7.5 percent
between 2000 and 2020 (half as fast)? Suddenly, the demand is now 715 new homes in 20 years,
about 36 per year. Nine new homes per year are needed just to balance the demographic trend.
Every new household that comes to China also needs a job. In fact, according to the
census, every household in China now needs 1.34 jobs (see Chapter 5). That is a little above the
Kennebec County average (1.2 jobs per household), so let’s predict a future demand for 1.25 new
jobs per new household. That means 715 new households will create a demand for about 890
new jobs, an average of 45 new jobs per year.
Not all of those jobs – a small percentage, in fact – are going to be in China. China is
part of a larger labor market. In 2000, only 339 of China’s 2,000-odd workers worked in town.
Another 400 out-of-town residents worked in China. In total, China hosts about one job for
every three local workers. Applied to our projection, it means China would need to create 15
new jobs every year to support the projected population growth.
We can translate this into commercial development demand, but in this our assumptions
get a little hazy, depending on the type of business. The employee-space ratio varies from 4-5
workers per 1,000 square feet in office situations to one per 1,000 square feet in retail. Fifteen
jobs per year equates to somewhere between 4,000 square feet (office space) and 15,000 square
feet (retail space) per year.
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Fast Growth Scenario: We can look at a fast growth scenario as an alternative to the
status quo. Rather than starting with population, however, we can get a better feel for it if we
start with housing construction. According to building permit records (see Chapter 4), since
1998 China has averaged about 50 building permits per year. Not all of these result in new
homes (some are replacements, some seasonal, some never completed), but what if they did?
Fifty new homes a year would mean a 2020 population of 6,245, seven hundred more than the
status quo estimate. At that rate, by the way, thirty years of growth would result in exactly twice
as many homes as are contained in China today.
New households would result in a demand for 1,250 new jobs. That is about 62 per year,
21 of which should be in China. Twenty-one new jobs would require between 5,000 and 20,000
square feet of commercial space each year.
There are several factors that could cause the town’s growth rate to accelerate. The new
bridge at Augusta shortens commuting time to China, and could result in still-stronger interest in
China real estate. Other actions, like lowering the tax rate or improving China schools, could
motivate new interest in prospective residents. Or, a sudden burst of new jobs, or an old farm
developed into a 100-unit subdivision – now a common occurrence just slightly to the south of us
– could easily accelerate our growth path.
Slow Growth Scenario: We can also look at a slow growth scenario. Instead of the
status quo of 36 houses per year, what if the rate slowed to 25 houses per year? That’s half the
build rate of the fast growth scenario. It would amount to a population increase of about 45 per
year: a total of 5,020 by 2020. Five hundred new households would require 625 new jobs –
about 31 a year, ten of which would be in China. That means another 2,000 to 10,000 square
feet of commercial space.
A slow growth situation tends to be the result of economic forces. An extended downturn
in the economy, or prolonged increasing gas prices, would be necessary to flag the interest of
potential China residents. However, slow growth can also come as the result of local
government policies to restrain growth. Increasing lot size requirements would not slow growth,
but a cap on the number of building permits might, or a requirement that added $10’s of
thousands of dollars to housing prices.
Jobs and houses are just the most tangible impacts of growth. There are others as well.
Every new house consumes more land (under our current ordinances). At the legal minimum of
one acre per housing unit, our three scenarios will consume between 500 and 1,000 acres of new
land in the next twenty years. Five hundred acres is 1.5 percent of our total land surface area;
1,000 acres is three percent. A typical development runs more like two to three acres per lot.
Those numbers bring us closer to three to ten percent of our land area over 20 years.
The demand for jobs would add between 40,000 and 400,000 square feet of commercial
space over 20 years, likely tending toward the larger number. (Hannaford alone will account for
the lower figure.) Since commercial buildings generally take up only about ten percent of the lot
area they sit on, they could consume close to 90 acres over 20 years.
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New homes also require road frontage. At 150 feet of frontage (less than what would be
required for a “square” acre), five hundred new homes will consume seven miles of roadside
(both sides); one thousand new homes will consume 14 miles. Whether this is state, local, or
private road is our choice. We have only 76 miles of road in town, now – over half of it is
already developed.
New households can be expected to produce other impacts on public services. The rule
of thumb is ½ a school-age child per household, though that will shrink when our population
ages or we build smaller houses. Two hundred fifty new school children could cost another $1.8
million to educate (at China’s 05-06 per pupil cost of $7,300). The average person in China
generates 1,100 pounds of solid waste per year. Count on 500 new households generating
another 675 tons of waste per year – at China’s current costs, another $44,000 a year in costs.
To offset that, new homes will generate tax revenue. If we assume an average value of
$150,000 and a mill rate of 18 mills, 500 homes will generate $1.35 million per year.
To sum up: our various growth scenarios predict that China will grow to between 5,000
and 6,200 residents by the year 2020, adding between 500 and 1,000 new homes, and between
200 and 400 new jobs.
That presents a large grey area. Where our growth path actually falls within that grey
area depends on a great many factors, some of which we can control through the
recommendations of this plan.
Usually, however, our recommendations can only have an indirect impact on growth
rates. We can’t predict with any accuracy whether our plan will result in a precise level of
growth. That is why it is also important that the community continue to pay attention to annual
changes in housing and other local and regional indicators. Keeping track of new building data
will allow the Town to determine whether we are on track with managing growth, or whether
changes in certain policies should be considered based upon new data. We should continue to
monitor the rate of new construction and the type of homes that are being built. We should
continue to discuss the implications and address them through policy changes.
Planning Concerns and Issues:
This section consists of a list of the more significant findings of our study of population.
The list attempts to identify the types of future trends that will affect China and our decisionmaking. Unlike the following chapters, the planning issues in this chapter are not followed by
Goals and Policies; the issues will, instead, continue as a theme throughout the plan.
•

Our population will continue to grow into the future. Based on past growth trends, we
can expect the population in the year 2020 to be between 5,000 and 6,200. Whether we
reach the high end of that range or the low end will depend in part on the policies laid out
in this plan to manage and direct growth while husbanding public service costs.

•

For the purpose of this plan, the SPO projection of 5,547 people by the year 2020 is used
as a baseline. This comes out to about 36 new homes per year. But part of the housing
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demand derives from the continuing trends towards smaller households. This needs to be
taken into account: the future holds more single-person and couple households.
•

In contrast, the seasonal population of China has leveled off, and is declining as a
percentage of the year-round community. Conversion of seasonal homes to year-round
and the lack of supply of lakefront property lead us to conclude the seasonal population
will not grow.

•

Beyond the growth in numbers, the aging of the population is the biggest demographic
trend we will have to deal with in the next few years. The baby boom will be retiring
soon. The town will be expected to respond, with senior activities, increased availability
of public services, such as police, ambulance, and public transportation, and a more
appropriate housing stock.

•

As our population grows, the population density increases. Without direction, it has a
tendency to spread evenly across the landscape, creating a nondescript suburb. But time
after time, China residents have expressed a preference for the pattern of village and open
country we have now. The pattern cannot be preserved without effort. Which future will
we choose?
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Chapter 4: Housing
Purpose
The housing chapter deals with a variety of housing related issues important to the
community. The level of building, types of housing (single-family, mobile homes, etc.) and need
for affordable housing affect China’s future. This chapter also estimates our future housing
needs and discusses how we may meet them.
Housing Numbers
Building permits are an indication of our rate of development. Permits are required for
many forms of development. The table below shows only those related to housing between 1998
and 2006:
Table 4-1: Building Permits, 1998-2006
Year

Houses

Manufactured
Homes

Internal
plumbing
permits

Septic
systems

2006

24

2005

Additions

Accessory
structures

14

83

52

29

59

25

22

88

55

35

63

2004

28

18

89

63

25

78

2003

32

15

82

59

36

61

2002

26

31

83

69

23

64

2001

19

27

70

53

24

46

2000

28

17

68

62

43

60

1999

31

36

85

73

21

67

1998

24

26

74

65

19

43

Source: Town Records
The figure below illustrates the total number of new homes permitted between 1998 and
2005, broken down by housing type. While not all of these have been completed and occupied,
it gives us a good idea of the rate and style of housing in China over an 8-year period.
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Figure 4-1: Building Permits for New Homes: 1998-2005
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Over this period, permits have averaged 50.6 per year, 26.6 for stick-built homes and 24
per year for manufactured housing. Although it looks as if the recent trend is for more
manufactured housing and fewer stick-built homes, the trend has not maintained for long enough
to draw any conclusions.
We can, however, say that manufactured housing is gaining in popularity. As shown in
the table below, there were only 148 mobile homes in China as of 1990, but 95 were added
between 1990 and 2000, and another 103 have been permitted since. (Some of these may be
replacements – the assessor has only added 40 new mobile homes to the tax rolls.)
Table 4-2: Historical Housing Trends
1970

1980

1990

2000

Total Housing Units

981

1,224

1,703

2,029

Occupied Housing Units

525

958

1,267

1,549

Vacant Housing Units

456

266

436

480

Seasonal Housing Units

417

174

365

418

Mobile Homes

53

142

148

243

Owner Occupied Housing

450

826

1,098

1,295

Renter Occupied Housing

75

132

169

254

Source: 1970, 1980, 1990 & 2000 Census
Several other observations of housing trends may be drawn from the table. China has
seen steady growth in the number of seasonal homes, to the point where seasonal housing
accounts for one in five overall. (Vacant Housing units include seasonal.) Owner-occupied
homes account for 83 percent of all occupied housing; Renter-occupied accounts for only 17
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percent. According to further data (not shown on table), only 104 of the 2,029 housing units in
China are multi-family, with almost half of those duplexes.
Building permits do not always become new homes. The permits may be for
replacements, or homes may be permitted and never started. For example, in 2005, 22 new
mobile homes were built, but 23 were destroyed, moved out or otherwise put out of service. For
whatever reason, the assessor, during the eight-year period since 1998, has only added 229 new
houses, and average of 28.6 per year, compared to the 50.6 that were permitted.
The table below summarizes the age of homes in China, by year built.
Table 4-3: Structure Age
Year Built
1995 - 2000
1990 - 1994
1980- 1989
1970 - 1979
1960 - 1969
1940 - 1959
1939 or earlier

Number of Homes
210
240
376
365
194
260
384
Source: 2000 Census

Percentage of Total
10.4 %
11.8
18.5
18.0
9.6
12.8
18.9

China has a relatively new housing profile. Well over half of China’s homes have been
built since 1970. The 70’s and 80’s were the boom times for housing (reflected in overall
population growth). The town has relatively few older homes. In comparison to China’s 19
percent of homes over 60 years old, Windsor has 21 percent, Albion 22 percent, and Vassalboro
32 percent.
The relatively high percentage of newer homes infers that the physical condition of
homes is fairly good. Other census data confirms this. In 2000, there were only 18 occupied
housing units in town lacking complete plumbing facilities and 12 lacking a kitchen (out of over
1,500). None were unheated, and only five were heated primarily by coal. (82 percent are
heated by fuel oil.)
Seasonal Housing
Seasonal housing is an historic element of China’s housing stock. Virtually all the
seasonal housing is located along China Lake and Three Mile Pond. Most of the waterfront is
already developed; however, potential exists for inland lots to be developed in a few locations.
Waterfront access in some form would need to be made available in order to market these
developments.
According to the Census, there are 418 units of seasonal housing in China. These are
housing units which the respondents to the census survey called “seasonal,” so this figure may
not correspond with the actual number of non-winterized camps. The assessor has reported
another eleven seasonal units constructed since 2000.
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The Town needs to monitor any changes in its seasonal housing stock. The rate of
conversions to year-round, in particular, could impact town services such as road maintenance,
school enrollments, emergency services, and solid waste.
Senior Housing
Senior housing is a type of housing designed or limited for senior occupancy. It can take
many forms, from “independent living” to condo- or motel-style units, to nursing homes. Recent
major projects have been designed as transitional; that is, as seniors age, they can move into
more intensive care facilities without changing addresses.
Senior housing opportunities are currently only available in Augusta, Winslow, and
Waterville. Considering the number of baby boomers entering their fifties, this type of housing
will become very popular about a decade from now. Areas with potential for future senior
housing include those with services easily accessible, such as China’s villages.
If the town chooses to promote development of senior housing some adjustments will
need to be made to the dimensional requirements in the villages especially lot size. We could do
this by making it more attractive to build multi-family or cluster projects.
Housing Values and Cost
Homes values are a source of concern for families and the town as a whole. The price of
housing is indicative of the community. A lack of diversity in housing prices means a lack of
diversity in the population. And housing prices that escalate too quickly can put pressure on
long-time residents to move or sell out.
The table below shows the 2000 Census breakdown of housing values. These values are
from the census survey, not sales figures. Only those homes considered “typical” were surveyed,
excluding mobile homes, camps, and homes with more than 10 acres of land. Also, the
homeowners estimated their own home values – they were not official appraisals.
Table 4-4: Housing Value, Selected Units
Housing Value

Number of Units

Percent of Total

Less than $50,000

46

(5.3%)

$50,000 to $99,999

397

( 45.6%)

$100,000 to $149,999

266

( 30.5%)

$150,000 to $199,999

80

( 9.2%)

$200,000 to $299,999

76

( 8.7%)

$300,000 to $499,999
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It’s hard to compare figures like this with other towns in the regional housing market, so
the census calculates a median home price. The median is the point at which half the values are
above and half below. The table below compares China’s median with others. The 2000 median
price in China was about average for Maine, but quite a bit higher than the average for Kennebec
County. Among neighboring towns, China is clearly the most "pricey".
Table 4-5: 2000 Median Home Value Regional Comparison
Location

Median Home Value

Location

Median Home Value

Maine

$98,700

Kennebec County

$87,200

China

$99,400

Windsor

$92,700

Chelsea

$85,000

Augusta

$80,500

Vassalboro

$88,500

Winslow

$84,900

Albion

$79,400

Sidney

$97,900

Source: 2000 Census
Maine State Housing Authority (MSHA) reports on trends in home prices and
affordability on a regular basis. MSHA has home sales figures for China and neighboring towns
dating to 2005. The data shows that home prices in China have escalated dramatically since the
Census. The median home in 2005 sold for $138,600, about a 40 percent increase over five
years. Vassalboro experienced even greater increase, however, as their median home in 2005
sold for $142,500, a 61 percent rise. Windsor’s median home sold for $137,400 (48 percent),
while Albion’s trailed at $105,000 (33 percent). While there is some indication that prices have
leveled off in the past year, China’s attractiveness and location will continue to fuel upward
pressure on housing prices.
Affordable Housing
The ability of individuals, families, newcomers and retirees to find housing within their
price range plays a vital role in the social and economic health of the town. Communities that
can offer a range of housing types and price offerings can enjoy a mix of people from many
backgrounds. The availability of affordable housing is critical to the long term growth potential
of the town.
This discussion about affordable housing is based on data collected by the Maine State
Housing Authority (MSHA) for 2005 and includes income and housing cost estimates from
Claritas, Maine Revenue Service, MSHA, Multiple Listing Service and State and federal sources.
Affordable housing will be discussed for both homeowners and renters.
Affordability for Homeowners: The 2000 Census surveys household income as well as home
values, allowing us to make some conclusions about affordability. Typically, affordable housing
is defined as housing that costs less than 30 % of a household income. In China, 24.7 % of
owner-occupied households – nearly one in four -- paid more than 30 % of their income for
housing. More than 17 percent paid over 35 % of their income on housing. The median housing
cost was $945 per month.
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MSHA has more recent and relevant information. Their “affordability index” shows how
many households can potentially afford a home. In the table below, the higher the index number,
the more affordable housing is. Homes in the Augusta Housing Market are relatively more
affordable, for example, than those in Maine, because we only fall $3,000 short of the income
needed, versus $18,000 short statewide.
Table 4-6: Measures of Affordability, 2005
Index

Median
Income

a median income
can afford:

The
Median
Home Price

Income needed to
afford a median home

Maine

0.70

$43,370

$129,445

$184,000

$61,648

Kennebec
County

0.91

$40,670

$118,665

$129,900

$44,521

Augusta
Market Area

0.93

$42,635

$125,251

$135,000

$45,954

China

0.92

$43,373

$127,394

$138,600

$47,188

Source: Maine State Housing Authority
Housing in China is rapidly becoming less affordable, as household incomes fail to rise
as fast as prices. Housing prices have been going up more than five percent per year, while
incomes are rising by half of that. An additional factor is the more-rapid-than-average
appreciation of lakefront property. The result “on the ground” is that families with higher
incomes are moving into town, buying homes from people with lower incomes (who then move
out) or outbidding local families for new homes. Meanwhile, the majority of households that are
staying put are finding it harder to pay mortgages and taxes.
Affordability for Renters: Renters as a group have historically been even more susceptible to
affordability problems than homeowners. Even though there are relatively few renters in China,
the rental market provides a vital option for young people and seniors.
The median rent in 2000 was $525. A total of 28.2 % of households paid more than 30 %
of their income for rent, with fully one-quarter paying in excess of 35 %. This put 66 of the 234
rentals in China in the “unaffordable” category as of 2000.
The 2005 figures indicate this trend is continuing. The average rent reported by MSHA
was up to $711/month, an increase of 35 percent. As with owner-occupied housing, prices are
rising almost twice as fast as incomes. China did have nine subsidized rental housing units in
2005, still a small percentage of its 278 total units.
Affordability Prospects: The town has a stake in improving the affordability of its housing.
Improved affordability helps the standard of living in the town, but more importantly, it allows
for a diversity of population, from singles and couples just starting out, to seniors who deserve
not to be sent to Augusta for “elderly housing,” to members of our community who need to be
able to both live and work here. For example, the average teacher at the China School had a
2005 income of $41,000. A teacher’s salary could afford a house for about $111,000. How
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many houses are now available for the average working family in China, not to mention young
people just starting out?
MSHA has done most of the research on affordability issues, and administers most of the
affordability programs in the state. The agency reports that the Town could support another 63
rental units in the affordable range. At least 11 of them are needed for seniors. Many of the
existing renters are potential homeowners. But 81 of the identified 195 potential homeowners
earn less than 80 percent of the median income. There were only 23 homeowners in China that
took advantage of MSHA’s first-time homebuyers program between 2001 and 2005.
Seniors are particularly in need. As of 2005, 56 percent of senior homeowners and 82
percent of senior renters earn less than 80 percent of median income, including 48 senior
households earning less than 30 percent of median. Only three of the available rentals are
subsidized exclusively for seniors. (Section 8 vouchers)
Households within the very low and low income categories (50 to 80 percent of median)
could afford homes valued between $60,000 and $96,000 (2005 prices). The market availability
of homes priced in this range is limited. Mobile homes may provide some housing opportunities
but usually housing cost plus land and improvements will push the minimum price of even a
mobile home above $75,000.
A recent spot check of real estate prices in China revealed that the cheapest of 45 listings
was priced at $129,000. Clearly, the spec-build real estate market is not going to fill the need for
affordable housing. The town must consider what actions we can take to assist.
Housing Futures
Along with our population projections, we estimated that another 500 (slow growth
scenario) to 1,000 (fast growth scenario) homes would be necessary between 2000 and 2020,
with the most likely scenario at 715 new homes.
While the most pressing issue is where in town we can put 715 new homes, we need also
to look at housing type and affordability within the context of our community character. If we
want to preserve the diversity of our town, including our older and younger generations, we need
more diverse housing.
The state-mandated goal of providing 10 percent of new housing in the affordable range
would mean 72 new homes in China over 20 years priced at under $100,000 (using 2005
incomes and prices), with some priced as low as $60,000. It might be more practical to envision
our affordable housing future as a set of multi-family rental units priced from $500-800 per
month.
Planning Issues and Concerns:
•

Can China absorb 715 new homes over twenty years? While that many new homes will
add to the tax base, it will have dramatic effects on school enrollments, roads, waste
disposal and other public services. Should we attempt to accelerate or reduce the rate of
new housing construction?
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•

The current trend is overwhelmingly for single-family, owner-occupied housing. Should
we be promoting a greater diversity of housing?

•

The town has a generally high quality of housing, including some classic architecture in
the village areas and along the lake. Is there a need for a building code? Is there interest
in maintaining the historic design element of the village areas? As property values
continue to increase, lakefront housing will become more attractive for conversion to
year-round, bringing with it demands for year-round services.

•

One in four China residents is living in housing they cannot financially support. What
steps can China take to promote affordable housing? Are there specific population
groups we want to serve, such as the elderly, young people, or the workforce? Are there
specific housing types (e.g. condos, apartments, mobile homes) we want to favor? Are
there specific locations we want to favor or avoid? We need to see about 3.5 new
housing units per year priced under $100,000 or monthly rent under $800 to meet the
state goal.

•

The town’s subdivision and minimum lot size standards both influence the cost of
housing. Some variety to the regulations could provide market incentive for a variety of
housing, but it is more likely that the Town will have to become more pro-active.

•

The greatest affordable housing need over the next 20 years will be for senior citizens.
Do we want to encourage aging seniors to stay in the community? Is there a desire for a
town-managed project, such as a senior community, or subsidized apartments?

The following Recommendations were included in the 1991 Plan:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Housing in China will conform to acceptable standards for foundation, drainage, construction, plumbing,
and electrical work. Qualified inspectors will be appointed to ensure compliance.
The Town of China will organize an “Affordable Housing Alliance” to assist eligible people who wish to
acquire affordable housing.
Large scale developers will provide for affordable housing. Incentives will be formulated.
The use of manufactured houses in China is encouraged, either in parks or individual structures.
Mobile home parks are covered by an Ordinance which will be continued.
Any clustered housing may require common septic disposal systems.

State Goal:

Encourage and promote affordable, decent housing opportunities for all
Maine citizens; seek to achieve a level of at least ten percent of new residential
development meet the definition of “affordable.”
Policies and Recommendations:
4.1

Begin a vigorous initiative to promote public-private cooperation to expand the diversity
and affordability of housing in China, with specific focus on increasing the quantity of
housing opportunity in the affordable range.
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a.

The Town will organize and sponsor a housing summit, envisioned as a daylong
conversation with housing professionals, developers, contractors, and interested residents,
to discuss mechanisms to stimulate a diversity of housing. High Priority, Short term.

b.

The Planning Board should evaluate the possibility of using impact fees to capitalize a
fund for development of local affordable housing and implement if feasible.

4.2

Recognize a particular class of affordable housing need among seniors. Research and
promote local solutions, including subsidized housing, progressive care, and other forms
of housing assistance and programs.
The Town Manager and the Economic and Development Committee will explore interest
in developing affordable elderly housing. If interest is expressed by the community, an
action plan should be developed for town consideration.

4.3

Create different lot and dimensional requirements to replicate existing development
patterns, allow for smaller lots, promote more affordable housing options, enhance
pedestrian opportunity, and alternative housing styles.

a.

The new Land Use Code should propose dimensional and lot size requirements for the
village areas to allow for a development pattern that mirrors the traditional village
patterns.

b.

The new Land Use Code should contain amendments to the subdivision ordinance
allowing for an open space design option.

4.4

Consider design standards for new development within the village areas. The standards
would promote building to respect the historic patterns, scale, size and design of
neighboring properties. The development of these standards should involve widespread
public participation and especially residents of the villages.

a. The Planning Board, Historic Society, and village residents should research the benefits
and requirements of historic district designations and design standards for the villages.
b. The new Land Use Code should contain design standards for village scale commercial
development.
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Chapter 5: Economic Climate
Purpose:
The economy section of the comprehensive plan seeks to describe issues and trends in the
economic climate of the community and identify opportunities in public policy to promote the
type of economic growth and development that will be in the best interests of the citizens and
community.
Education: The Foundation of Economic Growth
The contemporary job market is competitive and demands a high skill level from each
worker. The loss of unskilled manufacturing jobs, the growing importance of the global
economy, and rapid advances in technology have made education a necessity for today’s
workforce. The level of educational attainment is a measure of the ability of the community to
sustain economic growth.
Table 5-1: Educational Attainment in China and Kennebec County

Total adults 25 and older
th

China
1990

China
2000

Kennebec County
1990

Kennebec County
2000

2,278

2,744

74,858

79,362

Less than 9 grade

79

9th to 12th grade no diploma

(3%)

127

(5%)

7,123

(9.5%)

4,528

(5.7%)

230 (10%)

170

(6%)

8,678 (11.6%)

7,183

(9.1%)

High school graduate

993 (44%)

1,074 (39%)

28,464 (38%)

29,882 (37.7%)

Some college, no degree

341 (15%)

472

(17%)

11,762 (16%)

15,143 (19.1%)

Associate degree

179 (8%)

311

(11%)

5,305

(7%)

6,224

Bachelor’s degree

359 (16%)

344

(13%)

8,857

(12%)

10,397 (13.1%)

Graduate/professional
degree

97

246

(9%)

4,669

(6%)

6,005 (7.6%)

( 4%)

(7.8%)

Source: 1990 & 2000 Census
According to the above table, the town has fared well in the past decade, increasing
persons with higher degrees from 97 in 1990 to 246 in 2000. Although persons attaining only a
bachelors degree fell slightly over the decade; increases in the graduate degree category more
than balanced that reduction, resulting in approximately 22 percent of the population with a
“college education.” Compared with Kennebec County, the town exceeds educational
attainment levels in all areas except bachelor degree and some college without a degree. Maine,
on average, has a 23 percent college attainment rate.
Despite these higher levels, the number of persons with post secondary degrees both in
Kennebec County and China are lower than most of the New England States. Taken together
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with the declining number of young persons in the state, that creates problems for new
enterprises especially in the high tech fields. The shortage of younger workers with advanced
degrees will make it difficult to attract new high wage jobs. Strategies to retain young people
and attract them back into the state are necessary along with strategies to increase the educational
attainment of the existing labor force whenever possible. Much of the task of increasing
educational levels falls on the state or the school systems, but some – such as increasing the
availability of affordable housing for young people – can be affected at the municipal level.
Labor Force and Commuting Patterns:
Workers are referred to, in government parlance, as the “labor force.” The labor force is
generally regarded as everyone above 16 years of age who is not retired or disabled. In China,
the labor force is about 70 percent of the total over-16 population. As the table below shows, the
labor force is composed of 53 percent men, 47 percent women. The percentage of women in the
workforce has grown steadily over the years, (in 1980, it was only 41 percent) as women get
higher levels of education and more freedom to pursue jobs and careers.
Table 5-2: Labor Force Trends: 1990 to 2000
1990 Census

2000 Census

Population 16 years and over

2,677

3,110

Labor force, 16 years and over

1,892 ( 70.7)

2,176 ( 70%)

Total employed persons

1,762 ( 93%)

2,085 ( 96%)

Total unemployed persons
Total males in labor force
Total females in labor force

130

( 7%)

83

(3%)

1,031 ( 55%)

1,164 ( 53%)

861 ( 45%)

1,021 ( 47%)

Source: 1990 & 2000 Census

19
94
19
95
19
96
19
97
19
98
19
99
20
00
20
01
20
02
20
03
20
04
20
05

Percent Unemployed

The table above shows three percent
Unemployment Trend
unemployment in 2000. However, the census
is a poor measure of unemployment, since it
8
only measures employment status at one point
6
(April 1) every ten years.
The Maine
4
Department of Labor monitors employment by
2
town on a monthly and annual basis. As the
0
chart to the right shows, China’s
unemployment rate has been on a very gradual
and intermittent decline since 1994, with a
slight bump in 2003. As of 2005 (the most
recent annual data available), the rate stood at about 4 percent. Four percent is a very decent
rate, generally considered to be “full employment,” although not without room for improvement.
In general, though, it means that no new employer is going to come to China without drawing in
workers from out of town.
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The location of jobs is an element of the discussion as well as simply the quantity. China
is part of a larger labor market, generally centered on Augusta. Unlike prior eras, when residents
usually worked in a local business if not on their own property, only one out of every six workers
in China has a job in China itself, and one in 20 work at home. China has 2,056 workers
(according to the 2000 census) and only 738 jobs inside the town limits. Only 339 people both
live and work in China (in 2000).
Commuters affect the transportation network and income levels (people will drive longer
distance for higher wages). The table below shows: 1) China residents that work in other towns,
and 2) the towns from which other workers commute to work in China. It’s not surprising that
Augusta is by far the largest destination of China residents, though Waterville draws almost as
many residents as work in town. In contrast, China’s main suppliers of workforce are
Vassalboro and Palermo.
Table 5-3 Commuting Patterns for China Residents
Where Residents
Work

#

Where Residents
Work

#

Where Residents
Work

#

Augusta

759

China

339

Waterville

278

Windsor

66

Winslow

59

Vassalboro

54

Fairfield

49

Belfast

41

Skowhegan

35

Bangor

32

Randolph

22

Rockland

21

Bath

20

Benton

20

Gardiner

18

Albion

15

Portland

14

Oakland

14

Pittsfield

13

Clinton

12

Litchfield

11

Thomaston

11

Palermo

11

26 other towns

142

Where workers
Live

#

Where workers
Live

#

China

339

Vassalboro

42

Palermo

41

Windsor

36

Augusta

33

Oakland

33

Albion

20

Waterville

18

Belfast

10

Clinton

14

Winslow

14

27 other towns

138

Where workers
Live

#

Source: 2000 Census
Job Profile:
The Census measures workers in several categories, so that we can tell how the
workforce is profiled and how it is changing. The first of these is “Occupation.” Table 5-4
indicates that in China, professional, management, and office-related occupations are gaining,
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while “blue collar,” service jobs, and farming/forestry are on the decline. This is partly the result
of the increases in educational attainment.
Table 5-4: Employed persons by Occupation
1990

2000

Total Employed

1,762

2,085

Service Occupations

254 ( 14.4%)

280 ( 13.4%)

Farming, Fishing & Forestry Occupations

73 ( 4.1%)

32 ( 1.5%)

Professional & Management Occupations

496 ( 28%)

701 ( 33.6%)

Sales & Office Occupations

414 ( 23.5%)

521 ( 25%)

Construction, Maintenance & Extraction Occupations

241 ( 13.7%)

245 ( 11.8%)

Production, Transportation & Moving Occupations

284 ( 16%)

306 ( 14.7)

Source: 1990 & 2000 Census
Table 5-5 indicates the industrial sector in which residents worked. There has been a loss
of manufacturing and retail jobs – both relatively low-skill areas – an increase in construction
and services, and a huge bump in “health and social services.” Similar results are observed
throughout Kennebec County. Although the shift is to be expected with an increase in
educational attainment, the changes in industrial sectors also indicate a need for retraining and
continuing education for the existing workforce.
Table 5-5: Employed Persons 16 years and over by Industry
1990

2000

1990

2000

Total Employed

1,762

2,085

Retail

278

243

Information

n/a

71

Construction

111

220

Manufacturing

320

276

Farming, forestry & fishing

67

70

Transportation

112

100

Public Administration

209

238

Wholesale trade

61

67

Health & social services

318

494

Finance, insurance, real estate

78

96

Business and repair services

56

67

Other professional services

106

96

Leisure services

46

64

Source: 1990 & 2000 Census
The census also records the type of employer that residents work for. In China, about 2/3
of all workers are in the private sector. Nine percent are self-employed. There has been some
slight increase in the percentage of government (including education) over the past decade, from
22 to 24 percent.
Income as a Measure of Economic Climate:
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Building a good economic climate is all about raising the standard of living of the
community. That is best evidenced through income levels. The table below compares China’s
income profile over the past decade to that of Kennebec County on average. The table on the
following page shows how China’s median household income compares to our neighbor towns.
Table 5-6: Income Facts for Kennebec County and China
Kennebec 1990

Kennebec 2000

China 1990

China 2000

Per capita income

$12,885

$18,520

$14,836

$19,262

Median household income

$28,616

$36,498

$34,441

$41,250

Median family income

$33,375

$43,814

$36,729

$42,768

Total persons below the poverty
rate

11,464 (10.2%)

12,637 (11.1%)

268 (7.2%)

151 (3.7%)

Children under 18 years below the
poverty rate

3,417 (11.9%)

3,769 (13.5%)

90

( 2%)

23

(2%)

Persons 65 years and older below
the poverty rate

2,080 (14.4%)

1,624 (10.2%)

32

(8%)

27

(7%)

Families below the poverty rate

2,268 (7.3%)

2,655 (8.5%)

50 ( 5%)

25 (2.1%)

Source: 1990 & 2000 Census
China’s median income in 2000 was $41,250, significantly higher than most surrounding
towns (Table 5-7, next page), 10 percent higher than Maine as a whole and 13 percent higher
than Kennebec County. Many people are employed in professional, health, administrative and
financial fields, which offer decent wages.
It’s also a 20 percent rise over median incomes for 1990, though that is not good news, as
the rate of inflation over that decade was 30 percent. More recent estimates forwarded by Maine
State Housing Authority (for the purpose of computing affordable housing) put China’s median
income at $43,373 in 2005, still well below the rate of inflation.
Median household income is the basic measure of income levels. It measures the
revenue, from all sources, for all members of a household, with the “median” being the point at
which half of all households make more, half make less.
Table 5-7: Median Household Income Comparison
Location

Median Income

Location

Median Income

State of Maine

$37,240

Kennebec County

$36,498

China

$41,250

Chelsea

$40,905

Albion

$35,357

Augusta

$29,929

Windsor

$40,039

Whitefield

$38,477

Gardiner

$35,103

Manchester

$52,500
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Pittston

$39,604

Vassalboro

$37,923

Sidney

$42,500

Palermo

$34,375

Source: 2000 Census
Together with higher median incomes, China ranks very well in poverty rate. Only two
percent of China’s children are in families below the poverty rate, compared to 13.5 percent in
the remainder of Kennebec County. Only seven percent of elderly persons are below the poverty
rate, compared to 10 percent in Kennebec.
The source of income helps us to understand how the economy is supported. In China,
about 64 percent of households earn their primary income through wages. Only 46 households
out of more than 2,000 get public assistance. A relatively high 34 percent are retired and/or on
social security.
A little over one in ten China households bring in less than $15,000 per year. About 60
percent of households earn between $25,000 and $75,000 per year. Six and a half percent make
over $100,000 per year.
Local Businesses:
Knowledge of the existing business profile is useful in determining what sectors are
successful in China, and where we may want to focus development efforts. The following tables
illustrate the number, location, and type of businesses in town. Those businesses located along
the Route 3 Corridor are shown separately.
Table 5-8: As of 2006, Local Business/Employers in China
Public and non-profit Business/Employers
Town of China
China Conference Center
Friends Camp
China Schools
Erskine Academy
South China Inn Association
SKDC Headstart
Albert Church Brown Memorial Library

Location:
Lakeview Drive, Main Street
Neck Road
Lakeview Drive
Lakeview Drive
Windsor Road
So China Village
Lakeview Drive
China village

Route 3 Commercial Activities
Border Trust Bank
Beth’s Family Hairstyling
Back’s Ice Cream
S&T Motors
Right Choice Contractors
Market and Deli
Nostalgia Store
Ricks Garage (vacant)
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Northland Telephone
Tilton Insurance
Mainely Trains
O’Brien Oil
Beale Video
Tobey’s
Fieldstone Quik Stop
Joann Austin, Attorney
38

Nadeau Chiropractic
China Area Wash and Dry
Quick Stop Redemption Center
Fieldstone Car Wash
Pioneer Wagon Restaurant (vacant)
Happy Acres Antique Shop
Greg’s Place Restaurant
South China Health Clinic
Pauley Health Club
Ski Shop
Right Choice Builders
China Dolls Day Care
Odds & Ends Flea Market
Restaurant/health facility(former Napa Store)
Commercial Activities (other than Route 3):
Skips Plumbing and Heating
Pinkham Oil Company
Ron Reed Antiques
The Landing
Candlewood Resort
China Lake Auto
New England Imports
Lake Breeze Restaurant
Redemption Service
Michaud’s Dairy Farm
Lakeview Lumber
French’s Market Gardens
2 Loons Farm
Emery’s Market
Trim Line Signs and Vehicles
Irene’s Greenhouse Flowers
Scott Pierce Machine Shop
Good Wishes Craft Store
John Finley Electric
Blaine Casey Contractor
Paul’s Plumbing and Heating
Gateway Home Inspections
Pure Pleasure Motor Works
China General Store
Steven’s Farm
Branch Pond Flowers and Gifts
Varney’s Bed and Breakfast
Lakeside Market
Whatever Shop
Meadow Brook Farms
P C Junkyard
P&P Transport
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Town Line Newspaper
Frontier Village store
Lakes Region Motel
Adams Realty
Second Hand Shop
Route 3 Truck Caps
Whitt’s Design Silk Screening
Memorial Sales
China Storage
Kempton Tobey and Son Contractors
Learning Center Daycare
Post Office
Jerry and Son Garage

Location:
Windsor Road
Windsor Road
Mayflower Lane
Lakeview Drive
Lakeview Drive
Lakeview Drive
Lakeview Drive
Lakeview Drive
Waterville Road
Neck Road
Lakeview Drive
Vassalboro Road
Vassalboro Road
Windsor Road
Windsor Road
Windsor Road
Weeks Mills
Weeks Mills
Weeks Mills
Lakeview Drive
Lakeview Drive
Lakeview Drive
Waterville Road
Main Street
Pleasant View Ridge
Branch Pond Village
Neck Road
Lakeview Drive
Windsor Road
Stanley Hill Road
Lakeview Drive
Weeks Mills
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China Neck Farms

Neck Road

Home Business
The town contains a range of home businesses, including professional trades, child care,
small engine repair, landscaping, offices, craft and hobby activities, woodworking, artist and
many others. Just about any profession or occupation could potentially be undertaken in a small
scale home business. Many of these enterprises provide a second income to the household or a
full time income. The popularity of home business has increased over the past years and it
appears that it will continue to grow.
The technology explosion in home computers and widespread internet access has
provided another opportunity for some people to work at home for some or all of their work
week. It has also allowed people to create small home businesses performing a variety of
services ranging from professional to internet mail order. The Commerce Department noted in
February of 2002 that more than half of American households are now connected to the internet.
While the vast majority use the internet for e-mail, surfing and shopping, a growing number are
finding new ways to make a living.
The actual number of persons working full or part time via the internet or in more
traditional home business is not known. This is data that the town is interested in tabulating
because it can have profound impacts upon our economy and the patterns of our daily lives. The
trend has implications for traffic patterns, flexible lifestyles, additional family involvement,
percentage of people available in a community during the day, and a reduction in demand for
business space. The town should attempt to track the number of home occupations within the
community to further study their impact and potential for growth.
Regional Economic Trends:
Traditional Manufacturing
The Augusta and Waterville Labor Market Areas have both experienced the closing of
traditional manufacturing facilities over the past twenty years. The Hathaway Shirt Factory
(Waterville), Scott/Kimberly-Clark Paper Mill (Winslow), and the American Tissue Plant
(Augusta) are examples of the decline of this sector. The demands of a global economy will
continue to place pressure upon existing manufacturing operations.
The Retail Trend
The construction of WalMarts, Home Depots, and other large retail stores in the region
and the state has signaled a major shift in our retail economy. The big box stores, so named for
their size and exterior design, are often called category killers because they put similar retail
operations out of business, so much so that even businesses in China are affected by Augusta
stores. Typically only small convenience stores or specialty shops seem able to maintain a
presence in the face of this level of competition. The proposed location of a Hannaford’s Super
Market in China signals a change in this trend for China; we may see a surge of interest in chaintype retail stores following Hannaford into this location.
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The Lure of the Service Center
Over the past twenty years, the majority of new regional commercial opportunities have
located in Augusta or Waterville. This is not limited to the retail sector or traditional
manufacturing. Local services, such as medical and financial services are centralizing. This has
occurred at the same time as the customer base – in the form of the general population – has
moved from the urban places out into suburban and rural towns.
Full Employment
Overall, the state and the Augusta region are experiencing a low unemployment rate.
Even lower unemployment rates occur along the coast and the southern portions of the state.
Despite manufacturing plant closings and slow job growth, unemployment rates have varied
from a low of 3 percent to a high of 6 percent in past years. Companies will not move to the area
because there are a lot of people waiting for work; they move here because they know they can
out-compete existing employers on wages and lure new workers with relatively cheap housing.
Projections for the Local Economy:
In Chapter 3, future growth scenarios predicted between 500 and 1,000 new households,
bringing with them demand for between 200 and 400 new jobs in China, 625 to 1,250 new jobs
in the region. This assumes that China continues to bear the regional share of employment. The
scenarios also suggest anywhere between 2,000 and 20,000 square feet of new commercial space
per year is necessary to support this job growth.
What happens if job growth does not keep up with population growth? In the short term,
the unemployment rate goes up. In the long term, wages stagnate, new housing slacks off, and
population growth slows. What happens if job growth exceeds projections? Population growth
accelerates, as do housing prices and development rates.
Job creation is mostly a function of the private sector. Local government can affect job
creation, mostly by investment in infrastructure. Since China’s ability to invest in infrastructure
is limited, we need to look more towards regional solutions. Government can do much more at
the regional level to promote the economy than individually. For example, China has invested in
economic development infrastructure – in First Park. This has likely resulted in jobs and tax
revenue for China residents. China must take advantage of the fact that most economic
development of benefit to its residents will continue to happen in Augusta or Waterville, as it has
over the past few decades.
Prospects for New Businesses and Services
Important questions that must be addressed are what commercial and/or services are
needed or desired to serve the community and what needs are not currently being served by local
and regional commercial enterprises? These questions need to be examined with a great deal of
realism and awareness of existing market realities. China will remain a residential community
whose character is defined by China Lake. The community can, however, develop economically
with a mix of local and regional services in a way that respects and enhances its character,
especially in terms of the environment and water quality.
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It also makes sense to match our preferences with the entrepreneur’s perspective. The
public opinion survey identified some businesses and services that would be beneficial to the
community: Pharmacy, Health Services, Restaurants, Small Retail Stores, Professional Offices,
Motels and B&Bs, Small Manufacturing, Nursery and greenhouses, Home Offices and
Occupations, Campgrounds and Tourist Activities, and Agriculture. Our natural assets include
land and recreational opportunity, so new businesses like a greenhouse or B & B would be much
more likely to thrive here than a pharmacy or professional office building.
The following is a list of some economic strengths of the town, developed through
brainstorming and the public opinion survey:













The Town is part of the Augusta Labor Market Area that benefits from the employment
stability afforded by State Government in Augusta and the region.
The Town has easy access to both the Augusta and Waterville Labor Market Areas
Regional services are available in Augusta, Waterville and Belfast.
We have a well-educated and trained workforce.
The town has a reasonable tax rate.
China Lake and the rural countryside offer economic potential in a specific sector
(tourism and recreation).
Cultural opportunities are available in the region. Portland and the Coast are both less
than an hour away.
The Town is a partner in the First Park in Oakland.
Our major commercial arterial (Route 3) has a high traffic count.
The school system is highly regarded and attracts many families into the community.
Three phase power is available along the Route 3 corridor.
Agricultural and Forestry activities play an important part in the overall economic
picture.

Listed below are some economic challenges we face:
o The town lacks municipal sewer and water, limiting development options.
o The town does not designate certain areas for new commercial growth. Most of the town
allows both residential and commercial uses. Thus we see public opposition to business
development proposals conflicting with neighborhood values.
o China Lake and Three Mile Pond watersheds present additional development constraints
with respect to phosphorus and stormwater management.
o The Route 3 corridor is considered a mobility arterial, requiring strict access standards.
o The town lacks a clearly defined commercial core.
o Trucks avoiding lower weight limits on I-95 use Routes 3 and 202 as a bypass.
Route 3 Corridor
The Route 3 Corridor is the existing focus of China’s commercial activity. It is
dominated by small businesses that provide a wide range of local goods and services. The
corridor holds the potential for further growth due to the following:
> High traffic counts along the corridor
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>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Land is available for development
Some small commercial clusters already exist on the corridor.
The road is State maintained.
The route is a major tourist corridor.
Continued new residential construction in China and the region.
The roadway provides excellent commercial visibility.
The new bridge project in Augusta is bringing increased access to the corridor.

Some important features of the Route 3 Corridor include the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The corridor is dominated by residential and undeveloped land. Some land is unsuitable
for development due to wetland, ledge, and poor road access.
The existing land parcel uses along the corridor include: 50 undeveloped parcels, 47
residential uses, 21 existing commercial parcels.
Traffic along the corridor is increasing at the rate of roughly 3 percent per year..
The western portion of the corridor has the most defined commercial cluster. Most
commercial uses are spread out along the road. The dominant character of the eastern
portion of the corridor is rural.
The corridor could easily evolve into a commercial strip. The wide right-of-way and
alignment accents the most negative elements of strip development.
The corridor is considered a mobility corridor and plays an important role in moving
traffic between Augusta and coastal communities. The arterial provides access to tourist,
commercial, and commuter traffic traveling to work and services in Augusta or Belfast.

The designation of Route 3 as a mobility corridor presents what may be the greatest
constraint on the type of development most likely to be attracted. Access management rules will
modify any development plans. Local access is discouraged for an arterial designed to move
traffic quickly and safely over long distances.
Existing uses are not affected by the rules, but new construction will need to be planned
and designed to meet the standards. The most limiting factor for development along the corridor
is the requirement that any new entrance be a minimum distance from an existing driveway. The
corridor has many existing access points, impeding new development unless creative solutions
are explored.
Some techniques that could be used to site new development consistent with the rules
include:
> Share access points for multiple users
> Purchase existing properties to eliminate conflicting access points.
> Planning and developing a service road which would access multiple properties. Or,
property owners could cooperatively design their frontage for the future placement of an
access road.
> Redesign multiple access ways for abutting properties into a single entrance point.
> Create access onto the site from an adjoining local road.
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Planning Issues and Concerns:
•

China’s income and employment levels indicate healthy economic conditions for most
residents. Our level of educational attainment suggests that this situation will continue.
What kind of a local business climate will support this trend?

•

China is currently home to a wide variety of commercial activity, ranging from home
businesses to major employers like Fairpoint and the schools. How can we maintain this
diversity of activity while at the same time minimizing fiscal impacts to the Town? Are
there support services or infrastructure, such as three-phase power or broadband, which
are essential to support continued economic development?

•

There is a particular profile of businesses that local residents would patronize, among
them a pharmacy, restaurant, health services, or professional offices. There are also
businesses likely to come to China to take advantage of our tourist potential or traffic
counts along Route 3. How can we direct our efforts to bring in the businesses we desire
and discourage ones that would be poor neighbors?

•

China is a relatively minor player in a regional economic mix. We will not become a job
center like Waterville or Augusta. Nor are we interested in hosting big boxes. We
should be participating in regional economic development planning so that we can benefit
from the regional economy without the urban side effects.

•

Route 3 is the primary attractant for commercial development. The portion through
China is showing signs of becoming a commercial strip – more so than any other segment
between Augusta and Belfast. What can we do to minimize the safety, traffic, and
aesthetic impacts of new development along the corridor?

Recommendations from the 1991 Plan:
1.

2.

Future economic development in China will be encouraged in the growth areas and discouraged by
ordinance in other areas. Within growth areas, the Town will assist in programs that are, or may become,
available to help small businesses.
The Town of China does not encourage heavy industry to locate here.

State Goal:

To promote an economic climate that increases local job and business
opportunities and increases over-all economic well-being.
China’s Goal:
Increase local business opportunity, provide a variety of goods and services to the
community and devise a comprehensive business strategy for growth and development in
designated areas while maintaining the rural character of the community and avoiding
environmental degradation.
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Policies and Recommendations:
5.1

Retain the Economic and Community Development Committee to assist the Selectmen in
promoting economic growth and community development projects.
The Selectmen shall retain the Economic Development Committee.

5.2

The town should identify areas with high potential for commercial development at
minimal impact and designate these areas for commercial growth.
The new Land Use Code should designate specific areas in which to encourage economic
development.

5.3

Develop adequate standards to guide the design and development of commercial
activities.

a.

The new Land Use Code will incorporate commercial site review standards, including, as
appropriate, parking, landscaping, environmental, and design standards.

b.

The new Land Use Code will establish strict performance standards for potentially highimpact commercial activities, e.g. heavy industry, adult businesses, and big box stores.

5.4

Promote a diversity of desirable commercial activities through planning.
The Economic Development Committee should develop an Economic Development Plan
for the community.

5.5

Provide access for entrepreneurs and small business people for business development.
The Town Office should assist prospective business developers in finding services for
business counseling, business planning, and financial assistance through a network of
business development groups (e.g. SBDC, KVCOG) or local volunteers (e.g. SCORE).

5.6

Continue to participate in regional economic development planning and initiatives so that
economic growth of the region may be enhanced.
Designated town officials will participate in regional economic activities that are
beneficial to the town and the region.

5.7

Clarify the criteria for home occupations in China to avoid questions of what constitutes a
home occupation and impacts upon the neighborhood.
The Planning Board will amend the definition and establish performance standards for
home occupations.
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Chapter 6: Agricultural and Forest Resources
Agriculture and forestry constitute the traditional economy of our community. Farm and
forest land also provide open space critical to our community’s character, environmental
protection, and wildlife habitat. Farm and forest land also provide a buffer against high taxes.
Tax studies have demonstrated that farm and forest land has a higher ratio of tax revenue to
service demands than any other form of commercial or residential development.
This chapter profiles the current condition of farming and forestry, and how we can better
support these activities in China.
Agriculture in the Community:
Commercial farmland is that land which is being used in the cultivation and production of
food and/or fiber. China’s farmland provides many benefits to our community.
The capacity to produce food locally is a tremendous asset for a community, too often
taken for granted. Most of the food Maine people eat is imported from either western states such
as California, or from foreign countries. As a result, our food supply could be interrupted or
threatened for any number of reasons. Production from local farms can make substantial
contributions to the food needs of the community at all times, but becomes much more valuable
in times of high costs and supply disruptions.
Local farms also contribute to our economic stability. Farms generate local revenue.
Jobs are created to work the farm as well as process the crops at harvest time. On average, each
dollar spent on farming becomes seven dollars in its impact on the local economy. As far as
taxes, farms on average pay six dollars in property taxes for every dollar of government services
they require. This is a significant contribution to the economic well-being of a community.
Finally, local farms contribute to the quality of life in the community. By keeping
farmland as farmland rather than developing it, open space is preserved, enhancing the aesthetic
qualities of the town.
Local Farms
The principal farming enterprises in China have historically been poultry, dairy,
livestock, and fruits and vegetables. Dairy farms are increasing in size but are declining in
number, and much of the grain fed to poultry is not grown in this area. Apple orchards are on the
decline.
Recent trends in Maine and elsewhere indicate that small, specialty farms are growing
and replacing large, commodity-based farms. Large farms require prime farmland, hired labor,
transportation infrastructure, and support services – basically a critical mass hard to maintain in
Maine. Small farms require only a local market for their products. Small farms can be managed
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part-time on small parcels of land, can specialize in niche products and value-added, and are
flexible enough to shift products. The recent public emphasis on “local” and “organic” is an
effort to highlight the importance of small farms. Examples of small farms are local vegetable
stands, Christmas trees, pick-your-own strawberries, maple syrup producers, and nursery
operations.
The table below lists most of the farming operations in China.
Table 6-1: Notable Farm Operations in China (2007)
Farm Name/Owners
Spencer Aitel & Paige Tyson
Bradbury’s
George Oliver
Granger Family
James McGrath
(Wagner’s) Maple Sugar
Larry Brown
Maersk Co.
Stevens Family
Nick Michaud

Activity
Livestock
Christmas trees
Dairy
Christmas trees
PYO strawberries
Maple, Blueberries
Livestock
Horses
Dairy
Dairy

Source: Comprehensive Planning Committee
Farm Support Efforts
The Maine Legislature declared in the Farm and Open Space Tax Law (Title 36, MRSA,
§1101 et. seq.), that “it is in the public interest to encourage the preservation of farmland and
open space land in order to maintain a readily available source of food and farm products close
to the metropolitan areas of the state . . . to prevent the forced conversion of farmland and open
space land to more intensive uses as a result of economic pressures caused by the assessment
thereof.” Farmland is eligible for this program if it consists of at least five contiguous acres in a
single town, and has shown gross earnings from agricultural production of at least $2,000 during
one of the last two years, or three of the last five years.
This program enables farmers to operate without the additional burden of market-based
property taxes. The land is not taxed based on its fair market value, but its production value, a
significantly lower value in desirable towns like China.
Currently, there are ten parcels in China totaling 922 acres registered in the Farmland
Program. This amounts to approximately three percent of our total land area. In addition, one 2acre parcel is registered in the Open Space Program.
The Farmland Registration Program has eligibility requirements similar to the Farm and
Open Space Tax Law. This act is designed to protect a farmer’s right to use conventional
agricultural practices in his operation. Principally, upon registration, the farmer is guaranteed a
100 foot buffer zone between his operation and new development, such as a subdivision or a
commercial dining establishment. This program also lets new and potential abutters know that a
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working farm is next door. The time for registrations has expired, so only those farms already
enrolled have the benefit of this state program.
There are many other publicly-sponsored programs to support local agriculture, from the
Sustainable Agriculture Program at the University of Maine, to the Farmlink Program of the
Maine Farmland Trust, which matches prospective farmers in search of land with retiring
farmers in search of successors. The Maine Department of Agriculture has, over the past five
years or so, put a great deal of effort into marketing of local agriculture, from promotions like
Maine Maple Sunday and Open Farm Days, to support for farmers markets and institutional
buying.
Prime Farmlands
Prime farmland is that land which is superior for the production of food, feed, forage, and
other crops. Prime farmland has the soil quality, growing season, and moisture supply needed to
produce a sustained high yield of crops while using acceptable farming methods. Prime
farmland produces the highest yields and farming it results in less damage to the environment.
One component of prime farmland is the soil type. Certain soils have qualities that result
in higher fertility and growth rates. However, due to the decline of traditional farming
operations and methods, prime soils are no longer a principal factor in preserving agriculture.
The new farming paradigm depends much less on the intrinsic fertility of the soil, and more on
access to markets.
The Forest Resource in China
Forest lands are defined by the State as land used primarily for the growth of trees and
forest products. About three-quarters of Kennebec County, and about two-thirds of China, is
wooded. This vast area, intermittently broken by farmsteads and recreational and urban areas,
provides the basic raw products for employment of many people and contributes materially to the
economy of the area.
According to reports on the forest resource in Kennebec County, about 25 percent of the
wooded area is in the white pine/hemlock forest type. The spruce and balsam fir forest type is
predominant in the northern area and in low-lying areas of organic soils – it covers about 40
percent of forest land area. Northern hardwood, consisting mainly of birch, beech and maple, is
also an important forest type and covers approximately 12 percent. Other hardwoods in the
elm/ash/red maple and the aspen/birch forest type cover approximately 29 percent.
Some harvesting of timber does occur in China, though these operations are generally
limited to small wood lots – no industrial forest holdings. Statistics provided to China from the
Maine Forest Service indicate that from the period 1993-2002, an average of 850 acres per year
was cut in China with a total of 258 separate timber harvests. Of the 8,500 acres harvested in ten
years, only 100 were completely clear-cut, with another 1,100 acres cut by a shelter-wood
method (a variation of clear-cutting that leaves some mature trees standing to reseed.)
There are several parcels of land in China being managed for forest production, though
no definitive inventory of them is available. This includes certified tree farms, tree growth
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parcels (which require management plans) and Christmas tree operations (which are often
classified as farms, due to the short rotation cycle).
Tree Growth Program
The Maine Legislature declared, in the Tree Growth Tax Law, that Athe public interest
would be best served by encouraging forest landowners to retain and improve their holdings of
forest lands upon the tax rolls of the state and to promote better forest management by
appropriate tax measures in order to protect this unique economic and recreational resource.@
The law applies to all parcels of forest land over 500 acres in size and, at the discretion and
application of the owners, to parcels less than 500 acres but more than 10 acres in size. It taxes
forest land on the basis of its potential for wood production as opposed to market value.
Enrollment in Tree Growth is not the same as forest management or tree farming, and
some landowners choose not to enroll their forest land because of the program rules or other
reasons. Land enrolled in the Tree Growth program comprises approximately 8.4% of China’s
land area, which means that for every eight acres of forested land in China, only one acre is
enrolled in tree growth.
Based on the 2005 Municipal Valuation Statistical Summary, a total of 2,604 acres on 47
parcels of land are currently registered. This is almost double the acreage reported in the last
comprehensive plan (1991). However, it is a slight decrease (70 acres) since 2002.
Tree growth acreage is further classified by timber type, with different assessed values
assigned. Of the total in tree growth, 771 acres (30%) are listed as softwood, 1,257 acres (48%)
are classified as mixed acres, and 576 acres (21%) are hardwood.
Issues Affecting Farm and Forest Lands
The greatest threat to farmland and productive woodlands is growth and development.
As the population increases, more residential areas will be needed. Prime farmland and
productive woodland are typically very suitable for building; these areas are considered prime
areas for residential and commercial development.
Existing Protection Measures
1.

The Farm and Open Space Tax Law and the Tree Growth Tax Laws are two very good
ways to protect these economically and environmentally important areas from fiscal
pressures which lead to conversion and development.

2.

The Shoreland Zoning Law and Subdivision Law provide communities a means to review
development plans and have them modified if necessary to limit the impacts on farm and
forest land.

3.

Other state laws support continued efficient operation of these businesses, such as the
Right to Farm Law and the Forest Practices Act.
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4.

Local land use ordinances: There are no ordinances that currently restrict activities on
identified agricultural or forest lands. There are however, specific provisions relating to
timber harvesting and agricultural activities when they occur within certain districts. For
more information regarding limitations on these activities, please refer to the Land Use
Ordinance of the Town of China.

Planning Issues and Concerns:
•

Support for agriculture, forestry, and open space protection is one of the highest goals of
the community. In both our visioning session and public opinion survey, support for
rural resource values rated as a high priority, well above support for new business or
residential development.

•

Prime agricultural lands and productive woodlands are threatened by development
pressures in China. The pressure for conversion to non-farm uses raises land prices and
property taxes, making it harder for farmers to hold onto their land and often times
forcing them to make premature decisions to sell all or part of their holdings. On the
other hand, many landowners rely on escalating land prices as a buffer against hard times
or retirement. We cannot just ban development. We need to find ways of providing
more incentive-based measures.

•

Restricting the development of resource lands through zoning or other means protects
these lands in the short term, but does not achieve the ultimate goal of keeping farms and
forest economically viable. Some state-level programs operate to protect farmland
through acquisition of development rights or conservation easements. Though the Town
of China cannot fund a program like this on its own, it can facilitate the work of others
through support of local or regional efforts.

•

No type of farmland protection will work unless farmers are able to operate as a business.
This means limiting business restrictions and facilitating markets for their products.
Market promotion can be flexible enough to accommodate newer models of small-scale
farming, and are more effective for the new model than farmland protection strategies.

•

Forest management is often viewed differently than farming, in part because the practices
are much less visible. But forest landowners face the same threats and opportunities as
farmers, and programs which benefit the one often benefit the other. The state has
several laws and rules that restrict clear-cuts, require regeneration, mandate certain
management practices, and limit liquidation harvesting prior to subdivision. Several
towns have taken the additional step of enacting local forest practice standards and
private/professional organizations help to certify land management practices and promote
responsible land use.

The 1991 Plan contained the following recommendations for Agriculture and Forestry:
1.
2.

The Town will make information available concerning programs to encourage the preservation of farmland
and forestland.
The Town will adopt land use regulations protecting significant farmland and highly productive forestland
from conversion to incompatible development.
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State Goal:

Safeguard the State’s agricultural and forest resources from development
that threatens those resources.
Policies and Recommendations:
6.1

The Town will not use zoning or other regulation to effectively prohibit development of
farmland or acquire de facto open space.
The Town will consider regulatory changes in the context of their impact on farmers’
options. Regulation may reduce the incentive for farmland conversion but may not
eliminate development value altogether.

6.2

Cooperate with local and regional groups and local landowners to promote farmland
protection, conservation easements and other similar tools to maintain agriculture,
forestry and open space for future generations.

a. The Planning Board, Forestry Committee, and selectmen will initiate contacts with
agricultural and conservation groups and invite them to operate throughout the
community.
b. The Town Manager and Assessor will become informed on the use of conservation
easements and provide information on request to local landowners.
c. The Town will consult with Kennebec County Soil and Water Conservation District,
Maine Forest Service, and other expert groups in the revisions to the land use code, so that
agricultural and forestry practices are not unduly constrained in these regulations.
d. Amend the land Use Code to permit/encourage the undeveloped land in clustered-style
subdivision to be leased to or retained by operating farms or forest managers.
6.3

Provide incentives for local forest land owners to engage in better management practices.
Establish local list of certifications for good forest management. Amend land use
ordinance to waive fee for timber cutting permits for certified landowners.

6.4

Promote local farms.
Devote a corner of the town office bulletin board or other public space to advertising of
goods or services available from local farms.
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Chapter 7: Natural Resources
This chapter profiles elements of our natural environment that have a significant
influence on development decisions in China. It addresses the relationship between natural
resources, environmental preservation, and development. Much of the natural resource data is
illustrated on the maps incorporated into this report.
Surface Water Resources:
The surface water drainage pattern of the Town of China consists of five major
watersheds: China Lake, Three Mile Pond, Branch Pond, Evans Pond and the Sheepscot River.
Numerous smaller watersheds drain into these, as shown on the Lake Watersheds Map
The West Branch of the Sheepscot River flows through the village of Weeks Mills. It has
a drainage area of 20.2 square miles at the downstream limits and has an average slope of 27.5
feet per mile. Branch Pond Stream, draining Branch Pond, is the largest tributary of this river.
The West Branch has a Water Quality Classification of Class B and is listed by the State as an
outstanding river segment, limiting disruption of the natural flow of the river and triggering other
development constraints. In 2000, Atlantic Salmon was listed as an endangered species in the
Sheepscot and six other rivers in Maine. Meadow Brook is also a tributary of the West Branch.
The China Lake watershed covers nearly 32 square miles in three towns. For the purpose
of phosphorous control, China also regards Evans Pond and Dutton Pond as part of the
watershed. Other, smaller brooks and streams flow directly into China Lake.
Three Mile Pond watershed covers approximately three square miles in China but extends
into Augusta, Windsor and Vassalboro. Cooperation between area towns will be vital to making
any improvements to this Pond in particular. What happens in the vicinity of small drainage
ways and intermittent tributaries has a direct affect on both perennial streams and lakes.
Activities affecting the town’s lakes, rivers and streams are controlled by two ordinances:
the state-mandated Shoreland Zoning Ordinance, which generally regulates riparian development
and vegetation management, and the town’s Phosphorous Control Ordinance, which affects all
development activities within the China Lake and Three Mile Pond watersheds.
Lakes and Ponds:
The Town of China has three significant lakes. China Lake, the largest of the three, has a
surface area of 3,832 acres with a maximum depth of 85 feet. The outlet stream flows north out
of the lake at the dam in East Vassalboro. The Town of Vassalboro controls the outlet dam and
water level of the lake. Normal elevation of the lake is approximately 196 feet above sea level.
China Lake has two distinct drainage basins. The east basin is rather long with an irregular
shaped shoreline and four islands. The shoreline is heavily developed with many summer homes
and year-round residences. The west basin has a circular shoreline and has only one camp on it.
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Most of the west basin shoreline is owned by the Kennebec Water District, the source of public
water for the Waterville area towns. There is one island in the west basin, and an eagle’s nest.
Between 1971 and 1986, China Lake experienced a dramatic decline in water quality.
Data from the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) showed that water transparency
declined from more than fifteen feet to just over five feet, due primarily to increased algae
growth, the result of an increase in phosphorus from soil erosion and roadside runoff. This
decrease in transparency was the most dramatic ever recorded in Maine.
The shock of this transformation triggered a substantial effort to reverse the decline of the
lake. Millions of dollars have been invested in lake cleanup, retrofits of erosion sources, and
control of phosphorous in new development. Studies have documented that the decline in water
quality resulted in a decline in property values along the lake, and now that restoration is
underway, property values are beginning to rebound. Annual cycling of Phosphorous from lake
sediments will, however, continue to be a significant source of contamination for years. Current
techniques to control this are quite expensive.
China Lake has become the poster child in Maine for declining water quality, and both
the State and the Town have gone to great expense and time looking for remedies. The Town
took a large step in this direction by enacting a Phosphorus control ordinance in 1993. The
ordinance limits the amount of phosphorus that leaves a site when it is developed, either by
limiting the clearance of vegetation or requiring the use of buffers and other engineered systems.
China Lake is on the DEP list of “Lakes most at Risk from Development.”
Far too much has been written and done on China Lake to be reported here. The China
Region Lakes Alliance coordinates restoration efforts and annually receives about $26,000 in
funding from the Town. More detailed information on China Lake, its water quality issues and
existing and proposed initiatives, can be obtained from the China Lake Restoration Project.
Three Mile Pond is shared by China, Vassalboro, and Windsor. The outlet of the pond is
in the town and at present has no control dam. The normal pond elevation is 180 feet. The pond
has a maximum depth of 37 feet, and a surface area of 1,077 acres. Like China Lake, the DEP
lists Three Mile Pond water quality as “poor-restorable,” and it is on the list of Maine lakes most
at risk from development.
The China Region Lakes Alliance also includes Three Mile Pond with its projects. Three
towns contribute public funds to Three Mile Pond projects, demonstrating the regional
cooperation necessary to make water quality improvements effective. Continued discussions are
needed with Windsor and Vassalboro to provide a coordinated protection policy for Three Mile
Pond in the watershed they have in common. Currently, neither Windsor nor Vassalboro has any
type of ordinance to limit phosphorus export.
Branch Pond straddles the town line between Palermo and China. The outlet is in China
and the outlet dam is privately owned. The normal pond elevation is 347 feet. The pond has a
maximum depth of 38 feet and a surface area of 322 acres.
The phosphorous control ordinance requires the establishment of buffers or more
extensive phosphorous control measures for all new residential and commercial development
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encompassed within the China Lake and Three Mile Pond watersheds. The phosphorous export
limitation is greatest in the Three Mile Pond basin, at 0.031 lbs./acre/year. China Lake’s export
limits are 0.034 and 0.057 lbs./acre/year in the east and west basins, respectively. The
phosphorous control ordinance does not currently extend to other watersheds. Concerns with
administration of the ordinance and its standards have led to ongoing efforts to revise it.
Freshwater Wetlands
Wetlands perform important functions, including fish and animal habitats, filter and
sponge for improving water quality, flood water control, and they act as an incubator for both
plant and animal species. The natural system could not function properly without the attributes
provided by wetlands. In addition, wetlands are an important component of open space,
providing undeveloped and uncultivated areas for passive forms of outdoor recreation.
Wetlands in China have been inventoried and mapped, with the primary reference being
the National Wetlands Inventory (NWI). These wetland areas are depicted on the Water
Resources Map. The maps identify 53 individual wetlands located throughout the town. The
most extensive wetland complex is Thurston Bog, in the northeast corner of town. Other
extensive areas are in the central and southern areas of town. More recently, the Maine
Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife (IF&W) has ranked wetlands for importance for
waterfowl and wading bird habitat. These ranking are now tied to the GIS data layer of
wetlands, with the most important required to be zoned Resource Protection. The Town is
currently making changes to its shoreland zoning to meet these requirements.
Development activities in or adjacent to freshwater wetlands are regulated by the State
via the Natural Resources Protection Act (38 MRSA §480). Wetland alteration is also regulated
by the Federal Clean Water Act, which is jointly administered by the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers and the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.
Vernal pools are low spots typically found in forested areas and which are flooded
seasonally, usually in the spring. These seasonal wetlands provide breeding habitat a critical time
for some wildlife species. They are usually not mapped due to their small size and seasonal
appearance, but they serve a critical function in the landscape and require appropriate protection.
Groundwater Resources
Groundwater can be tapped almost everywhere in China, particularly if you’re willing to
drill a well into a bedrock formation. But the greatest ready source of groundwater comes from
sand and gravel aquifers. In China, these high-yielding deposits are located in the southern third
of the town, particularly from Meadow Brook southerly along the Sheepscot River. These
aquifers are depicted on the Water Resources Map. As is typical in the coarse soils that make up
an aquifer, there are several gravel pits in this area.
Sand and gravel aquifers are considered favorable for developing water supplies for
municipal, commercial, and industrial uses. They yield the greatest volumes of water but are
also highly susceptible to contamination. They should be considered sensitive sites for the
location of commercial development handling waste or chemicals. Potential sources of
contamination include landfill leachates, commercial chemical uses, ruptured fuel storage tanks,
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and the improper application of agricultural fertilizers and pesticides. The productivity of
aquifers can be adversely affected by extensive paving and building coverage and by the removal
of the overlying sand and gravel. Once a pollutant enters an aquifer its movement can be
extensive and it may remain in the ground water for indefinite periods of time.
Contrary to popular belief, low to moderate density residential development does not
pose a significant threat to aquifer quality because the coarse soils allow enough rainwater to
filter in to dilute septic effluent before it reaches the aquifer.
State agencies charged with protecting the groundwater resource recommend several
approaches to local control. Commercial use or storage of toxic or hazardous chemicals should
be restricted through land use controls.
Existing public water supplies – those that serve a significant number of users or separate
hookups – warrant a further level of protection, even if they are not within aquifers. Wellhead
Protection Planning is recommended for areas surrounding all public water supplies. Towns
should identify these areas and limit land uses that could have a negative impact on ground
water.
As of 2006 according to State records, there were 19 establishments with a public water
supply, including commercial and institutional uses. (See Table 10-3, Chapter 10) While most of
these are drilled wells with low to moderate ratings when evaluated for both existing and future
risk, several facilities were rated as a high risk of future contamination. These include the wells
at Erskine Academy, the China Middle School, the China Lake Conference Center, Fairpoint,
and the Lakes Region Motel as well as the spring-fed water source at Friends Camp. For many
of these establishments, the primary risk is the lack of legal control of land use outside of a 150
foot radius of the well. Other risks identified include the distance to septic systems, the
proximity of above ground oil storage tanks, and the proximity to parking lots.
Since most of the information currently available regarding the location and volumes of
ground water resources is still general in nature, site specific, detailed hydro-geologic
investigations should be required prior to the construction of any major private or public large
volume wells.
Threats to Water Quality:
There are no known point source discharges in China. Point sources are identifiable
locations of mill waste, for example, or other concentrated pollutants.
Non-point source discharges include pollutants carried by stormwater or other forms of
runoff. The greatest potential for non-point discharge comes from construction and roads.
Unpaved roads and camp roads in pond watersheds can create a significant amount of surface
water pollution. While sediment delivery is more direct and obvious from properties near water
bodies, suspended elements such as phosphorous often travel great distances before reaching
lakes. This is why all activities contributing to the phosphorus problem in the watershed have to
be dealt with, regardless of distance from the shorefront.
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China Lake’s and Three Mile Pond’s water quality are suffering from increased
phosphorus loading, due mostly to soil erosion and runoff from roads, farms, and increased
development. For a more complete and detailed analysis of issues and programs designed for
China Lake, consult the China Region Lakes Alliance or the Town Office.
Other identified non-point source discharges in China include a few remaining
underground storage tanks, runoff from salt and sand storage areas, and China’s landfill, which
covers more than an acre. The State’s salt and sand storage area in South China has been
covered; however there is a possibility that some salt still in the ground could cause some minor
problems in the future. At this time, the Town’s salt and sand storage area has not been covered.
An additional threat is a pipeline owned by Mobil that runs through town. This line
carries heating oil, gasoline and kerosene from South Portland to Bangor. While no leaks have
occurred to date, this line is over 40 years old and should be closely monitored.
Existing Water Protection Measures
The Maine Department of Environmental Protection is primarily responsible for
protecting the water resources of the State. To accomplish this goal, the State Legislature has
enacted a number of laws governing the preservation of Maine’s water resources.
1.

Ground Water Protection Program. The Maine Legislature has declared that an adequate
supply of safe drinking water is a matter of highest priority and will protect, conserve,
and maintain the State’s ground water resources by eliminating sources of pollution such
as leachate from landfills, hazardous waste sites, and underground sewerage disposal, and
by identifying potential sources of ground water pollution.

2.

Natural Resources Protection Act. In order to protect Maine’s rivers, streams, great
ponds, and freshwater wetlands, this Act requires permits through the DEP for any
construction adjacent to identified water resources.

3.

Water Classification Program. The purpose of this program is to classify the water
resources of Maine by level of quality in order to eliminate discharge of pollutants into
State waters where appropriate, and protect the quality of the State’s waters.

4.

Shoreland Zoning. This Act requires towns to adopt shoreland zoning ordinances, which
control development within 250 feet of the edge of great ponds, rivers, streams and some
wetlands, restricts clearing of vegetation, and sets minimum setbacks for development.

The Town has taken some steps on its own to address water quality issues. The Town
adopted a phosphorus control ordinance, which limits the amount of phosphorus that can leave
the site when a parcel is developed. On wooded lots, owners are restricted in the amount of area
that may be cleared, while on open parcels or difficult sites applicants are required to plant or
retain buffers or install engineered systems for controlling runoff.
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Critical Land-based Resources
The Maine Critical Areas Program was created in 1974. Critical areas are defined as
naturally occurring phenomena of statewide significance, which because of their uniqueness,
rarity or other factors are deemed important enough to warrant special planning and management
consideration. These areas include those places where changes in use would jeopardize
resources of natural, educational, historic, archaeological, scientific, recreational or scenic
significance. In addition, the program identifies areas that reflect the natural heritage of Maine
and categorize these areas according to their rarity and any potential threats to their continued
existence in Maine.
Areas listed by the Critical Areas Program include an area growing the Showy Lady’s
Slipper, just south of the southern end of China Lake and an area with Michaux’s Blue-eyed
Grass, northwest of Evans Pond. These plants are within the northern edge of their range in
Maine and could, within the foreseeable future, become extinct in the state. China has no critical
habitats listed by the state Critical Areas Program. Further study and investigation may reveal
areas that do fall under the above program.
Wildlife:
In China, the principal species of large game is deer. Moose and bear are thinly scattered
in groups of two or three and range near isolated marshes and bogs. Moose have not been
hunted legally in this area since 1936.
Small game includes ruffed grouse, snowshoe hare, squirrels and woodcock. Teal, wood
duck, and black duck are hunted along streams and lakes. Other ducks and the Canada goose are
hunted as they migrate south. Loons are a common sight on China Lake as well. Beaver,
muskrat, otter, fisher, coyote and bobcat also inhabit the area.
Large undeveloped tracts of land provide habitat for many animal species. The break-up
of these large tracts by development will eliminate habitat areas. Maine’s Beginning with
Habitat Program has identified undeveloped tracts, along with other contributors to habitat
quality. Maps showing some of these factors were presented to the town, and are summarized on
the map titled “Critical Wildlife Habitat.”
Also included is a depiction of China’s deer wintering areas. Deer wintering areas are
regarded as the critical factor for deer. Vegetation, topography, and other factors make it likely
that deer congregate there at times of most limited survival. Deer wintering areas are highly
susceptible to both logging and development, but co-existence is possible and the IFW is willing
to consult with foresters and developers on design features to maintain the areas’ value.
While as much as half of the shoreline of China Lake is lined with cottages and homes,
the lake remains popular for fishing. This deep, spring-fed lake has good fishing for the warm
water species, with abundant smallmouth bass. In Three Mile Pond the brown trout population is
maintained by stocking. Smallmouth bass anglers fish the rocky points and drop-offs.
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The principal game fish are brown trout, smallmouth bass, largemouth bass, white perch,
yellow perch, pickerel, eel, hornpout, white sucker, pumpkinseed sunfish, and redbreast sunfish.
Prior to the decline in water quality in the lakes, togue and landlocked salmon were common.
Aquatic habitats are both sensitive and vulnerable. Land use activities that directly affect
water quality can significantly alter or destroy the value of these areas for fish. Land clearing or
development in the adjacent upland habitat, or riparian zone, can degrade a fishery. Riparian
habitats protect water quality and fisheries values by filtering out excessive nutrients, sediments,
or other pollutants leaching in from upland areas, maintaining water temperatures suitable for
aquatic life, and contributing vegetation and invertebrates to the food base. A riparian habitat is
also important as cover for the many species of wildlife attracted to aquatic systems, and serves
as a protective travel corridor for movement between undeveloped tracts of land.
Endangered and Threatened Species
The Bald Eagle, once considered an Endangered Species has recovered sufficiently to
now be considered a Threatened Species. Bald Eagles usually inhabit coastal areas, estuaries,
and larger inland waters. In April, 2004, the Maine IFW designated an island in Three Mile
Pond as essential habitat for the Bald Eagle. This designation requires that proposed land
development projects located either partially or wholly within a habitat area must be reviewed by
IFW before being constructed. Since the only area designated is an uninhabited island and
surrounding water, the designation is unlikely to have a significant impact on shoreline
development. In China, bald eagle nest sites have been spotted in the west basin of China lake
and near Neck Road. Several Bald Eagle nest sites also exist in neighboring Vassalboro and
Augusta. Given the existence of favorable habitat in other areas of China, there is considerable
promise of additional nests appearing in the town.
Owing in part to efforts to improve water quality throughout the area, other raptors have
begun to appear, including osprey and the very rare golden eagle. As a result, residents will need
to be more aware and sensitive to habitat concerns when proposing land development.
The Least Bittern is a wading bird that has been sighted in China Bog. This bird is the
smallest of the heron family, and its habitat is found in freshwater marshes where cattails and
reeds predominate. It feeds on small fishes, frogs, tadpoles, salamanders, dragonflies, and
aquatic bugs. Because of the loss of its wetland habitat to human development, it is listed as a
species of special concern in Maine.
In 2000, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service designated the Wild Atlantic Salmon as
endangered. The Sheepscot River watershed is one of several in Maine that have been
designated priority watersheds for salmon restoration. The southeast corner of China is in the
Sheepscot watershed. Protection under the Act means it is now a federal violation to take
salmon in the eight rivers listed as habitat, including the Sheepscot. In addition, proposed federal
projects and actions, including activities on non-federal lands that involve federal funding or
permitting, require review by the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service to ensure they will not jeopardize
the survival and recovery.
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Identified and Potential Threats to Natural Resources
China Lake, Three Mile Pond, and Branch Pond are all threatened by increased
development within their watersheds. Recreational activities on these lakes also contribute to
this problem. This includes both summer and winter activities.
The following areas are in the position, at some future time, of coming under pressure
from encroaching development and other incompatible uses which could jeopardize their public
or environmental significance.
a.

China Lake and Three Mile Pond have already experienced dramatic decreases in water
quality, but are gradually being restored. Continued phosphorous controls, mitigation,
and monitoring are necessary.

b.

Branch Pond is in very good condition, but, like Three Mile Pond, this area will be
threatened if development within its watershed increases dramatically.

c.

As virtually all of China’s residents rely on groundwater for their needs, groundwater
quality is of critical importance. Some of this resource is threatened by the leachate from
the landfill, leaking underground tanks and pipelines, and improper septage disposal.

d.

Riparian habitats along water bodies are vital for animal, bird and fish species and play a
significant role in maintaining water quality. Protecting these areas through shoreland
zoning or another strategy would protect water and habitat quality.

e.

Identified high value plant and wildlife habitats deserve protection for future generations.

f.

Large, undeveloped habitat blocks and connectivity between habitats – especially uplandwetland connections – allow for species to move safely through their ranges. This
connectivity is in danger of being disrupted over time by development, even if the critical
habitat blocks are preserved.

Planning Issues and Concerns:
•

The future of China Lake and Three Mile Pond is still uncertain. What further measures
must be taken to limit phosphorous export and other forms of pollution into the lakes?
Have we reached the limits of what the Town can do through regulation? Do we need to
invest more in education, outreach, and retrofitting existing land uses?

•

Groundwater quality will become increasingly important as development continues in
China. What is the ability of our groundwater system to sustain development while
avoiding detrimental impacts from waste disposal or accidental pollution? We should
consider whether to support stricter regulation of the types of development likely to
handle chemicals or extract large quantities of groundwater, and whether to undertake
wellhead protection planning and control.

•

The Sheepscot River Watershed has been known for many environmental qualities,
including as habitat for the Atlantic Salmon. Even though the watershed is in a fairly
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remote corner of town, it is a favorite area for gravel pits, and is threatened by
development. What measures should be taken to limit the impact of development?
•

Protection of natural systems and wildlife habitat involves more than just placing critical
areas off-limits to development. We should develop a comprehensive approach to
identifying valuable resource lands, analyzing potential development impacts, and
protecting the integrity of our natural systems for a diversity of values. The Beginning
With Habitat analysis identifying large tracts of undeveloped land and other habitat
values forms a good basis for that approach.

The following recommendations were included in the 1991 Plan:
Water resources:
1.
The Town will support the DEP and other state agencies, and the China Lake Association in the
preservation of China Lake, Three Mile Pond, and other waters within its jurisdiction.
2.
The Town will support the protection of land adjacent to streams and brooks that run into its lakes.
Critical Natural Resources:
1.
China will write an ordinance that controls building in any area that will affect aquifers.
2.
In order to protect groundwater, establish a Water Quality Management Committee, with power
to prepare a plan to protect water resources from contamination.
3.
Scenic resource identified in the plan will be protected by ordinance.
4.
The Town will inventory all septic systems in watersheds and establish priorities for
replacement of malfunctioning systems.
5.
The Town will refine an inventory of erosion problems in watersheds and continue technical
assistance to provide mitigation.
6.
The Town will encourage reforestation practices and the addition of vegetative buffers around
the lakes.
7.
The Town will continue to develop its list of critical natural resources such as steep slopes,
highly erodible soils, wetlands, and develop ordinances regulating development.

State Goals:

Protect the quality and manage the quantity of the State’s water resources,
including lakes, aquifers, great ponds, rivers, and coastal areas.
Protect the State’s other critical natural resources, including wetlands,
wildlife and fisheries habitats, shorelands, scenic vistas, and unique natural areas.
Policies and Recommendations:
7.1

a.

The town will continue to support ongoing efforts of local, regional, and state
associations and organizations to improve the water quality of our lakes, rivers and
streams.
The Selectmen will support our strong water quality improvement efforts and actively
pursue funding to continue them. High Priority
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b.

7.2

The Selectmen and Town manager should initiate an education and monitoring program
to control invasive and non-native water plants.
The town will monitor and inspect subsurface waste water systems within the town to
make sure that they are functioning properly and not polluting surface and ground water
systems.
The Town Manager and Code Enforcement Officer will develop a subsurface wastewater
disposal inspection, monitoring, and compliance program.

7.3

Encourage continued study of China Lake water quality and the role its wetlands play in
maintaining a healthy lake.
The Selectmen will organize and direct a study of the issue by qualified professional
consultants.

7.4

Protect drinking water quality and quantity throughout the community. This should
include significant sand and gravel aquifers, which may require specific regulation to
protect the resource.

a. The new Land Use Code will include suitable performance standards to protect significant
sand and gravel aquifers.
b. The Planning Board will initiate discussions with owners of public drinking water supplies
on wellhead protection planning and establish standards for regulation of activities within
identified wellhead protection areas.
7.5

The Town will continue its efforts to protect sensitive environmental areas, relying in part
on data supplied by the Beginning with Habitat Program. A mixture of regulations and
voluntary measures should be developed.
a. The new Land Use Code will contain performance standards to protect and preserve
sensitive environmental areas from development.
b. The Town will incorporate sensitive environmental areas into its open space planning
process (see Chapter 12, #5).
c. The Selectmen should appoint a committee to investigate formation of a local land trust
or cooperation with an existing land trust, and promote its use for conservation efforts
within the town.

7.6

a.

Continue to support efforts to improve the water quality of China Lake including
maintaining and improving the phosphorus control ordinance, projects to eliminate nonpoint sources, camp road improvements, and other related activities.
The Planning Board and Implementation Committee should (1) monitor the effectiveness
our ordinances and other programs targeted towards China Lake water quality and (2)
make changes as necessary to improve the effectiveness of these activities.
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b.

7.7

The Town should establish an inventory of erosion problem areas within the watershed,
and seek funding to remediate the problems.
Ensure that the Town’s Land Use regulatory systems contain the most up-to-date and
effective mechanisms to protect our natural resources while permitting development in
appropriate locations.

a.

The new Land Use Code must better protect environmental resources. The Town should
review development standards on a periodic basis to ensure that they meet state
requirements and contain the latest technical standards.

b.

The Town Manager should direct staff to acquire and integrate GIS natural resource data
layers into its system, to be used in planning, land use regulation, assessing, and other
activities.
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Chapter 8: Historic and Cultural Resources
This chapter will identify the Town’s historic and cultural resources and identify
strategies that will preserve the distinctive resources of China. The preservation of places,
buildings, and memories of the past is important for the legacy of the Town. The contribution of
our ancestors, whether it consists of cemeteries, old homes, records and books, or prehistoric
sites, defines the individuality and identity of the community.
A Brief History of China
The Plymouth Colony held a patent for a portion of Kennebec Valley and operated a
trading post at Cushnoc (Augusta). They traded with the Indians for furs. Due to competition
from other colonies and declining profits, this patent was sold to the Kennebec Proprietors in
1661. The area remained wilderness until after the end of the French and Indian Wars. After
Britain and France made peace in 1763, pioneers ventured up the coast and inland, escaping the
crowded older settlements for the pristine wilderness. The first settlements grew along the
Kennebec River, which was the only convenient means of transportation.
The Kennebec Proprietors engaged John Jones to survey and lay out a plantation east of
Vassalboro in 1773. He completed his mission in the spring of 1774, dividing 50 square miles of
land into 200 acre lots. This was called the Jones Plantation after the Surveyor.
Three Clark brothers -- Ephraim, Jonathan, and Edmund -- accompanied John Jones in
1774 and selected lots on Twelve Mile Pond (China Lake was 12 miles from Fort Western). The
settlers that followed chose lots along the lake and outlying areas. The pioneer families farmed
the land and subsisted as well as possible. They lived in log cabins and contended with many
hardships. The resources of the lake, the availability of moose and other game, and what they
could raise prevented starvation.
Transportation was poor with only paths through the woods. The lake served as an
important artery. In 1780, roads were laid out from Vassalboro to both ends of the lake. These
were eventually widened and improved for wagon traffic.
In 1796, the settlement known as Jones Plantation was incorporated as the Town of
Harlem. The area encompassed by Harlem included most of present day China (some of the
China Village area was a part of Albion and Winslow.) The majority of the inhabitants of
Harlem were farmers. Mills and small industries grew where water power was available. In the
early 1800's sawmills, grist mills, and tanneries were built along the West Branch of the
Sheepscot River in Branch Mills and Weeks Mills and on the brooks in the South China and
China Village areas. China was incorporated as a town on June 5, 1818.
The population grew rapidly. Records indicated 244 inhabitants in 1770. In 1810, the
US Census counted 939. By 1830, our population was 2,233.
Throughout its history, China Lake has played an important role in the community. The
lake served as a source of food for the early settlers and many of its streams supplied water
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power for industries. In the 1880's the lake began to attract summer visitors; numerous cottages
were built along the shore. One early colony, the South China Inn Association, traces its roots
back to the 1890's. Numerous camps were founded over the years and they include: Camp
Teconnet, Camp Abenakis, Camp Bel-Bern, Camp Ney-A-Ti , China Friends Camp, Baptist
Conference, Killdeer Point Lodge, China Pavilion, Candlewood Lodge, and Willow Beach.
The stage coach was the first means of public transportation. The first stage, in 1827,
connected Portland and Bangor and had a scheduled stop in China Village. Later, South China
became a stop for those traveling between Augusta and Belfast. Five taverns were located
between South China and Branch Mills to serve the stage route.
A narrow gauge railroad line once existed between Wiscasset and Albion, passing
through China. It was hoped that this line would eventually be continued into Quebec. The rail
line never was extended; however it became an important transportation hub for China and other
towns, providing a conduit for goods and services. The railroad was closed in 1933 during the
depression, as a result of competition from the automobile. The rail bed is still owned by a nonprofit organization, and in places is visible as a recreational trail.
Prehistoric and Archeological Sites
Prehistoric archeological sites reveal information about the native American inhabitants,
who did not leave any written records. The following four types of sites are significant:
• Habitation/workshop sites are next to canoe-navigable waters.
• Lithic quarries are places where stone raw materials were gathered. They occur at localized
quartz, rhyolite and chert resources.
• Burial sites are found on well-drained soils usually near a river or lake.
• Rock art sites are found immediately next to canoe-navigable waters on bedrock outcrops.
The Maine Historic Preservation Commission (MHPC) has identified two known prehistoric sites along China Lake. These sites cannot be publicly identified because of the threat of
vandalism. The shoreline of China Lake and nearby ponds and rivers are archeologically
sensitive. Since water bodies provide both travel routes and valuable food sources it is highly
likely that other sites exist. Additional study could locate other pre-historic sites along these
waterways. Some of these sites are afforded protection due to the set-back requirements
imposed by Shoreland Zoning and some areas may be currently under water due to changes in
water levels over the years.
Historic Archeological Sites
Historic archeological sites are our term for English and French trading post, forts,
homesteads of the 1600s and 1700s, and nineteenth century logging camps. Since water bodies
provided transportation and power, they could be historic archeological sites. At this time,
MHPC does not record any sites within China; however additional research should be pursued.
Local knowledge could yield many instances of cellar holes, millraces, the Narrow Gauge
railway bed and buildings, and other remnants of early settlement.
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Listed Historic Buildings and Structures
The National Register of Historic Places provides a repository of historically-significant
structures and landscapes, submitted voluntarily by local citizens. The following areas in China
are currently listed:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

China Village Historic District
The Abel Jones House, in South China Village.
Pendle Hill, on Route 202, near China Lake.
The Pond Meeting House, on Route 202
The South China Community Church, in South China Village
The Eli and Sybil Jones house at Dirigo Corner.
The South China Library, in South China Village.

Local Historic Sites and Places
The following is a list of significant places within the Town that are not on the National
Register. Additional research could reveal other locations and may show that some sites are
eligible to be listed:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Friends Camp, Lakeview Drive
Grange Hall, China Village
Masonic Hall, Weeks Mills, Dirigo Road
Weeks Mills Schoolhouse
Dinsmore’s Mill, Branch Mills Village
Narrow Gauge Railroad
Clark House (Oldest house in town), Clark Road

Many people responded in the public opinion survey that they valued the character of
China’s villages and would like to see that character enhanced and preserved. They also
supported expansion of housing and commercial uses within villages as long as development
respects the historic design of the area.
Cemeteries:
Cemeteries are another critical link with our heritage. The town has an obligation to
protect and maintain some cemeteries, whiles others are private or family cemeteries. The
following is a listing of known cemeteries in China:
Branch Mills Cemetery
Weeks Mills Cemetery
Chadwick Hill Cemetery
Chadwick Memorial Cemetery
China Village Cemetery
Clark Cemetery
Deer Hill Cemetery
Friends Cemetery

Hussey Cemetery
Jones Cemetery
Lakeshore Cemetery
Lake View Cemetery
Morrill Cemetery
Morrill-Bragg Cemetery
Nathaniel Bragg Cemetery
Number 29 Cemetery
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Friends Churchyard Cemetery
Friends-Dudley Cemetery
Friends-Dirigo Cemetery
Gray Cemetery
Haskell Cemetery

Pleasant Ridge Cemetery
Seco-Sewall Cemetery
South China Cemetery
Stanley Hill Cemetery
Talbot Freeman Cemetery
Turner Cemetery

China Historical Society
The China Historical Society takes a leadership role in preserving the Town’s historical
legacy through various events and also has a good relationship with the town. The town
maintains the exterior of the China Museum located at the Old Meeting House and the society
operates the facility.
At one time, the society worked on developing an Historic District Protection Ordinance
for China Village, which would have provided area-wide protection instead of just National
Registry Protection, but the work lost momentum and was shelved.
In 2006, the society had 26 members. They meet four times a year. The society often
hosts speakers at their meetings and invites neighboring historic groups and interested citizens.
They are looking for new members and want to continue to play a vital role in preserving
China’s historic heritage.
Cultural Assets:
The town of China is blessed with many opportunities to express itself culturally and
socially. These assets allow us to connect with connect with our past and shape our future, as
well as appreciating the talent and diversity of the community as a whole. The inventory below
illustrates our cultural resource:
Table 8-1: Cultural and Social Resources
Name:
Albert Church Brown Library
China Conference Center
China Baptist Church
Friends Camp
South China Library
China American Legion
South China American Legion
Advent Christian Church
China School
Erskine Academy
Church of the Nazarene
So. China Community Fellowship Church
Weeks Mills Baptist Church
Masonic Hall
Masonic Hall
St. Peters Chapel (Friends Camp)

Location:
Main Street
Neck Road
Causeway
Lakeview Drive
Village Street
Morrill Road
Legion Road
Dirigo Road, Weeks Mills
Lakeview Drive
Windsor Road
Route 3
So China Village
Weeks Mills Village
Weeks Mills, Dirigo Road
China Village
Lakeview Drive
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South China Inn Association
So China Village
Dinsmore’s Mill
Branch Mills Village
Source: Comprehensive Planning Committee
Scenic Areas:
Although scenic areas might not be considered historic resources, they nevertheless can
be highly valued by citizens as a part of our community heritage. Often, these scenic views are a
cherished attribute that many people identify about their community. The following scenic areas
include those that can be seen from both public places and private lands.
Table 8-2: Scenic Resource Inventory
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Views from the Martin Farm
Parmenter Hill (Highest point in the town)
The Brown Farm on Stanley Hill
Deer Hill looking west
Pleasant View Ridge
Rockwood Drive overlooking Three Mile Pond
Route 202 along the lakeside
Hanson Road past Evans Pond
The Causeway
The Bog Road crossing at Hunter Brook
The east side of Thurston Park
The South China Landing
The Narrows
Indian Heart
The west basin of China Lake
The Rufus Jones Homestead from Route 202
The View from Branch Pond
The Mud Pond area on both sides of the road.

Planning Concerns and Issues:
•

China has a number of historically-significant buildings and other sites. The only
protection mechanism (other than the National Register) that we have available now is
the all-volunteer China Historical Society. How can the town continue to support the
activities of the China Historical Society?

•

Other than a provision in the Shoreland Zoning Ordinance, the town has no way of
identifying and protecting historic resources from development. What can be done with
existing ordinances to make sure that development does not destroy significant assets?
Should the town create an historic preservation district, or an ordinance protecting public
and private buildings listed on the national register of historic places?
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•

Should the town undertake a comprehensive survey to locate archeological and historic
sites throughout the community? How can the town fund survey projects and other
related preservation undertakings?

•

The historical pattern of village and rural area, including scenic attractions, are a result of
a pattern of development which is not being perpetuated. If this continues, both village
and rural areas will lose their distinction and attractiveness.

The 1991 plan contained following recommendations:
“The Town of China will promote the identification and protection of significant historic archeological resources
through voluntary registration and protection programs.”
“The Town of China will adopt and enforce land use regulations that protect identified significant historic
archeological resources from incompatible development.”
1.
2.

Historic buildings will be identified for all parts of the town.
China will adopt ordinances to protect the historic buildings and prevent incompatible activities near them.

State Goal:

“Preserve the State’s historic and archeological resources.”
Policies and Recommendations:
8.1

Support the efforts of the China Historical Society and whenever appropriate raise funds
to support their projects including the operation of the Town Museum.
a. The Selectmen will maintain an ongoing dialogue with the Historical Society and support
the use of town funds for historic preservation
b. The Town will support the efforts of the Historical Society to increase membership.

8.2

Undertake a comprehensive survey of archeological and historic resources in the town.
Grants and other funding sources should be identified to finance this initiative.
The Historical Society in cooperation with the Town Manager should identify funding
sources to undertake an archeological and historic survey of the community.

8.3

The Town and Historical Society should develop a priority list of buildings and structures
needing preservation due to development pressures, poor structural condition, or other
reason. Funding sources should be identified and a strategy to solicit them developed.
The Historical Society and the Selectmen should develop a plan for the preservation of
key historic properties in the community.

8.4

Regulation of new development should ensure that potential historic and archeological
resources are identified and plans to mitigate negative impacts are developed for those
sites that contain resources.
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The Historical Society should assist the Implementation Committee in drafting provisions
for the new Land Use Code to ensure that archeological and historic resources are
properly protected during development. All development within town should be required
to check available data for the location of archeological or historic sites on the proposed
site. The town will maintain a list of historic structures for the purpose of preventing
incompatible activities in their proximity.
8.5

Explore regional partnership opportunities for the protection of area-wide resources, such
as the shorelines of China Lake and Three Mile Pond and the Branch Mills area.
Identify and contact historic societies in neighboring towns and Kennebec County and
arrange meeting to discuss mutual interests.
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Chapter 9: Land Use and Development
The discussion of land use and development is the last of the topical chapters for a
reason. The rate and pattern of development affects and is affected by housing policies,
economic development, farm and forest land protection, the availability of transportation,
recreation, and other public services, and the constraints of natural resource protection. This
chapter is in essence a consolidation of the discussions of the prior chapters.
The proposed land use policies in this chapter will guide development in China over the
next decade or more. These proposals came about through an examination of existing land use
trends, practices, and regulations, and identifying what people want for the future of the
community through the visioning session and public opinion survey.
Historical and Present Day Development Patterns:
China is a diverse community that is shaped in part our natural resources, our four village
areas, farm and forest, seasonal activities, and rural homes. We are a desirable community that
our residents value and newcomers appreciate for our natural resources, rural character and
location in Central Maine.
In Maine, villages formed as a result of conditions at the time. Most villages – Weeks
Mills and Branch Mills are examples – formed around the water power available for
manufacturing. Other villages formed at the junction of transportation routes, such as a train
station, or near a social center such as a church. From a modern day perspective, the main
problem with these development patterns is that they did not pay any attention to environmental
constraints, such as floodplains or poor soils.
China’s four villages all reflect these historic development patterns, but retain a
surprising degree of vitality. Each village is characterized by a mix of cultural, commercial, and
residential buildings. Some have greater potential for new development than others, based on
available land. However, it must be noted that China’s current land use ordinances, including the
provision for minimum lot size, have made it so that we no longer develop in the style of our
original villages.
In part because of these regulations, but primarily due to the cost of land and
transportation (both in good supply since the 50’s), development in the past fifty years has taken
on a different nature. The whole concept of the commuter suburb has evolved, and China is a
convenient suburb of both Augusta and Waterville. Once a family has made the decision to
move from a more urban place to China, they are far more likely to want a rural lifestyle than a
village. That is why the attraction of a “small town, rural setting” was the single greatest
strength expressed by respondents to our public opinion survey.
The town is in the process of digitizing its tax maps and linking to tax records, which will
allow us to monitor the location of new development year by year. But the indicators of rural
sprawl are already here. New subdivisions are overwhelmingly along the frontage of town roads
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or on new, dead-end roads. New individual lots, which account for more than half of all
development, front on existing roads. This adds up: if we assume the average new lot has 200
feet of frontage, every 26 new lots consume another mile of roadside that used to be wooded or
open fields.
China Lake, and to a lesser extent Three Mile Pond, continue to prove a strong attraction
for new development. Much of the lakefront, however, is already tied up. The town’s assessor
has only recorded 11 new homes built as “seasonal” since 2000, and several existing camps have
been converted or replaced with year-round homes.
What China lacks, at the moment, is higher-density development. Although this type of
development brings images of more urbanized settings, managed properly it can reduce the
pressure to develop still more open space or farmlands. “Higher-density” can mean just the same
density of development as we have now in South China or China Village, or it could mean a few
multi-family buildings (condos, duplexes, or apartments). It could also mean a planned
commercial center instead of random scattering of new business along the highway.
Subdivision Development:
Residential subdivisions are our best gauge of the rate of new development. Subdivisions
consist of several lots grouped together, so they tend to concentrate development. As can be
seen from the table below, between 1997 and 2006, we averaged about sixteen (16) house lots
created per year in subdivisions.
Table 9-1: Subdivision Record, 1997 to 2006
Date

Subdivision Name and Location

Location

2/18/1997
8/14/1997
8/19/1997
3/17/1998
1/01/1999
1/11/1999
5/01/1999
5/01/1999
11/30/1999
1/01/2000
4/01/2000
5/03/2001
1/14/2003
5/23/2003
11/18/2003
1/11/2005
4/26/2005
5/17/2005
5/17/2005
1/10/2006

Fieldstone Crossing
Three Mile Pond Estates
Pigeon Plains
Maple Grove
Meadowview Estates
China Mall Project
Adams Subdivision Phase II
Sherman Subdivision (North)
Southern Oaks Phase II
T&P Adams Subdivision
Quimby Farm Estates
Tibbetts Estates East
Stephen Haworth
Stephen J Haskell
Adams Subdivision II, Third Amendment
Jessica Dostie
Killdeer Highlands
Chris Choate
Narrow Gauge Knoll
Starkey Ridge Estates

Route 3
Hobbit Lane
Pigeon Plain Way
Maple Grove Road
Neck Road
Vassalboro Road
Tarybelu Lane
Tarybelu Lane
Southern Oaks
Deer Hill & Winding Hill
Pleasant View Ridge Road
Cross Road
Pleasant View Ridge Road
Dirigo Road
Tarybelu Lane
Pleasant View Ridge Road
Lakeview Drive
South Road
Knoll Road
Route 3
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Approved Lots
11
12
3
12
4
Commercial (4)
4
6
6
14
1
12
4
3
5
1
3
3-unit building
7
8
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1/24/2006
4/11/2006
9/12/2006
9/26/2006
10/10/2006

Jason A. Tyler
Kostron Subdivision
Maine Woodland Properties
Arrowhead Subdivision (Jackson)
Carrie Suchar

Wing Road
Neck Road
Dirigo-McLellan Roads
Pleasant View Ridge Road
Maple Ridge Road

10
4
14
3
4

Source: Town Records
Subdivisions do allow us to get a good handle on the housing market, because they are
usually designed to sell. With single-lot development, in many cases, a home is owner-built or
custom built. Subdivisions reflect market demand, either with the lot location or size, or with the
home style, if spec-built.
A quick review of subdivisions in China reveals that the average lot size is 2.3 to 3 acres,
and the average new home is a 3 or 4 bedroom ranch or colonial. While this does reflect the
current market, the town, in looking to the future, should begin to encourage a better diversity of
housing styles, as well as more efficient land use.
Commercial Development:
Development for commercial purposes tends to take on different characteristics than for
residential use. Commercial development has always been drawn to a location. Historically, this
meant that industrial development was located near power sources, such as water, retail and
service to people, at a crossroads or train station, and of course farming and forestry tied to the
land.
The greatly reduced cost of transportation and communication has broken down those
traditional barriers. Industrial development can occur anywhere there is three-phase power (most
of the main roads in China), retail and service can locate along any well-travelled road, or,
indeed, if the service does not require walk-in customers, virtually anywhere. Farming and
forestry are still tied to the land, which is why it is so critical to preserve it.
In China, we have seen the results of the trend in the attraction of Route 3 for commercial
development. This creates a bit of a catch-22 situation. Businesses like Route 3 because of the
ease of access to customers, but if business grows too much, traffic increases to the point where
the road no longer serves its original purpose. This is called strip development, and we see
examples of its effects in almost every large town. The Maine Department of Transportation
(MDOT), in an effort to preserve the efficiency of the highway system it manages, is actively
trying to slow strip development. One of the results is the Route 3 Corridor Management Plan,
referenced in Chapter 5. The impacts of strip development may be reduced in two ways: 1) by
limiting the use of land within the commercial corridor, so that more traffic will not be
generated, or by requiring development design that will funnel traffic into more manageable
access to the road.
Another trend in China is the establishment of small businesses in more rural areas of
town. To some extent, this is a necessary aspect of land preservation – farmers or semi-retired
people need a home business as a second source of income, to avoid having to sell land or move
elsewhere. Often, though, a business locating in a rural area is a short-sighted decision based on
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cheap land or a cheap building, and results in more traffic on rural roads, waste disposal issues,
or nuisances for the neighbors.
The Regional Context:
Years ago, China was a fairly self-sufficient community – a pattern of commercial
villages surrounded by rural homesteads. No more. China is one community among a region.
This impacts our land use patterns as well as economic and transportation activities. The
proximity of urban centers and major travel corridors influence local development patterns.
Southern China is an easy, 15 minute commute to Augusta, the employment center of
central Maine, and a slightly longer commute to coastal employment centers around Belfast.
Northern China is about 15 minutes from Waterville. These influences increase the
attractiveness of land close to the major travel corridors.
China is bounded by five towns. While all of these towns exhibit the same development
patterns as China (rural areas becoming suburbanized), none have growth centers that directly
affect China. Winslow and Albion have zoning ordinances, but in both cases, the portions of
those towns that border China are designated “rural.” Winslow has a two-acre minimum lot size
and restrictions on commercial development. Albion permits one-acre lots but has a point system
that encourages three-acre lots. Vassalboro, Windsor, and Palermo each have comprehensive
plans. Both Palermo and Vassalboro identify Route 3 as a corridor suitable for commercial
development, though neither has ordinances to either guide or promote it, and Vassalboro’s
planned commercial area stops short of the Three Mile Pond watershed. Windsor has a town
wide minimum lot size of 2 acres.
The current land use patterns of neighboring towns seem to have little influence on what
goes on just across the line in China. It is up to us to ensure that our own policies do not conflict
with those of our neighbors. Since growth along Route 3 in Vassalboro and Palermo is likely,
that is the most sensitive area for potential conflicts.
Anticipated Growth:
This plan presented growth projections at the conclusion of Chapter 3. The projections
were based on current trends and ordinances. They ended up estimating between 500 and 1,000
new homes over a 20 year period, with a best guess of about 36 homes per year.
What are the potential land use impacts? These are difficult to visualize. Because
growth happens slowly, “incrementally,” it creeps up on us like a rising tide, and we do not
realize it until our feet are wet. What if we went away for twenty years and came back? What
changes would we see?
Here is the most conservative scenario. With the lowest growth projection, and every
new lot at the legal minimum size, twenty years will result in 500 acres of new housing and 10
acres of commercial development. That is almost one square mile, in a town with about 50
square miles to start, and much of that already developed or unbuildable. All of those lots need
frontage on a public road or a new subdivision road. If each one-acre lot were “squared,” each
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lot would require 200 feet, resulting in over nine miles of road filled with new homes, not
including commercial development.
Here is the much more likely scenario. Our best guess is 715 new homes over 20 years.
The average size of a new subdivision lot is three acres. Twenty years at that rate will see over
2,100 new acres for housing, and another 50 for commercial use, occupying at least 14 miles of
road frontage. Twenty-one hundred acres is over six percent of our total land area; 14 miles of
road is about 18 percent of our present 75 miles.
The challenge for this plan is to work with the current rate of development – which the
strong majority of respondents to the survey labeled “about right” – to manage it in such a way
as to reduce the impact, both on our rural character and on town services. This is generally done
by encouraging new development to locate closer to each other and existing public services.

A Plan for Future Land Use in China:
The land use plan is an expression of our vision for what the community could look like
in the future. The Maine Growth Management Act sets guidelines for the land use plan, requiring
us to incorporate the following objectives into it:
•
•
•
•
•

To encourage orderly growth and development in appropriate areas of the town.
To protect the town’s rural character.
To make efficient use of public services.
To identify growth areas within the town where future development will be encouraged.
To identify rural areas within the town where development will be discouraged.

Many other state and federal laws regulate the use of land, mainly to protect natural
resources. The most frequently cited is the Shoreland Zoning Act, whose guidelines are reflected
in Chapter 2 of China’s Land Development Code. The town is required under the law to identify
areas surrounding lakes and wetlands, and alongside rivers and streams, and restricts
development. State laws also regulate large-scale development, activities in and around
wetlands, and access to state roads (among others.) The federal law on floodplains is reflected in
China’s Floodplain Management Ordinance (code chapter 5) and federal laws also protect
endangered species and filling of wetlands (among others.)
The state subdivision law, originally intended as a consumer protection mechanism, has
evolved into a land management tool for towns. It authorizes local review under the state’s
criteria. China does this through a local Subdivision Ordinance (code chapter 3).
China’s Land Use Ordinance is based on shoreland zoning but adds a rural district, with a
40,000 square foot minimum lot size, a requirement for building permits, and some performance
standards. China has a separate Phosphorous Control Ordinance, which adds design and siting
requirements to new development within the China Lake and Three Mile Pond watersheds. The
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Phosphorous Control Ordinance (code chapter 4) usually has the practical effect of increasing lot
sizes within the watersheds.
Based on the town’s experience with its land use structure, a number of committees and
reports over the past few years have submitted changes to these ordinances. The proposals,
which have been carefully taken into consideration in this plan, have included:
>
Shoreland Zoning to be revised as necessary to conform to changes in the State Model
Shoreland Zoning ordinance.
>
The Floodplain Management Ordinance to be revised as necessary to conform to changes
in federal regulations and the state program.
>
Revisions to the existing phosphorus control ordinance. Since the town’s recent attempt
to revise the ordinance was not adopted, any future changes would require additional
public participation.
>
The environmental standards in the land use ordinance to be updated as necessary to
conform to current practice and state regulations.
>
Village districts should be added and appropriate standards and district boundaries
around the four existing village areas (1991 comprehensive plan).
>
A commercial district should be added and appropriate standards and district boundaries
developed (1991 comprehensive plan).
Our plan for future growth will incorporate these suggestions in a way that respects the
rural character of our town and wishes of our citizens.
Shaping Future Development Patterns:
A Land Use Plan, in its simplest form, consists of a map and set of strategies for
managing development in separate areas. The Growth Management Act requires at least two
areas:
 A Growth Area, where new development is to be encouraged, and a
 Rural Area, where it is to be discouraged.
Of course, towns vary in their approaches, and in many cases, growth areas are broken
into village, commercial, industrial, and varying-density residential areas, while rural areas may
be further broken into rural residential areas and conservation areas. The intent of the growth
area is that most of the new development in town will take place in it. This means that a town
must think about how much development is to come, and how large an area to provide. The state
law says that the growth areas must not be so large as to render the concept meaningless, so that
sets some limits on our size.
This plan recommends a target of 2/3 to 3/4 of new development to occur in the growth
areas.
The designation of growth areas requires us to answer two questions. The first question
is, how much land is necessary for the growth area? That process is described below:
How Large a Growth Area?
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•

According to housing projections cited earlier in this chapter, new growth in China will
amount to between 500 and 1,000 units over 20 years. Our “most likely” estimate is 715
units. Two-thirds of that targeted for the growth area would be about 480 units.

•

At China’s minimum lot size, 480 new units would occupy at least 480 acres. However,
as a practical matter, new homes are seldom built on the minimum lot size, and additional
land will be occupied by roads, utilities, etc. The actual “average land per housing unit”
is closer to three acres -- 1,500 acres for our 480 units.

•

Additional land must be allocated for commercial growth. Chapter 3 estimated demand
for commercial space at about 90 acres over twenty years, though commercial growth is a
lot harder to project than residential. A single development such as Hannaford’s Super
Market has already consumed half of our twenty year projection. With commercial
development we want even more of it to locate in growth areas. An estimate of 75 acres
of commercial growth area is reasonable.

•

Growth areas in practical terms have to be much larger. There are plenty of existing
homes and businesses occupying the area, and there is bound to be land unbuildable due
to wetlands, easements, etc, and no development can really maximize the parcel it is sited
on. Plus, we do not want to consume all of the available land. That would drive prices
up and not allow for future development beyond the 20-year window. This means
multiplying everything by a factor of two or three.

•

Using the above considerations, China’s designated growth areas should accommodate at
least 3,000 acres of residential land, and at least 300 for commercial or mixed-use. That
is about 10 percent of the total land area of the town.

Where should the Growth Area be Located?
The second question is, where does the growth area go? Or in more proper terms, which
ten percent of the town are we going to encourage more intensive growth? The factors we must
use in that decision are outlined below:
•

The Growth Management Act specifies only that a growth area must be “suitable for
orderly residential, commercial, or industrial development.” “Suitability” may be
subjective, but we can generally assume that means no major environmental limitations,
such as steep slopes or wetlands, and with a suitable road system and access to services.

•

We want to direct new growth to the places where we can provide public services for the
least cost, which will reduce our tax burden. Some services are directly locationsensitive -- public water and sewer, and road access; others are a little less so – proximity
to fire stations, parks, or schools. China has no public water or sewer, but it makes sense
to locate growth areas as near as possible to existing villages, good roads, and schools
and fire stations.

•

It also makes economic sense to locate new growth areas around or near existing
development. Our traditional villages got it right – if you cluster houses and businesses
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close together, everything functions better. Locating new development near existing
helps to reduce its impacts.
•

Environmental conditions are “constraints,” and range from “severe” – physical
conditions so bad that it would be virtually impossible to build, to “mild.” New growth
areas should avoid environmental limitations whenever possible. Not only will this
reduce the environmental impact, but in most cases it reduces the cost of construction as
well.
Severe constraints in China include wetlands and soils which are unable to support septic
systems (see maps) Significant wetlands adjoin China Lake, south of Mud Pond, east of
Evans Pond, and in the Thurston Bog area. Though there are many areas of poor soils,
they are scattered throughout town. Areas of unsuitable soils are shown on the Lake
Watersheds and Unsuitable Soils Map.
Moderate constraints include floodplains and excessive slopes. Nearly all floodplain
areas are within Shoreland Zoning jurisdiction. Steep slopes tend to be in the more
remote areas of town, such as off of Hanson Road and in the Deer Hill area, though there
are some close to China Lake (Topography and Water Resources Map). Mild constraints
also include deer wintering areas and lake watersheds, (Critical Wildlife Habitat Map).

•

In siting our growth areas, we recognize two major conflicts with other goals expressed
in this plan. First, three out of the four village areas, which form natural centers for
growth, are also within lake watersheds. Given the sensitivity of our lakes, any effort to
increase density or impervious surface within these watersheds will be met with a great
deal of skepticism. Second, the other natural attractant for growth – particularly the
commercial variety – is Route 3. The temptation to designate all of Route 3 as a growth
area must be tempered with a recognition of the impacts on its safety and mobility.

•

For our purpose, it also makes sense to further break the growth area into commercial and
residential categories. This allows us to adopt a different set of policies for one type of
growth (e.g. suburban residential) versus another (e.g. highway commercial). The
proposed Land Use Plan divides China’s growth area into Residential and Commercial.
While “Village” does not appear as a separate district, the plan proposes special standards
for the villages and village-style development.

•

Finally, and perhaps most important, new growth areas need to make sense to residents
and landowners. The growth areas recommended in this plan originated with China’s
2006 visioning session, and have been adjusted based on environmental constraints.

Designating Residential Growth Areas:
Throughout this plan, we have praised the villages – particularly China Village and South
China – as the traditional cultural and commercial centers of the town. But the fact that the
villages have seen almost no growth over the past few decades tells us a couple things: first, that
the village locations do not really lend themselves to healthy expansion, and second, that our
own ordinances do not allow us to build the village pattern.
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So, while it would be nice to grow our villages, we can’t count on a sudden burst of
activity within them. China and South China are both within the China Lake watershed, and
constrained by nearby wetlands. Some opportunity for infill development is possible, but new
lots created need at least an acre, so would not necessarily fit the village character.
The growth areas that we propose attempt to incorporate village locations, while
providing room for expansion onto the best land surrounding them. Growth areas are designated
around Branch Mills, south and west of South China and north and west of China Village.
Further growth areas are established on Lakeview Drive, encompassing the elementary/middle
schools and the town office, and between Erskine Academy and Weeks Mills.
Although the traditional village is a mix of commercial and residential development, we
felt that it wise to divide future growth areas into those in which we encourage or anticipate
commercial development, and those in which we anticipate residential. While new housing will
not be prohibited in commercial growth areas (or anywhere else in town), prospective buyers and
builders will benefit from the knowledge that commercial development is the preferred use. By
the same token, new business can locate in residential growth areas, but must be designed to be
compatible with the residential nature of these areas.
Residential development is the preferred use in the majority of the growth areas. This
means that commercial development must be designed to minimize impact on its neighbors,
using such practices as landscaped buffers and limits on noise and lighting. Residential or
mixed-use developments can be encouraged by permitting greater densities for smart designs, by
offering to accept well-built new roads as town responsibility, and through other mechanisms.
The proposed layout of residential growth areas is depicted on the Land Use Plan Map.
This map suggests the boundaries of the districts based on public opinion and environmental
constraints, but the boundaries are not set unless and until implemented. No attempt has been
made to include or exclude any person’s property. The boundaries would be defined within the
Land Use Ordinance.
Designating Commercial Development Areas:
Currently the town does not have a designated commercial district to accommodate future
growth. In most of the town, commercial uses are permitted with Planning Board review and
approval. The lack of a commercial focal area has made it difficult for developers, the Planning
Board, and the community to decide if any particular location is appropriate and beneficial for
the town. This has resulted in a lengthy review process, lost development opportunities, and
frustrated neighbors and developers.
This situation can be remedied by the identification of commercial growth areas in
appropriate locations, and development of ordinance provisions to ensure that projects are
designed and constructed in a manner consistent with those areas. The selection of commercial
districts is based on several criteria:
•
An existing commercial use or cluster is already evident, with room for growth.
•
The area is free of potentially impacted residential uses or other conflicting land uses.
•
The area is along or near an arterial or collector road, and can meet traffic access rules.
•
The area does not pose serious traffic hazards or is a high crash location.
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•

Development would have the potential to meet phosphorus, erosion and stormwater
performance standards.

The recommended commercial growth areas, as shown on the Land Use Plan Map, take
advantage of development or infrastructure already in place: one area includes Lakeview Lumber
and the smaller businesses at the north end of the lake; the others identify existing and planned
blocks of commercial development along Route 3. Focusing commercial growth in specific
areas allows us to take a more broad geographic approach to such things as phosphorous
management and access design. Instead of reacting to development applications one at a time,
we can try to plan ahead, so everybody can save money by acting jointly.
The combination of residential and commercial future growth areas comes to about 3,800
acres, about the same total amount of land designated Tree Growth and Farmland/open space in
China. The growth areas as depicted are generally buildable land, avoiding significant wildlife
habitat, wetlands, poor soils, aquifers, steep slopes, or other constraints.
Since the growth areas were drawn in part to encompass already-developed land,
probably only a little more than half of that total is available for development. Some of the
existing developed parcels – particularly commercial – could be available for more intensive
development.
The Remaining Areas are Rural:
All other land in the town will remain as currently designated – Rural District. We are
not going to provide the same encouragement for new development in these areas. We will
particularly try to steer new commercial development away. Farm buildings, resource-dependent
industries, and home business should be permitted and even encouraged in the rural area, but
such uses as general retail, manufacturing, and office buildings are out of place.
In rural areas, we will limit commercial development based on its degree of impact. If a
type of development is going to present an unusual fire hazard, create a significant amount of
traffic, or create significant impervious surface, its size will be restricted. However, if it is in the
rural area because it is related to a resource, such as agriculture, forestry, or gravel extraction, it
will not be similarly limited. Commercial facilities will be required to be good neighbors,
through rules for noise, buffers, and other nuisance-abating practices.
The building of new homes in the rural area will continue to be permitted, but will not be
encouraged. The one-acre minimum lot size will remain. Rural subdivisions will not qualify for
the density bonus for building cluster-style subdivisions or multi-family buildings, their impacts
will be softened (through phasing requirements), and private roads will not be accepted by the
town. Because state law mandates that mobile home parks are a high-density use, we will only
permit them in the growth areas. Any existing mobile home parks in the rural area will be
grandfathered, and this is obviously not a prohibition on siting of individual mobile homes.
The Town will also work to balance these restrictive policies with other ones enhancing
the value of land in its undeveloped state. We will actively encourage landowners to take
advantage of tree growth and farm/open space tax provisions, and we will provide opportunities
for landowners to utilize conservation easements or other techniques to compensate landowners
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for preserving their land for productive use. We will develop an open space plan, which will
prioritize areas of town for protection from development, and create mechanisms for acquiring
land/development rights for preservation.
Shoreland zoning will remain unaffected by this plan, as growth areas have been drawn
to avoid overlap. However, it is recommended that the Town consider adding critical natural
areas and high value wetlands to the Resource Protection District currently in place.

Specific Recommendations for Implementation of Land Use Strategies:
The following are steps recommended to carry out the plan for future land use and
development described above.
9.A

General Policies and Recommendations:

1.

Update all land use regulations to reflect current knowledge and state-of-the-art in
development practices, and to promote ease of administration.
An Implementation Committee, to be composed of planning board members and other
residents, will review and amend the Land Use Code for approval at an annual election in
2010. High Priority

2.

Town officials should monitor the timing and location of new commercial and residential
development on an annual basis, and take action if trends indicate that current land use
policies are not having the desired effect.
a. The Code Enforcement Officer should maintain a database of new construction and
provide a summary, including geographic analysis, to the Select Board and Planning
Board once a year. High Priority
b. The Planning Board should discuss the implications of the CEO report and may make
recommendations to the selectmen for additional strategies or changes to the land use
plan and ordinances in response to perceived trends.

3.

The Town should develop a guide to Good Neighbor Development, illustrating
development practices that will reduce the impact on neighboring properties and the
environment.
The Implementation Committee should supervise the creation of an easy-to-use
development guide, to be distributed by the CEO to builders and realtors.

9.B

Recommendations for Encouraging Development in the Growth Areas

1.

Promote village-scale development densities and styles within designated growth areas.
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a. The new Land Use Code will provide opportunities to reduce the current minimum lot
sizes within subdivisions or planned developments in the growth area, while maintaining
watershed protection, neighborhood character and space for replacement septic systems.

b. The new Land Use Code will include standards for site and architectural design of new
commercial and multi-family buildings to be compatible with existing village character.
c. Add standards to the Land Use Code for parking and landscaping/buffers for commercial
development.
2.

Encourage mixed-use and multi-family development in growth areas.
a. Encourage village-design (clustered) subdivision with a 20 percent residential density
bonus or 40 percent commercial lot coverage bonus, provided the developments can meet
waste disposal and phosphorous control measures.
b. Reduce “additional” minimum lot size requirement for multi-family developments. A
single accessory dwelling unit would require no additional lot area unless necessary for
an expanded or replacement septic system.
c. Adopt flexible phosphorous control standards that would permit working cooperatively
with neighboring development on shared installation and maintenance.

3.

Pre-plan for the impacts of commercial development along Route 3 (commercial growth
areas).
a. The Planning Board should identify owners of developable land within the commercial
growth areas and invite/ facilitate discussions between neighbors, DOT and the Town on
optimum locations for driveway access, stormwater controls, and internal linkages.
b. Add standards to the Land Use Code on highway-sensitive design of landscaping,
buffers, parking, signs, etc. to minimize the visual impact of strip development.

9.C

Recommendations for Discouraging Development in the Rural Area

1.

Limit the impacts of new commercial development in the rural area.
a. New commercial buildings and structures not to be used for agriculture or forest products
will be limited, based on the expected impact of the development. Suggested standards
for the Land Use Code include limits on building size (e.g. 10,000 square feet),
impervious lot coverage (e.g. 1 acre), or traffic generation (e.g. 100 trips per day).
b. The new Land Use Code will further limit the impact of rural commercial development,
with neighborhood protection rules for noise, outdoor lighting, sign size, waste disposal
and storage, buffering and shielding.
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2.

Discourage large, high-density development.
a. New mobile home parks will not be permitted in the rural area (existing ones may expand
by no more than 50 percent).
b. Permit cluster-style subdivision but with no bonus (as provided in growth areas).
c. Permit limited multi-family development. Two- and three-unit buildings may be built on
no less than 60,000 and 80,000 square feet, respectively. Buildings with four or more
units must have 40,000 square feet per dwelling unit.
d. The Select Board will establish a policy discouraging town acquisition and
ownership/maintenance of private roads in the rural area.

3.

Create special protections for high-value resource areas.
a. Identify additional areas within the rural area, such as high or moderate value wildlife
habitat or critical natural areas, and further limit/prohibit development of those areas.
b. Identify roads with outstanding scenic views such as those in the table on Page 67 and
include standards in the Land Use Code requiring additional site design measures (e.g.
building setbacks or envelopes, height limitations).

4.

Encourage the productive use of land in its natural state in the rural area (policies from
Chapter 6.)
Improve landowners’ access to tree growth, agricultural, and open space tax benefits and
conservation easements or other forms of economic protection, through access to
information and resources at the town office.

5.

Create an Open Space Plan with opportunities and procedures for maintaining open space
in the rural area.
a. Establish an open space planning process as described in Chapter 12, #5.
b. Consider imposition of impact fees for the creation of new lots of less than 2 acres in the
rural area as a partial funding method for open space.
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Chapter 10: Public Services, Facilities, and Fiscal Capacity
The purpose of this chapter is to examine public services currently offered by the Town
of China and other local service providers, our fiscal capacity to continue to do so, and areas for
improvement or the creation of new services. Issues and services related to transportation and
outdoor recreation are addressed in separate chapters.
Government Operations:
China has a Town meeting form of government with five Selectmen and a full-time Town
Manager. The Town office is located at 571 Lake View Drive, roughly in the center of town. An
addition to the town office was completed in 2000. This will provide adequate space for
operations for several more years.
Relatively rapid population growth will ultimately drive up the demand for town office
services. The town has maintained a stable number of office staff for the last seven years but will
ultimately have to consider additional positions in the not so distant future. The town is fortunate
to have invested in the training of its employees and invested in current IT hardware and
software. Furniture and fixtures are in good condition.
Municipal committees, employees and boards include the following
Clerk and two Deputy Clerks
Code Enforcement Officer
School Committee
Planning Board
Budget Committee
Board of Appeals
Cemetery Committee
E-911 Committee
Recreation Committee
Road Committee
Forestry Committee
Emergency Preparedness Committee
Economic & Development Committee
Health Officer
Police and Animal Control Officer
Three Fire Chiefs
Highway employees ( 1 FT & 2 PT)
Transfer Station employees
China Rescue
Superintendent of Schools
Two School principals
Comprehensive Plan Committee
The China Planning Board is responsible for reviewing and permitting under the China
Land Development Code. The PB also reviews and prepares ordinances and amendments to local
ordinances for submission to and adoption by the China Select Board and ultimately by town
vote. The PB occasionally has meetings when they deal with long term planning issues.
The town has a full time appointed Code Enforcement Officer. The CEO must be
certified, and is trained under a program administered by the State Planning Office. Currently the
CEO in China serves as the Licensed Plumbing Inspector. The CEO administers the laws and
ordinances and performs due diligence in enforcing these laws and ordinances.
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The planning and development function is one which has grown dramatically, consistent
with China’s overall growth. It would be prudent for the town to investigate the need for staff or
contracted planning services. As noted in a recent Brookings Institution publication, “Charting
Maine’s Future”, many towns find that as their populations grow, service demands suddenly
begin to outpace capacity of existing infrastructure and volunteer service providers. This town is
one of those within the suburban population threshold that is indeed experiencing rapid growth
patterns. Planning services might be a necessary and prudent investment to guide growth.
The town contracts for assessing services on an annual basis. It has proven to be efficient
and economical and will probably continue into the future as the primary means of providing
assessing functions. The town is currently contracted with William Van Tuinen Assessing
Services for a comprehensive revaluation of town real estate to be completed for the 2008-2009
tax commitment. A Board of Assessment Review has been formed to oversee the process and
hear appeals. The last revaluation was performed in 1991.
Public Communications:
China has a town web page which continues to be updated and expanded in scope. The
web site is used as an online community bulletin board for meetings, and also provides public
access to ordinances, budgets and other municipal reports and data.
The annual town report also serves to communicate not only town meeting information
but important budget data and reports from municipal departments and committees.
The Town Line weekly newspaper is centered in China and provides citizens with the
news of town government activities. China and the surrounding communities are fortunate to
have the level of local government reporting available in this weekly newspaper.
Library Services
The town is served by the Albert Church Brown Memorial Library in China Village and
the South China Public Library, which are independent, nonprofit entities. Library operations
are funded by a combination of town funds, endowments, donations, and volunteer services.
Both libraries are open on Saturday mornings and at limited hours during the week. Library
services are offered to area residents without charge.
China residents rated library services “satisfactory” in the 2004 public opinion survey;
however, a March, 2008 public forum revealed much room for improvement. Sixty participants
talked about ways the China Library (Brown Library) could better serve local needs. Many ideas
surfaced for better hours, facilities and access, collaboration, programs and services, support
groups and volunteers, technology, and more. Regarding facilities, there were suggestions to
share or merge services with South China, and/or to relocate within the village or the town.
Further indication of room for improvement comes from the Maine State Library annual
reports on library services. In 2006, the combined circulation of the China and South China
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libraries, totaled only 2.31 volumes per capita. That’s less than half the average 5.19 per capita
circulation for similarly-sized Maine communities.
The China Library endowment supports frugal operations, yet trustees are moving toward
a new approach to meeting the needs of townspeople. In April 2008, the board of trustees
drafted a two-part vision: to (a) strengthen Albert Church Brown Library programming in and for
the near term through community cooperation and structural development; and (b) lead and
facilitate, with other stakeholders, a new town-wide vision for future library services, reasonably
using its assets as a basis for change.
The South China Library could use a capital improvement plan, including identification
of funding sources. The Library is only able to provide minimal maintenance, and library
capacity can only be increased with additional funding sources.
It will be in the town’s best interests to facilitate a library-services discussion. Strong
library services add value and strengthen communities. China citizens have expressed need for,
among other things, improved services for senior citizens, for continuing education, and for
recreational activities. Quality library services can help address all of these.
Public Safety:
The town adopted an E-911 dispatch system in 2001. An E-911 committee was
responsible for enacting the system and making sure that all the roads were named appropriately.
911 calls are answered by the Central Maine Regional Communications Center in Augusta. 911
and dispatching service providers are undergoing a time of transition, and the Town will be
switching providers in the near future.
China appoints a single constable. This person has in the past also been animal control
officer, but we have now added the services of a separate animal control officer. Police coverage
is provided by the Kennebec County Sheriff and the Maine State Police, with a sheriff’s deputy
resident in the town. Calls for local police service have remained relatively constant over the
past few years: 224 calls in 2001, 215 in 2003 and 216 in 2006. Most of these are animal-related
complaints.
The current level of services will be sufficient into the foreseeable future. There are no
plans to establish a full time police department in China, though many other towns of similar size
have done so. The 2000 Dodge pick-up vehicle used by the constable is sufficient and in
reasonably good condition with 48,000 miles as of November, 2007. The town has a capital plan
for replacement of the vehicle when needed. Speed monitoring equipment was approved by the
2008 Town Meeting and will be available in the near future.
Fire Departments
There are three, independent volunteer fire departments in China. They are located in the
villages of China, South China, and Weeks Mills. The departments cooperate with each other
and also have verbal mutual aid agreements with surrounding communities. Rescue services are
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provided independently by China Rescue. A capital replacement fund has been established for
the fire departments.
The three fire departments have all been successful in obtaining funds through Homeland
Security Grants for the purchase of new equipment. The South China Volunteer Fire Department
and the Weeks Mills Volunteer Fire Department were able to purchase new pumper trucks.
Weeks Mills and the China Village Departments were also granted funds for communications
and SCBA equipment.
There has been an ongoing effort to improve building conditions. South China has built
additional vehicle bays and a meeting room over the last few years and China Village and Weeks
Mills are planning for additions and/or new buildings as part of their long term plans.
Water sources for fire-fighting have been adequate. A new source was recently added at
the Muldoon Stream over the Causeway in China Village. Property access has been improving
over time and the Town recently revised the Land Development Code to upgrade the quality of
roads within new subdivisions.
Personnel levels have been stable but each department is eager to accept new
membership. All department members are on a voluntary basis at this time, but have had
discussions about stipends for responding to call-outs.
It should be noted that the town has been able to accommodate growth with a stable mil
rate but acknowledges that at some point it may be faced with the strain that growing populations
will place on formerly slow growing places once newcomers demand a greater demand on
services and infrastructure. At some point the capacity of our infrastructure and volunteer staff
will be outpaced by the service demands of our growing population.
Table 10-1: Fire and Rescue Calls, by Department
2006

2003

2001

China Village Department

44

52

32

South China Village Department

75

96

134

Weeks Mills Department

86

25

25

China Rescue Department

216

250

168

Total Calls

421

423

359

Source: Town Reports
China Rescue Department
The rescue department provides rescue services consisting mostly of medical
emergencies, traffic accidents and assistance to the fire departments. Delta Ambulance provides
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paramedic service and transport to medical facilities. The department has 12 members and major
equipment includes a rescue vehicle and a rescue boat. A capital replacement fund has been
established for the 1990 Ford Rescue Vehicle. The town anticipated purchasing a new
replacement Rescue in late 2007 or early 2008.
Public Works
The highway department has one full-time and two part-time employees. The road
commissioner oversees the daily operations and the road committee serves as an advisory board
to the Road Commissioner and Select Board. Major road work including paving and road
rebuilding is contracted to private companies through a bid process. The highway crew is
responsible for much of the on-going maintenance projects.
A capital replacement fund has been established for the public works buildings and
equipment. At this time the building space and condition of buildings is adequate to fit China’s
needs. Equipment needs are sufficient to provide excellent service to the town.
The town plows one of three routes in the winter with three contractors covering the other
routes. The town has a new 2008 International Tandem Axle Truck and a 2002 Ford One-Ton
truck. The International is used for plowing and gravel hauling, and the Ford is used for plowing
bus turn-arounds and miscellaneous work within the town. The town also has a John Deere
grader and uses it for road reconstruction in the summer months and for “winging back” snow
banks in the winter.
The town has a long term road improvement/resurfacing plan initiated by the Road
Committee and Road Commissioner. The town is now partnering with the State DOT in road
projects owned by the State but within town limits.
Camp roads are private roads and the individual/collective owners provide for the
maintenance and upgrading of the respective roads. The China Region Lakes Alliance has
provided for some financial support for maintenance of camp roads through DEP grant awards.
The poor condition of private subdivision roads have proven to be a problem area in the past, but
recent amendments to the town’s road standards are intended to address that.
Solid Waste:
The transfer station located at 19 Alder Road is a solid waste and recycling facility. The
facility operates with one full-time and two part-time employees. An open collection day (”feefree” day) is offered once a year at the facility and residents are able to dispose of most
materials. The town has a contract with PERC for incineration of household solid waste. The
town also contracts with Waste Management for disposal of demolition debris at their facility in
Norridgewock. Recyclable materials are taken to the Ken-a-Set facility in Waterville. The town
also participates in a regional Household Hazardous Waste Collection Day.
The town continues in its attempts to improve the efficiency of the solid waste facility.
There is continued progress in the percentage of total materials being recycled. A set of scales
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has been installed and a more “user friendly” arrangement has been established for recyclables.
The town staff is sensitive and continues to pull out or the waste stream any and all potentially
recyclable materials. Improvements could be focused on providing continuous information to
users on ways they can participate in waste reduction initiatives, such as composting and other
recycling opportunities. The town might look to partnering with other area towns to achieve
higher economies of scale over time.
As shown on table 10-2, the town strives to make steady progress on its total recycling
volume and recycling rate. However, the total amount of solid waste generated is also rising.
Table 10-2: Solid Waste Collection and Recycling
Year
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006

Solid Waste
2,049 tons
2,211
2,109.94
1,981.02
2,030.51
2,072.1
2,094.8
2,153.0
2,109.9

Bulky Waste
Total Recycled
1,117.07 tons
548.65 tons
10,499.7
394.93
8,912.07
441.82
3,367.55
500.09
1,719.32
531.59
6,537.6
556.3
496.5
582.3
1,383.4
681.2
431.1
736.0
Source: State Planning Office

Recycling Rate
23.8%
12%
12.9%
17.6%
23.4%
15.1%
27.4%
25.2%
33.1%

Public Water and Sewer
The town does not have municipal water or sewer facilities. Private or community wells
and subsurface wastewater disposal facilities are used throughout the community. There are
currently 20 public water systems licensed by the State. These systems provide water to
commercial or larger users such as schools and mobile home parks.
The state has an active program of planning assistance to protect the sources of public
drinking water supply. Table 10-3 lists 20 water supplies and their sources, with locations
illustrated on the Water Resources Map. Most of them are deep wells, fairly safe from surface
contamination. The two sources that should be of concern to the town are the Weeks Mills
System (spring-fed) and the Dirigo Mobile Home Park system (shallow well). These two water
sources should be aggressively protected from contamination, partly through a system of land
use restrictions within the recharge area (discussion in Chapter 7).
Town-wide, the long term prospect is for the continued use of private water and
subsurface wastewater disposal systems. Short of discovering widespread contamination, there
is nowhere in town with the density of development or shortage of water that would warrant a
new public water supply.
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Table 10-3: Public Water Systems in China
Service Location
Class
MSU 52 China Middle School
NTNC
Erskine Academy
NTNC
Erskine Academy
NTNC
China Lake Conference Ctr -Bentley NC
The Cabins At China Lake
NC
Gregs Place
NC
Landing
NC
Lake Breeze Restaurant
NC
Lakes Region Motel & Apartments NC
Backs Dairy Bar
NC
Pellerin Campground/Cottages
NC
Subway Sandwich Shop
NC
formerly Dog Days Gourmet
NC
China Dine-ah
NC
Weeks Mills Water System
C
MSU 52 China Primary School
NTNC
Fairpoint New England
NTNC
Crown Regional School
NTNC
Dirigo Mobile Home Park
C
China Lake Conference Ctr -Dillon NC
China Lake Conference Ctr
NC

Source Description
DR WELL 175' IN PIT
503' BEDROCK WELL 2-19-2001 @ 35 GPM
DR WELL
DR WELL 360'
504' BEDROCK WELL, 8 GPM
DR WELL
DR WELL - 50'/60'
DR WELL 150'
DR WELL 171'
DR WELL 300'
BEDROCK WELL, 230', 1995
320' BEDROCK WELL 60 GPM, 10-14-2001
204' BEDROCK WELL 9-15-1987 @ 5 GPM
n/a
SPRING 12'
278' BEDROCK WELL, 1990
DRILLED WELL 225' 9-1-98
400' BEDROCK WELL 11-12-2001 @ 1.75 GPM
DUG WELL 16'
DR WELL 225' - DILLON CTR ONLY
600' BEDROCK WELL 6-28-2003 @ 6 GPM

Source: Maine DHS, Drinking Water Program
Education:
China is part of School Union #52 along with Vassalboro and Winslow. The town
operates a primary and middle school for grades K-8 located on Lakeview Drive.
Students have “school choice” with regard to attending secondary schools and tuition is
paid by the town. According to the most recent enrollment figures available from the state (table
below), the town has 302 students attending 10 secondary schools. However, the majority attend
Erskine Academy located on Route 32 in China.
Table 10-4: School Enrollment
Grade

2005

2004

2003

2002

2001

2000

K

50

57

58

45

47

54

1

64

51

57

53

64

2

53

53
55

53

54

55

73

3

58

54

59

68

66

55

4

55

58

62

73

72

65

5

75

58

73

51

51

64
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6

82

71

71

72

71

62

7

74

58

61

62

61

73

8

56

75

73

64

65

83

Total: K-8

550

556

561

546

541

594

High School

302

288

307

298

302

276

Total

852

844

868

844

843

870

Source:

Maine Dept. of Education

The town currently has sufficient capacity to accommodate the student population;
however, there is substantial concern about the Middle School’s physical condition. The Town
is in the queue for repair and upgrade funding, but most State subsidized improvement initiatives
are “on hold” pending the results of the regionalization initiative.
The State uses a funding formula called Essential Programs and Services (EPS). It has
determined, from analysis of years of cost calculations from school districts, what the average
cost should be to educate a student in Maine schools. State funding is based on support up to a
percentage of that calculated cost. The targeted subsidy level is 55 percent, with many other
variables being considered depending on relative circumstances experienced by a school unit.
China, like other Maine municipalities, is currently dealing with the Governor’s initiative
to consolidate traditional school districts into larger Regional School Units. Many questions
remain as to the efficiency and advisability of consolidation, and China will be voting on its
options in the near future. Residents feel that it is very important to preserve the quality of the
existing system, in particular the right to choose secondary schools.
Regional Services
China participates in a number of regional service arrangements including the following:
-

“Rural Patrol” provided by the Maine State Police and Kennebec County Sheriff
Mutual Aid agreements developed by the Fire Departments and China Rescue
China is a member of the First Park Authority
Solid waste and recycling
School Union # 52
Member of the Kennebec Valley Council of Governments
Watershed Planning
China Region Lakes Alliance

The public survey indicated support for the regional service programs. It would be
prudent for the town to investigate additional areas of regional cooperation. New areas of
potential regional cooperation are anticipated for elderly services, including housing and
transportation.
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Cemeteries:
The town contracts for the maintenance of thirty one cemeteries. There is an
appropriation at the annual town business meeting to cover the costs of maintenance. A
“perpetual care” fund has been established for the long term capital needs of the cemeteries. The
town has a sufficient capacity of empty grave plots to accommodate the China population for the
foreseeable future. It recently purchased property on the Pleasant View Ridge Road to add
capacity in that area of town. Cemetery plot sales are sufficient to fund the long term perpetual
care of the cemeteries.
Public Satisfaction with Public Services
The public survey indicated that the public is generally satisfied with most public
services. The following areas were identified as needing improvement:
Senior Citizen Services
Cable Services
Adult Education
Police protection
Planning and Code Enforcement
Recreation programs
It would be prudent for the town to further identify areas where each of these areas may
be improved. Regular feedback from the public about the effectiveness of town services would
identify areas that we may not properly address and populations that are not being adequately
served. The needs of the elderly members of our community should be monitored especially
since our population is aging.
Fiscal Capacity
This section examines the Town’s fiscal situation and its fiscal capacity to respond to
future growth and development. A key component of this analysis will be the development of a
Capital Investment Plan for financing the replacement and expansion of public facilities and
services required to meet projected growth and development. Other important areas to be
discussed are the way citizens of the Town wish to spend their present and future tax dollars to
meet anticipated needs.
Tax Base:
The property tax is the main source of revenue for the Town. All real property in the
Town is assessed a value which is based upon current market conditions at a particular time
period. Certain forms of personal property such as business and industrial equipment are also
assessed a value for taxation purposes.
The total value of all taxable property, including land, buildings and personal property is
called the total town valuation. The revenues budgeted consist of local property taxes and other
sources such as motor vehicle and boat excise taxes, state revenue sharing, transfer station fees,
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state aid for local roads, and other miscellaneous revenue. The amount remaining must be
covered by the tax commitment. The tax commitment is then divided by the total town valuation
to obtain the annual tax rate, expressed in mills. One mill is one dollar per thousand dollars of
valuation.
The annual mill rate is used to determine how much tax each property owner must pay to
fund government services after taking other revenues into consideration. For Example: A person
owning property valued at $63,000 with a town mill rate of 15.25 would pay $960.75 in taxes.
($63,000 X 0.01525 ‘ $ 960.75)
Table 10-5: Taxable Property and the Local Tax Rate

Total real estate
Personal property
Total valuation
Tax rate
Commitment

2003

2001

193,579,000

186,848,000

2,465,300

2,346,900

204,614,740

196,044,300

189,194,900

0.01765

0.01608

0.01550

3,154,613
3,611,450
Source: Town Records

2,937,528

2006

2005

199,199,750

202,116,540

2625,400

2,498,200

201,825,150
0.01764
3,579,320

2004
(no
data)

Components of the Town Valuation:
The valuation for the Town consists of a number of taxable categories that include; land,
buildings and structures, production machines and equipment, business equipment and other
forms of personal property. Land and buildings account for 98.7% of the Town’s total valuation
and personal property accounts for 1.3% of the total. The town does not have any industrial
property, however, there is a modest commercial tax base consisting mostly of retail and service
uses. A building supply company, bank, car sales lots, and Fairpoint Communications are the
major business activities in the community.
Some types of property are exempt from taxation. This property is assigned a value, but
taxes are not assessed. The following is a breakdown of the non-taxable property in the
community.
State and federal
Benevolent & charitable
Veteran organizations
Fraternal organizations

216,600
511,200
152,600
103,500

-

Municipal
Scientific
Churches

7,015,000
308,000
2,206,500

Municipal Revenue and Expenditures
Intergovernmental revenue is the largest source of revenue for the Town, followed by
property taxes, excise taxes and other forms of revenue. Intergovernmental revenue includes
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State education funds, revenue sharing, and a variety of other state and federal sources. The
following table tracks revenues and expenditures for the past seven years
Table 10-6: Municipal Revenues
2006

2005

2004

2003

2001

3,585,684

3,607,971

(no data)

3,139,432

2,949,551

730,403

701,205

660,242

591,581

Permits & licenses

61,165

50,920

49,576

44,001

Interest

98,628

104,554

125,327

104,193

5,301,593

4,902,551

4,878,616

4,709,523

143,117

102,186

38,166

102,979

9,469,387
8,891,359
Source: Town Records

8,501,828

Property Tax
Excise tax

Intergovernmental
Other sources
Total

9,920,590

Table 10-7: Municipal Expenditures
General Government
Protection
Public works
Solid waste
Community services
Recreation
County tax
Education
State retirement
Debt service
Special projects

2006
442,436
223,173
592,820
275,961
86,820
21,438
281,214
7,024,741
471,270
234,102
156,045

2005
422,306
193,752
534,011
284,372
36,294
15,311
271,877
6,955,304
443,821
296,756
198,892

2003
371,200
175,655
495,538
269,550
32,945
11,419
224,769
6,127,888
460,985
346,618
436,322

2001
288,741
126,081
501,854
252,743
34,854
9,717
192,040
6,662,109
0
244,451
512,567

Total

9,810,020

9,652,696 9,137,283 8,952,889
Source: Town Records

8,825,157

.

2004
383,836
198,936
517,057
254,494
31,324
13,159
243,613
6,415,952
424,690
318,424
335,798

Municipal Fiscal Outlook:
Thanks in part to a strong existing process for capital improvements planning; the town
enjoys a relatively bright fiscal outlook. It has minimal long term debt, has a capital replacement
fund, has a stable tax base, and maintains a substantive undesignated fund balance to cover
unforeseen fiscal emergencies. A very positive cash flow accommodates operational
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expenditures, and because of this, the town does not have a need to participate in tax anticipation
notes for short term funding.
The town currently has separate capital reserve accounts established for:
o Municipal equipment
o Transfer Station compactor
o Fire Department vehicles
o Rescue Vehicle, and
o Legal (unforeseen) issues
Other methods of funding include a State Revolving Renovation Fund/Major Capital
Improvement Fund for school upgrades and capital improvements. The Maine Municipal Bond
Bank and local banking institutions fill the remaining financing needs.
Planning Issues and Concerns:
•

The public services provided by the Town of China have been generally viewed as
satisfactory and well-managed. The challenge is to continue this standard into the future.
Planning involves an understanding not just of the services that are in demand now, but
10, 20, 30 years from now. How will changing demographics affect demand for
services? What services will our aging population require? Will school enrollment
decline? Will development continue to sprawl, or become more compact?

•

We can also do a better job of understanding the needs of our citizens right now. This
means better communication. Are there better ways of getting information out to our
constituents, and better ways of getting feedback?

•

China has grown from a town of under 2,000 in 1970 to approaching 5,000 today. In a
fast-growing town, the demand for new services can easily outstrip the growth of tax
base, one reason why taxes rise sharply in growing towns. How can we continue to keep
up with the demand for services without sharp tax increases or limiting population
growth? Several areas where we recognize an increased demand for services include
town office personnel, planning activities, police protection, and public works.

•

One response to this concern is to make more efficient use of the services we have now.
But we’ve done about all we can on our own. Maybe we can squeeze out more efficiency
by joining forces with neighboring towns and regional entities.

•

China is served by two separate libraries; however, facilities and services lag behind
those available in other towns of similar size. Opportunities for a new model of library
services have grown dramatically with changes in technology. The Town should work
cooperatively with the libraries to develop these.

•

The town has strong community ties to our local schools, as well as a strong interest in
maintaining “school choice” for secondary education. In the face of the governor’s
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consolidation initiative, we will be making some hard decisions about the future of local
education.
•

Part of the process for developing this plan has been a survey of townspeople’s opinions
of existing public services. While services were generally rated satisfactory, the
following areas were identified in the survey as needing improvement: Planning Board,
recreation programs, code enforcement, police protection, adult education, and services
for senior citizens.

•

The town uses a capital improvements plan to minimize the impact of major capital
expenditures. The school recently formed a capital improvements advisory committee to
provide long-term guidance on anticipated building improvements. Is the current system
of capital reserve accounts satisfactory? Can we do a better job of setting priorities for
capital spending?

•

The issue of tax reform including property tax reform is a topic that will continue to be
popular issue with the public. What can or should the town do to address this concern
locally? Lake property plays a significant role in the town’s valuation, but much of this
is owned by non-residents. Commercial valuation, by contrast, is relatively low.

Recommendations from the 1991 Plan:
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

The town will provide public facilities necessary to implement a water quality management strategy.
(water quality committee to be formed)
The Solid Waste Committee will continue its work: compare effectiveness and efficiency of China
transfer station vs. sharing; effect of recycling, reduction, and reuse; cost and reliability of PERC waste
burner; rights and obligations of Palermo, landfill closure; establish recycling program.
Town office should be enlarged or relocated to meet future requirements. Building changes to be
architecturally compatible with the character of the town.
The town will investigate the acquisition of centrally located lands for use as general purpose town
land, including equipment storage, police, rescue, fire purposes, and possibly the town office.
The town of China will investigate the need for a police force and periodically review its findings.
The town will establish an education “long range study” group to study pertinent educational issues
including space, administration at all levels, teachers, and programs. Annual report to selectmen.
The town will maintain freedom of choice of high schools.
Within 5 years, the “type” of town government should be reviewed.

State Goal:

To plan for, finance, and develop an efficient system of public facilities and
services to accommodate anticipated growth and economic development.
China’s Goal:
Continue to provide strong fiscal management to the town, while planning for the
expansion of growth-related public services.
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General Policies and Recommendations:
10.1

The town will pursue regional partnerships for municipal services and initiatives
whenever a cost effective and beneficial program can be identified.
The Town manager and the Selectmen shall communicate with neighboring communities
and regional partnerships on a regular basis and as opportunities become available.

10. 2

The Town shall continue to seek ways to improve communications with citizens
including expanding the capacity of the town web page and supporting the Town line
newspaper.
The Selectmen and the Town Manager will continue to increase the scope of the web
page, support the Town Line newspaper, and look for new ways to improve citizen
communication.

10.3

The town shall continue to maintain the level and quality of public services that the
public expects and look for ways to improve services, especially those that were
identified as needing improvement.

a. The Selectmen will form a committee to plan for land acquisition and development
surrounding the existing town office, and explore the beneficial re-use of the middle
school, at such time as funding is established for a new facility.
b. The Town and library stakeholders should establish a library services committee, to plan
and coordinate the efforts of the China Village and South China libraries in improving
service delivery, including possible funding sources.
c. The Town should host and facilitate conversations among the volunteer fire departments
on ways to improve and provide more efficient fire service.
d. The Town Manager should look into the possibility of retaining a part-time planner or
contract with KVCOG, to be financed with development application fees.
10.4

The town shall look for ways to improve recycling and reduce the cost of solid waste.
The Selectmen and the Town Manager will continue to participate in State and regional
programs to promote this end.

10.5

The town will be receptive to the needs of its citizens and modify or change public
services to meet changing needs. The town should also make sure that all segments of
the population are being adequately served and pay special attention to the elderly,
children and the poor.

a. The Town Manager will develop a strategy to obtain public input about services to make
sure they are meeting the needs of the citizens.
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b. The Selectmen and the Town Manager will participate in discussions of the emerging
needs of the senior population and ways of meeting them through new local or regional
programs.
10.6

The town shall identify grant funding whenever appropriate to finance public services
needs of the community.

a. The Town Manager shall monitor grant availability, pass this information on to
respective committees, and assist in applying for grants as warranted.
b. The Recreation Committee and School Committee will work closely with town officials
to identify and pursue grant funding for capital improvement projects.
10.7

The town will maintain the freedom for its residents to choose secondary schools.
Selectmen and local school representatives/policy makers will continue to advocate for a
choice of high schools during and following the consolidation process.

Fiscal Policies and Recommendations:
The following fiscal policies are recommended for continued management of the town’s
finances in anticipation of growth.
10.8

The town should provide assistance to the school committee to develop a long term
capital improvements plan (CIP).
The Town Manager will provide the school committee with assistance in developing a
CIP for improvements to school buildings.

10.9

The town should maintain sound fiscal planning and ensure adequate oversight of the
town’s fiscal affairs.
The Town will continue active capital improvements planning and seek other ways to
improve the fiscal health of the community. Town staff should take advantage of training
to improve their fiscal management skills.

10.10 The Selectmen should monitor the overall implementation of the comprehensive plan and
make sure that the appropriate resources are available to put the plan into action.
The Selectmen will maintain communication with the Implementation Committee, to
make sure that adequate resources are available to implement the plan.
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Chapter 11: The Transportation System

Overview of the Transportation System
Residents of China are primarily dependent on the transportation system for access to
work, shopping and recreation. Most residents work and shop in Augusta or Waterville. Major
transportation corridors include Routes 3, 32, 137, and 202/9.
Route 3 connects Augusta/I-95 to the coast and is an important arterial for the region. It
provides commuters access to jobs in Augusta and the Belfast region, and is an important route
for tourists exiting I-95 for Maine’s coast.
Cushnoc Crossing Bridge, linking I-95 to Route 3, was opened in November, 2003 and
will encourage more tourists in the Route 3 corridor. The bridge has also facilitated access to
and through Augusta, reducing the commute time for some workers. The bridge is expected to
have a long-term effect on local and regional traffic patterns as well as development along the
corridor. New roadside business is just one of the predictable results of the new bridge.
Roads and Highways:
Many of China’s main roads are the responsibility of the State to maintain and improve.
Most of the minor roads belong to the Town. There are many private (camp) roads around the
lake and in a growing number of subdivisions. Route 3 is the principal highway, and is
maintained by the State in good physical condition. Routes 137, 9/202 north of South China, and
Route 32 towards Windsor are in adequate condition. In contrast, other State roads have
significant deficiencies. Route 32 north of Route 3 is a major collector, and must go through the
state funding process. Stanley Hill Road, Weeks Mills Road, and Neck Road are minor
collectors, meaning the Town must fund a portion of any improvement. The Town is currently
prioritizing the Neck Road and Weeks Mills Road for phased improvements in cooperation with
the state.
The town road committee, along with the Road Commissioner, have done a good job
maintaining and improving local roads. If the town continues to adequately invest in ongoing
road improvements and maintenance it should enjoy a well maintained local road system. All
investments in road work are done according to a master plan, which is updated annually.
In the table on the following pages, roads classed “local” are town ways. Roads classed
“arterial” are primary state highways; roads classed “major collector” are secondary state
highways; and roads classed “minor collector” are state roads for which the Town must pay a
portion of their improvement costs.
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Table 11-1: China’s Public Roads (Surface and Condition as of 2005)
Road Name

Road Class

Road Mileage

Surface Type

Condition

Route 3 Belfast Road

arterial

7.5

paved

good

Route 9/202 Lakeview Drive

major collector

7.11

paved

good

Route 9/137 Waterville Road

major collector

1.41

paved

good

Route 9/137 Albion Road

major collector

.53

paved

good

Route 32 North, Vassalboro Road

major collector

3.08

paved

fair

Route 32 South, Windsor Road

major collector

2.97

paved

good

Alder Park Road

minor collector

1.77

paved

good

Weeks Mills Road

minor collector

2.50

paved

good

Stanley Hill Road

minor collector

1.90

paved

good

Neck Road (portion)
Neck Road (portion)

minor collector
local

2.10
2.17

paved
paved

good
good

Achorn Road

local

.40

paved

good

Arnold Road

.local

.87

paved

good

Back Deer Hill

local

.64

paved

good

Bradford Drive

local

.60

paved

good

Bog Road

local

.88

paved

good

Bradford Lane

local

.60

paved

good

Branch Mills Road

local

.73

paved

good

Causeway Road

local

.43

paved

good

Chadwick Hill

local

.16

paved

good

Clark Road

local

.17

gravel

fair

Cross Road

local

.92

paved

good

Danforth Road

local

.50

paved

fair

Deer Hill Road

local

2.18

paved

good

Dirigo Road

local

3.90

paved

good

Dutton Road

local

1.20

paved

good

Hanson Road

local

3.57

paved

good

Horseback Road

local

.40

paved

good

Ingraham Road

local

1.14

paved

good

Jones Road

local

.29

paved

fair
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Kidder Road

local

.90

paved

good

Killdeer Point Road

local

.21

paved

good

Lane Road

local

.48

paved

good

Mann Road

local

1.00

paved

good

Mayflower Lane

local

.19

paved

good

Maple Ridge Road

local

1.85

paved

good

McCaslin Road

local

.45

paved

good

Meadow Wood Drive

local

.19

paved

good

Morrill Drive

local

.08

paved

Good

Morrill Road

local

.60

paved

good

Old Waterville Road

local

.64

paved

good

Old Windsor Road

local

.12

paved

good

Parmenter Hill Road

local

1.90

paved

good

Parmenter Terrace

local

.21

paved

good

Peking Street

local

.13

paved

fair

Pleasant View Ridge Road

local

4.26

paved

good

Plummer Road

local

.27

paved

good

Pond Road

local

.37

paved

good

Pond Hill Road

local

.21

paved

good

Rockwood Drive

local

1.36

paved

good

Shuman Road

local

.50

paved

good

Smith Road

local

.15

paved

good

South Road

local

.73

paved

good

Tobey Road

local

.48

paved

good

Town Landing Road

local

.11

gravel

fair

Tyler Road

local

1.12

paved

good

Tyler Corner Road

local

.09

paved

good

Village Street

local

1.76

paved

good

Village Street Extension

local

.13

paved

good

Water Street

local

.20

paved

good

West Tobey Road

local

.15

paved

good

Western Ridge Road

local

1.11

paved

good
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Wing Road

local

1.00

paved

good

Source: MDOT and China Road Committee
Arterial Roads
Major Collector
Minor Collector
Local roads
Total road miles:

7.5 miles
15.10 miles
8.03 miles
45.01
75.64 miles

State maintained
State maintained
Town receives some state funds.
Town maintained

Private Roads
China also has a considerable number of private roads. Most private roads are identified
as Fire Roads surrounding China Lake. The town allows the creation of new private roads,
usually as part of subdivisions. The Town is prohibited by law from spending tax dollars on
maintenance of private roads, but for environmental and emergency service reasons may
mandate construction standards for private roads. The Town has recently upgraded its private
road standards in the Land Development Code, including provisions requiring a homeowners
association to be in place for continued maintenance.
All private roads are named or numbered for emergency identification. Typically, school
buses do not travel private roads and students must catch the bus at the public road intersection.
Likewise, emergency vehicles traveling over private roads may be hampered from reaching
residents due to poor maintenance or snow, mud or other weather conditions.
Roads proposed for town acceptance must conform to higher standards and be accepted
by a vote at Town Meeting.
Discontinued Roads
The Winding Hill Road and portions of the Tobey Road and Arnold Road are listed as
discontinued roads. Discontinuance is a formal process by which the Town terminates its
interest in the road as a public way, although in some cases the Town may retain an easement on
the property. It is different from “Abandonment,” which is a road which the Town has lost
through not maintaining for 30 years.
Road Maintenance and Improvement
The China Road Committee, in consultation with the Road Commissioner, oversees the
road maintenance budget and uses a road improvements plan to schedule maintenance and major
rebuilding projects. The town has undertaken an aggressive schedule of road improvements and
now schedules every road for repaving every eight years.
Road maintenance is undertaken by the town’s highway department and private
contractors. The department consists of two employees – one part-time. Major road and drainage
projects are contracted. Smaller projects and regular maintenance are the responsibility of the
highway department.
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In 2006, the Town appropriated $542,000 for winter and summer road maintenance and
improvement projects, making it the largest item in the Town budget outside of education. The
excise tax (the tax each vehicle owner pays annually to the town) was anticipated to cover 88
percent of the budget, while the annual State Aid Grant for roads (which is limited to capital
projects) covered the remainder. This level of funding has been adequate to maintain the road
system in good repair.
Usage of the Highway System
The Maine Department of Transportation (MDOT) is responsible for monitoring usage of
its roads through a system of traffic counts. Traffic counting is reported in units of Average
Annual Daily Traffic – the total number of vehicles going past a given point on an average day.
Traffic counts are measured annually only at one point on Route 3; elsewhere, they are recorded
every 2 to 5 years. The following transportation count data was tabulated by the MDOT:
Table 10-2: Annual Average Daily Traffic Count Table
Route 3 west of Alder Park Road
Route 3 southwest of Route 32 west junction
Route 3 southwest of Route 32 east junction
Route 3 northeast of Route 9/202
Route 3 east of Alder Park Road
Route 9/202 south of Dutton Road
Route 9/202 northwest of road location 1308
Route 9/202 north of Route 137
Route 9/202 east of Route 137
Route 9/202 northeast of Alder Park Road
Route 32 northwest of Old Route 3
Route 32 southeast of Route 3/9/202
Route 32 south of Weeks Mills Road
Stanley Hill Road west of the Neck Road
Weeks Mills Road east of Route 32
Dutton road east of Route 9/202
Alder Park Road north of Route 3
Main Street south of Route 137
Route 137 west of Main Street

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

5,410

5,570

5,480
9,530
10,500
6,790
6,210
5,300
3,750
3,000
5,130
4,550
2,190
4,470
3,390
760
1,050
1,410
1,420
1,510
5,110

5,480

5,530

5,590
8,320
9,580
5,420

9,680
6,180
6,510

2,720

2,170
4,460
3,913
1,000
1,400
1,740
4,920

1,420

4,910
3,360
2,950
4,830
4,610
1,800
3,850
2,870
590
910
1,340
1,200
4,510

Source: MDOT
On most roads in China, traffic levels have dropped slightly since 2003. This may be a
temporary decline due to high gas prices. The general trend is for greater traffic over time. The
total number of vehicle miles traveled throughout the state has been rising for a variety of
reasons, including increased travel distance as homes, jobs, and businesses become more widely
separated – “sprawl”. The volume of traffic is growing, on average, three to four times as quickly
as population growth.
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Longer-term figures reflect this growth. Traffic volumes measured along Route 3 since
1991 show an average increase of over three percent per year. A three percent growth rate
means that traffic will double in approximately 25 years. And, the rate of growth is expected to
increase with the Cushnoc Crossing Bridge. Expectations for traffic growth and new
development led to the Route 3 Corridor Plan described on the next page.
Another significant issue for the town is the use of Routes 3 and 9/202 by heavy trucks.
Because of federal rules restricting truck weights on I-95 between Augusta and Bangor, the
heaviest trucks opt for Route 202 paralleling the interstate. That means that trucks carrying large
loads of logs, gravel, fuel, solid waste, and other materials, regularly pass through China. While
the roads that carry them are in fairly good condition, these heavy trucks add to traffic volumes
and present additional hazards to local traffic and pedestrians.
Problem Locations
The following areas are recognized locally as problem locations due to number of traffic
accidents, poor traffic movement, high traffic speed, poor road access, or road safety.
Location
Route 3 (all)
Route 3 (near S&T Motors)
Int. Route 3 & Dirigo Road
Int. Route 3 & Route 32 south
Int. Route 3 & Lakeview Drive
Route 32 south
Routes 9/202

Problems noted
.
High traffic speed along the corridor
High accident location
Poor Visibility
Poor traffic flow at intersection
Poor traffic flow
Inconsistent traffic speed & poor visibility
High volume of heavy truck traffic, speeding

The MDOT takes data from accident reports and compiles High Crash Locations. HCLs
have a statistically higher than average number or severity of crashes, including at least eight
crashes in the past three years. Recent data for China is not available for this report, but 2002
data note a few HCLs in China. Most of them are located on Route 3, in the locations previously
described as problem locations above.
Development and the Highway System:
Traffic counts and problem locations are both tied to the relationship between highways
and development. Obviously, highways are designed to serve the land uses within their
corridors, but there comes a point at which development exceeds the capacity of a highway to
serve it. Awareness of the link between transportation and land use is growing rapidly,
especially among transportation system managers responsible for finding the millions of dollars
it costs to expand capacity, and who would much prefer the relatively small cost of managing
development instead.
The MDOT has established a set of regulations for new development along state
highways. Traffic Movement Permits are required for major developments, such as shopping
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centers or large subdivisions. For all other development on state highways, access permits are
required. Permitting rules contain tiered standards based on road classification. Route 3 has the
tightest access rules; the remaining roads have relatively moderate rules. All of the rules have
some standards for sight distance, driveway width, spacing, safety, and drainage.
The MDOT requirements are designed to ensure that traffic maintains a reasonable
degree of mobility and safety without incurring significant new costs for traffic signals or
pavement widening. Development activities proposed along state roads will require more
planning and design than might be the case otherwise. The DOT may also require some
developers to pay for highway improvement costs directly tied to their developments.
The Hannaford development in South China is an example. The DOT Traffic Movement
Permit for the shopping center will require signalization and road improvements to Routes 3 and
32, as well as other roads in the vicinity.
The Town may also consider adopting some form of driveway permits for its local roads.
Typically, local provisions address sight distance, driveway widths, and drainage. These basic
elements ensure that vehicles can exit a driveway with a safe view of oncoming traffic and that
new driveways don’t result in erosion or water flow onto the public roads.
There are a number of other ways in which the town can influence the impact of
development on transportation. They include:
●Updating local road design and construction standards to reflect current practices.
●Offering different road design options based upon anticipated use and traffic volume.
●Rear lot access options to reduce road frontage development.
●Incorporating pedestrian and bicycle travel lanes into public roads and major
developments.
●Proper design and location of major land use activities.
●Implementation of the ongoing road maintenance plan.
The Route 3 Corridor Plan
In response to concerns about the rate of development and traffic growth along the Route
3 corridor, a planning collaboration undertaken by the Department of Transportation, Kennebec
Valley Council of Governments, and the Towns of China, Vassalboro, and Augusta was begun in
2004. The plan built, in part, on some very good work done by China’s Economic Development
Committee in identifying areas of concern within the corridor. The result was a corridor plan for
Route 3 extending from Church Hill Road in Augusta to the Palermo town line. The draft of the
plan is now pending review from MDOT.
The corridor plan had several objectives:
1. Promote the installation of system improvements that will improve safety and capacity of
the road while accommodating the potential for new development.
2. Work with owners of existing homes and businesses to minimize the conflicts between
local traffic and the mobility function of the highway.
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3. Adopt a long-term perspective with regard to development along the corridor, which will
include regional and extra-corridor strategies.
The major recommendations as they relate to China are included below:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Route 32 Intersections – Intersection Improvements
Route 9/202 Intersection – Turning and Merging Movements
2.4 Miles east of Route 9/202 Intersection – Safety Improvements
Alder Park/Dirigo Road Intersection – Intersection and Sight Distance Improvements
Intersection with Old Route 3 (Tobey’s) – Intersection and Access Improvements
Negotiate with the owner of property at the western junction of Route 32 and Route 3 to
reduce the number of access points.
Reduce the proliferation of curb cuts south of the highway between Park Lane and Smith
Road. Reduce and combine existing cuts.
Along old Route 3 in South China, businesses or undeveloped properties have dual
access. MDOT and the Town should work with property owners to determine their needs
and inform them of their access options.
The MDOT Maintenance Lot should develop an alternative access onto Old Route 3,
eliminating a turning conflict for several small and large vehicles.
At Village Street, the MDOT should negotiate with the existing corner properties to
eliminate one driveway each.
There are several ambiguous curb cuts across from the post office. The Town should
identify and work with these landowners to consolidate these access points.
Identify and contact the owners of several large parcels with frontage on Route 3, to
determine their development plans to utilize the best access options.
Contact owners of property in the clusters identified by the Economic Development
Committee to work towards creating common access point (or access onto alternative
roads) for each cluster.
Negotiate with the owner of Tobey’s store to determine whether it would be feasible to
discontinue the existing access onto the highway.
Integrate the recommendations of the Economic Development Committee for the Route 3
corridor with the overall revision to its comprehensive plan.

Local and Regional Transportation Improvements
Over the course of the past several years, a number of local studies or plans have
recommended highway improvements. Following are some of the suggested improvements, in
no particular order and without endorsement. Some of the improvements are already underway:
•
•
•
•

Reduce the volume of truck traffic that uses Routes 3 and 202/9/137 due to weight
restrictions on I-95.
Install a traffic signal at the intersection of Route 3 and Route 32 south, or widen a
portion of the intersection to better accommodate turning traffic.
Increase police patrols along Route 3 and Lakeview Drive to reduce speeding.
Improve Stanley Hill Road, Weeks Mills Road and the Neck Road
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•
•

Address the number of roads and driveways that access onto Route 3 between the
Route 32 intersections.
Develop a park-and-ride lot in the vicinity of South China, to alleviate impacts of
commuter-related traffic.

Non-Highway Transportation Resources
The principal mode of transportation is the automobile and its local and state road
system. Nevertheless other modes of transportation play a role in our lives. The following is a
discussion of some of the more significant transportation modes that serve China.
Air Travel:
The Augusta State airport offer a limited number of passenger flights and provide access
for private and corporate planes and small jets. It is a 20 minute drive. The Waterville airport is
currently used only for general aviation. The Portland Jetport and the Bangor Airport offer
commercial passenger service to a number of different hubs. The Manchester Airport in New
Hampshire offers a popular alternative to Boston’s Logan Airport.
Railroad:
There are no rail lines in or near China. A narrow gauge rail line discontinued in 1933 at
one time extended from Albion through China to the coast. A portion of the right-of-way is still
visible and has been used from time to time for recreational access.
The nearest active rail line is located in Waterville. The Auburn Intermodal Freight
Facility an hour away allows tractor trailers to be loaded directly onto freight cars for longdistance shipment.
Passenger rail service has recently been re-established between Portland and North
Station in Boston and reports are that it is flourishing. Plans call for eventually expanding the
Downeaster service along the coast to Brunswick and into central Maine via Waterville and
Bangor, but this is a decade or more in the future.
Public Transit:
Interstate bus service is not available in China, but may be accessed both in Augusta and
Waterville. Local public bus service is not available for the general population.
The Kennebec Valley Community Action Program provides rides to elderly and other
persons through a volunteer driver program and demand-response bus for disabled clients. Other
social service agencies also provide transportation for their clients.
Pedestrian Modes:
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Sidewalks are not evident in town. However, walking is becoming a more popular form
of exercise, and many residents walk along the road edges or shoulders. A popular walking route
despite traffic is Lakeview Drive, especially during the summer. Obviously, there is a demand
for more pedestrian venues, if not for transportation then for fitness and recreation. A proposal
was put forward at the 2006 Town Meeting for the installation of a sidewalk along a short
section of Main Street in China Village but was not funded.
Bicycle Lanes:
The paved shoulder along Route 3 and Route 9/202/137 provides a wide bicycle travel
way that is identified in the State Bicycle Map. Other local roads are used for bike traffic but are
not especially safe due to unpaved shoulders and narrow roadways. Several parties have noted
the desirability of a bicycle loop around China Lake. The interim route of the East Coast
Greenway skirts China, running through Vassalboro, Winslow, and Albion, and could be
accessed either down Route 3 or up Route 202. There are no off-road routes especially identified
for bike travel.
Planning Concerns and Issues:
•

The town depends upon the state roads for its economic health and should participate
with the Maine Department of Transportation and neighboring communities in corridor
and other transportation planning, especially along Route 3. The Route 3 Corridor Plan is
a good start, but many of its recommendations must be implemented locally.

•

Development along Route 3 is likely to have an impact on the mobility of our major
arterial highway. This is a valuable commercial development asset, but uncontained
development will add to congestion and safety issues along the highway.

•

Bicycle travel is growing in popularity along both Routes 3 and 202/9. Other roads in
town could be equally popular, but not with current shoulder widths. The town could
advocate for adequate bike travel lanes with paved shoulders whenever the state plans
road improvements.

•

The subdivision ordinance controls most construction of private roads. Changes to this
ordinance adopted in 2007 are intended to eliminate the problems we now see on private
roads: lower quality of construction, lack of all-weather accessibility, lack of funding
mechanism for maintenance. But that still leaves a backlog of existing roads.

•

The plan inventory in this chapter established several problem areas and possible
improvements to the highway system. The MDOT responds to active public
involvement. The town can be a stronger advocate for its interests on all State roads.

•

The practice and technology of transportation systems is changing rapidly. The Town
needs to keep up-to-date with changes that could provide better transportation at a lower
cost. Should the town adopt road access provisions for some town roads? Should the
town develop minimum road construction standards for all roads?
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•

As a society, we cannot continue to rely exclusively on low-occupancy
roadways for our transportation needs. Although there is no expectation
change in the next decade or two, the wise course would be to begin
alternatives. We should plan and advocate for improved bicycle facilities,
and air, and public transportation both locally and regionally.

vehicles and
that this will
planning for
access to rail

The following recommendations were included in the 1991 Plan:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

China will continue its policy to resurface all its paved roads on a five-year rotation. China shall also
improve each and every accepted road by yearly maintenance. Some gravel roads shall be kept as gravel
for the “open space appearance” of the town.
A written Long Range Plan for Transportation will be formulated.
The Town will actively pursue better safety at Alder Park-Dirigo/Route 3, Alder Park/Route 9/202, and
Route 202/137 intersections.
The Town will actively pursue a solution to the problem of parking at public boat landings.
The Town will study all town roads for their adequacy to accept police, fire, and school bus traffic, and
make recommendations for corrective action.
The Town will establish priorities for right-of-way expansion based on locations of growth areas.
The Town will form a committee to study mass transportation: busses, van pools, park-and-ride, and other
means.

State Goal for Transportation:

“Plan for, finance, and develop an efficient system of public facilities and
services to accommodate anticipated growth and economic development.”
Policies and Recommendations:
11.1

Establish a cooperative relationship with the Department of Transportation to address
long-term traffic and development issues along Route 3.
The Town Manager will continue a dialogue with the MDOT concerning road
improvement, access management and development issues in the Route 3 corridor.

11.2

The town should take pro-active role in working with MDOT on transportation issues
important to the town and the region, for example: heavy truck traffic, bicycle capacity.
The selectmen will ensure that the town plays an active role in advocating for reducing
heavy truck traffic, increasing bicycle opportunities, and eliminating problem areas (e.g.
Route 3/Dirigo Road) with MDOT.

11.3

Continue to invest in road maintenance and improvements according to plans developed
by the Road Committee and Road Commissioner.
The Road Committee and the Town Manager shall continue to plan and implement road
maintenance and improvements according to existing policy.
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11.4

The streets and ways ordinance should be amended to provide comprehensive and
modern design and maintenance standards for new roads. The ordinances should include
engineering standards for road construction and erosion control and storm runoff
standards to minimize phosphorous export.
The selectmen and Road Committee will develop amendments to the streets and ways
ordinance.

11.5

Promote the local establishment of designated bicycle corridors and pedestrian areas,
particularly in the vicinity of China Lake.
a. The Town Manager, Road Committee, and Selectmen will work with MDOT on the
reconstruction of Route 32 between Route 3 and East Vassalboro to include paved
shoulders of sufficient width for bicycle travel.

b. The selectmen shall assign a committee responsibility for studying the feasibility of
adding sidewalks within China Village and South China.
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Chapter 12: Outdoor Recreation

This chapter will describe the outdoor recreation opportunities – both public and private –
facilities, and programs available to the community. Outdoor recreation is an important element
of our quality of life, and the reason many people choose to live in China.
Public and Private Recreational Facilities
Recreational facilities are locations where the community can participate in either active
(organized sports, developed facilities) or passive (walking, hiking, cycling) recreation. Ideally,
recreational opportunities in the town can offer something for everyone, and can vary from
private, commercial ventures to town-owned land with little if any improvements. The tables
below detail the public and private facilities in the area.
Table 12-1: Public Recreation Facilities in China and the Region
Name of the Facility

Location and Brief Description

Thurston Park

380 acre forest site off Yorktown Road

China School Recreation Fields

Multi-purpose fields with outdoor lights and playground

China Town Forest

Demonstration Forest and trail at China School

China Lake Boat Launches

China Village, on the Causeway
South China, off Village Street
Vassalboro, Route 32

Town Museum

Lakeview Drive, next to the Town office. Open by appointment.

Three Mile Pond

Boat Launch in Vassalboro at Route 3 rest area

Lake St. George State Park

Located on Route 3 in Liberty -- swimming, camping, and picnic
areas.

Damariscotta Lake

A 19 acre state facility that offers swimming and picnic areas.

State Arboretum

Located on Route 9 in Augusta the facility offers 16 acres of
walking and nature trails.

Bradley Island

Undeveloped town-owned island in China Lake, picnicking

Alonzo Garcelon Wildlife Area

Located in Windsor and Augusta the facility offers trails and shore
frontage along Moody Pond

Source: Town and State Data
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Table 12-2: Private Recreational Facilities
Name of the Facility

Location and Brief Description

Erskine Academy

Ball Fields, tennis courts, and track, located on Route 32 south.

Four Seasons Club

Located on Lakeview Drive. Offers a beach area and maintains the
snowmobile and ATV Trails

China Lake Conference Center

Located on the Neck Road the facility is used for meetings and
functions. A gym and indoor walking is available.

Natanis Country Club

18-hole golf course and associated facilities (Vassalboro)

Pellerin Campground

Located off of Route 32 north.

Both outdoor and indoor recreational and cultural facilities are widely available in
Augusta and Waterville. These facilities include the YMCA/Boys and Girls Clubs, city parks,
fitness centers, and others. Other opportunities can be found in the Portland, Belfast, and
Camden regions.
Recreational Activities
The China Recreation Committee provides planning and oversight for active recreation
programs and coordinates with other recreational groups and organizations. Among their recent
projects is the installation of lights at the two ball fields adjacent to the school and the
recreational public opinion survey.
The following are some of the recreational activities available for children:
• School sports activities
• School Demonstration Forest
• Organized recreation programs: soccer, basketball, wrestling, football, cheering, field
hockey, baseball, softball, t-ball.
• China Community Days’ Fun Run
The following are some recreational activities that are available to persons of all ages.
• China Community Day Activities
• Adult Softball
• Senior walking at the China Conference Center
• Bass Fishing Tournament
• Ice Fishing
• Snowmobile and ATV trails
• Fishing and Boating on China Lake
• Swimming available at the Four Seasons Club and Baptist Church properties
• Adult volleyball
• Biking and walking along roads and trails
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The popularity of the existing multi-purpose fields has created demand for additional
fields. It would be prudent, as well, for the community to identify and develop recreational
opportunities for our aging population.
Public Trails
A popular recreational activity for all ages is walking and biking. Currently, Lakeview
Drive has adequate shoulder width to handle bike and walking traffic. Route 3 does, too, but
traffic is heavy enough on both highways to raise safety concerns. The MDOT has identified the
loop around China Lake as a scenic bike tour, though most of the loop has limited shoulder width
for safe biking. Opportunities for walking may be found in Thurston Park, along other roads,
and through private land with landowner permission. The Central Maine Power transmission
line right-of-way is used for hiking, cross country skiing, and ATV use.
The former Narrow Gauge Rail Line is a potential inter-community trail site. Currently,
portions of the rail line are used for hiking, horseback riding, and snowmobiling. The right-ofway has potential for improvements into a year round access trail, but it would require the
support, permission and cooperation of all the property owners in addition to support from
neighboring communities. The Recreation Committee in Albion has begun exploring the
potential for a year-round trail.
The China Four Seasons Club serves as China’s snowmobile trail manager and maintains
the trail system. The town can access the interconnected trail system (ITS 85) through
Vassalboro and Albion. The club is experiencing the attrition that is common throughout the
state; its founding members are getting older and new club members are not taking their place.
This is occurring at a time when snowmobiling has grown in popularity. Many people speculate
that riders have begun to take trails for granted. It is important that a structure such as the
snowmobile club remains, in order to develop and maintain trails.
ATV use is becoming very popular, and demand for trails is outstripping supply.
Property owners are not always willing to allow ATV access due to environmental damage and
poor behavior by a few operators. A possible solution would be trail management organized like
the snowmobile trails: maintained and monitored by local clubs. In China, the Four Seasons
Club also takes an active role in ATV trail development.
Thurston Park
Thurston Park is a 380 acre town owned parcel located in the northeast corner of China
adjacent to the Yorktown Road. The parcel is mostly forested and trails access some areas.
There does not appear to be community consensus about how this parcel should be used. It
would be prudent to solicit further public input in order to develop a long term plan for the land.
The land could be used as town forest or as a park offering active and/or passive recreation.
Public Access to China Lake
China Lake plays a pivotal role in the community and providing public access to the lake
for fishing, boating, swimming, and winter sports is an important public concern. There is no
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public beach or park on China Lake. Beach access is available on a fee basis at the Four Seasons
Club and on a limited basis on the Baptist Church property.
There are two town-owned boat access sites in China. One is located in South China
Village and is essentially a dirt track down to the water. Located within a town right-of-way,
there is neither parking space nor room to expand. The draft is too shallow to launch large boats.
Some consideration has been given to restricting this to a carry-in site. The launch on Causeway
Street east of China Village is more developed. It consists of a concrete ramp and dock. A
graveled area across the street permits some parking but is unsuitable for more than two or three
trailers. When the lake hosts Bass tournaments, cars park as far away as the Baptist Church and
nearby restaurants. The facility cannot be expanded because of abutting ownership issues and
wetlands.
The limitations on the existing boat access sites are the strongest argument in favor of the
town developing an entirely new lake access. The two existing ramps (plus one in Vassalboro)
serve well as secondary access but are unlikely ever to fully meet demand for public access. A
well-developed lake access would meet existing demand, plus generate new interest and
stimulate economic development.
It should be a major priority for the town to develop a strategy to improve public access
to the lake. To date, the Town has created a lake access fund, which includes both municipal and
private donations. The Town has discussed applying to Land for Maine’s Future and other
granting agencies, but no property has been identified nor plans drawn up.
Public Use of Private Lands
A great deal of outdoor recreation – hunting, fishing, and trail access – occurs on private
land with the generous permission of individual landowners. Maine has a strong tradition of
access to private land for recreation and corresponding tradition of respect for landowners.
Unfortunately in some circumstances people have ignored this tradition and caused property
damage. Landowners often respond by posting their land. It would be prudent to monitor current
and future private land access in the community.
Recreational Needs
The Bureau of Parks and Lands (BPL) provides community recreation facility guidelines
using both small town averages and suggested standards. The table below shows (column 4) the
BPL standard for China’s population of 4,100. The comparison is intended to show how local
recreational facilities and programs compare with other small communities. Only public and
town facilities are shown on the table.
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Table 12-3: Standards for Recreational Facilities
Small Town Average
Activity
Park Acreage
Baseball Fields
Softball Fields
Multi-Use Fields
Basketball Courts
Tennis Courts
Recreation Halls
Playgrounds
Picnic Tables
Swimming Pools
Boat Ramp & Vehicle Parking
Nature Trails
Exercise Trails
X Country Skiing
Ice Skating

China has:
380 acres
2
-02
2
-0-*
-0-*
2
-0-04 spaces
School forest
Thurston Park
-0-0-0-

42 acres
1.8
1.7
1.7
1.7
2.4
0.41
2.3
10.3
3,251 square feet
18 spaces
1.3 miles

BPL Standard for
community of 4,100
n/a
.70
1.3
.90
2
2
4 halls
2
8
4 pools
n/a
4 miles

n/a
4.5 miles
11,152 square feet

4
4 trails
n/a

* Facility available from private civic organizations
China appears to have an adequate inventory of most public recreational facilities. The
exceptions are in picnic tables, boat ramp parking, and recreational trails. Many other activities
are also available at private facilities both in China and in neighboring communities.
Recreational facilities or programs that citizens identified through the public opinion
survey as needing to be addressed are listed below. “Swimming and boat access” and “bike
lanes” were the two highest priorities:
o ATV trails
o Access to hunting areas
o Swimming and boat access
o Snowmobile trails
o Community and recreation center
o Athletic fields
o Playgrounds
o Thurston Park
o Walking paths
o Cross County ski trails
o Narrow gauge rail trail
o Skate board park
o Outdoor ice rink
o Bike lanes
Planning Concerns and Issues:
•

Access to China Lake is probably the highest-priority issue. While there are three boat
ramps (including Vassalboro), there is inadequate parking. Ideally, the Town should
have a public park on the lake with a picnic area, beach, and adequate parking.

•

Thurston Park provides a large, but untapped outdoor recreation asset. Since there are
competing priorities for use of the land, a public planning effort should determine what, if
any, future improvements will be made.

•

There appears to be a demand for youth recreation facilities. A new community park,
with ball fields, tennis courts, and a community building would address this need, as
would expansion of the school facilities.
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•

There are also limited opportunities for senior recreation. This need will become more
pressing as the baby boom age class begins to retire in the next decade. Since seniors are
less likely to use outdoor facilities, this deficiency would best be addressed with a
community building and new program offerings.

•

As the town develops, access to private lands for passive recreation will diminish. The
town could choose to address this with a long-term open space plan for acquisition of
conservation and public access lands or rights.

•

Recreation facilities have a history of being classed as discretionary public services rather
than essential, and funding suffers as a result. The Town can get more bang for its buck
by ensuring cooperative efforts with neighboring towns such as Palermo, Windsor,
Albion, and Vassalboro. The Town can also seek greater participation in state and
federal funding for recreation, through grants or other programs.

The 1991 plan contained following recommendations:
3.
4.

The Town of China will form a committee to investigate expansion of public access to China Lake for
swimming and boating. Such investigation shall consider acquisition of lakefront property.
The recreation committee will prepare plans for the following recreational activities: tennis courts, skating
areas, walking and skiing trails, swimming and boating areas, snowmobile trails, bicycle trails, and outdoor
basketball courts.

State Goal for Recreation:
“Promote and protect the availability of outdoor recreation opportunities for

all Maine citizens, including access to surface waters.”
Policies and Recommendations:
12.1

Create an action plan to obtain and develop a multi-purpose recreational facility on China Lake.
High Priority
The Selectmen will designate a committee to develop a plan and financing strategy for obtaining
land and developing recreational access on China lake.

12.2

Support the plans and activities of the Recreation Committee and help them obtain the resources
and funding necessary to operate programs and develop new programs.
The Selectmen will support the on-going efforts of the Recreation Committee.

12.3

Develop a recreation plan to support the priority projects and facilities identified by the recreation
committee and public survey.
The Recreation Committee will develop and present a recreation plan including possible funding
sources and anticipated costs.

12.4

Seek new ways to increase recreation opportunities for the elderly and work in cooperation with
neighboring communities and regional groups.
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The Recreation Committee will work jointly with regional groups and
communities to increase recreational opportunities for seniors.
12.5

neighboring

Address needs for open space and passive outdoor recreation activities.

a. The selectmen will designate a committee to develop and present a plan for open space
acquisition and management in China. Included in the Open Space Plan should be a long-term
plan for the development and use of Thurston Park as a town forest, park or both.
b. The committee will retain the services of a consultant to prepare a plan for funding and
acquisition of open space or development rights, and to improve public access, through
development and management, of Thurston Park and future acquisitions.

12.6

Improve access to land for hunting in China.
The town office will coordinate and promote landowner and hunter education programs.
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Chapter 13: Implementing the Plan
The preceding chapters of this plan have described a vision for the Town of China’s
future and a set of recommendations that will lead us there. But, we cannot stop there. Someone
has to see that it all gets done. The recommendations are not self-starting. They will require
effort. Some are continuations of current town policy, some will require only a small tweak or a
new attitude, some will require funding, and some will require years of dedicated effort. Some
can be implemented immediately; some can be put off for years.
Too often in the past, the recommendations of a comprehensive plan were never carried
out, usually because the comprehensive planning committee disbanded with the enactment of the
plan and no one was around who knew the plan well enough to know what came next. This is
perhaps what happened with China’s 1991 plan.
The plan, because it is “comprehensive,” has something for virtually every committee
and staff member in town government. But if we are to carry out the recommendations of the
plan, we cannot rely on the Town Manager and existing staff. The success of this plan depends
in large part on additional involvement from citizens. This is your invitation to make a
difference in China’s future! The plan recommends establishing or reviving a number of
committees – some long-term, others for a single purpose. These committees are:
•

An Implementation Committee, representing selectmen, the planning board, other
committee and interested citizens, will be responsible for drafting extensive changes to
the Land Development Code and monitoring the progress of other action steps. If the
plan should need to be “tweaked,” the implementation committee will propose changes.

•

The Economic Development Committee, which has been active until recently, will be
revitalized to pursue grants for economic and community development, to advise the
implementation committee on commercial development provisions in the Land
Development Code, to assist with local business promotion, and to provide liaison with
regional economic development groups.

•

An Open Space Committee would be responsible for developing a town-wide open
space plan and a plan for improving Thurston Park. The Open Space Committee will
also look into forming a local land trust or hooking up with an existing one, and could
eventually transform into a Conservation Commission.

•

A Facilities Committee will take on special project planning for the Town. The two
projects identified in this plan are, first, plan for a new access and recreation area on
China Lake, and, second, plan for the beneficial reuse of the middle school as it is
replaced.

•

A Library Services Committee will work with trustees of the two town libraries to
develop and present a plan for a town-wide library improvement initiative.
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Chapters Four through Twelve of this plan contain a series of policies with specific
recommendations proposed to implement each one. This chapter brings them all together,
indicates what town official or committee is responsible, and what the priority is in terms of
timing. For the most part, the following recommendations are identical in wording to their
respective chapters, and a reference to the Recommendation number is in parenthesis:

Town Manager/Town Office
in the coming year . . .
o The assessor will become informed on the use of conservation easements and provide
information on request to local landowners. (6.2b)
o Devote a corner of the town office bulletin board or other public space to advertising of
goods or services available from local farms. (6.4)
o With selectmen, initiate an education and monitoring program to control invasive and
non-native water plants. (7.1b)
o Take the lead to organize and sponsor a housing summit, a daylong conversation with
housing professionals, developers, contractors, and interested residents, to discuss
mechanisms to stimulate a diversity of housing. (4.1a) High Priority
in the following year . . .
o With the Economic Development Committee, explore interest in developing elderly
housing. If interest is expressed by the community, an action plan should be developed
for town consideration. (4.2)
o Develop a subsurface wastewater disposal inspection, monitoring, and compliance
program. (7.2)
o Town office staff should integrate GIS natural resource data into planning, regulatory,
assessing, and other activities. (7.7b)
o Evaluate the possibility of retaining part-time planning assistance. (10.3d)
in subsequent years . . .
o identify funding sources to undertake an archeological and historic survey of the
community (jointly with historic society) (8.2)
o Develop a strategy to obtain public input about services to make sure they are meeting
the needs of the citizens. (10.5)
o Provide the school committee assistance in developing a CIP for school facilities. (10.8)
ongoing . . .
o Maintain a database of new construction and provide a summary, including geographic
analysis, to the select board and planning board once a year. High Priority (9A.2a)
o Distribute development guide to builders and realtors. (9A.3)
o Increase the scope of the web page, support the Town Line newspaper, and look for new
ways to improve citizen communication. (10.2)
o Communicate with neighboring communities and regional partnerships for municipal
services on a regular basis and as opportunities become available. (10.1)
o Monitor grant availability, pass information on to respective committees, and assist in
applying for grants as warranted. (10.6a)
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o Continue active capital improvements planning and seek other ways to improve the fiscal
health of the community. Encourage staff to take advantage of training to improve their
fiscal management skills. (10.9)
o Continue a dialogue with the MDOT concerning road improvement, access management
and development issues in the Route 3 corridor. (11.1)
o Continue to plan and implement road maintenance and improvements according to
existing policy (jointly with Road Committee). (11.3)
o Work with MDOT on the reconstruction of Route 32 between Route 3 and East
Vassalboro to include paved shoulders of sufficient width for bicycle travel (jointly with
Road Committee). (11.5a)
o Assist prospective business developers in finding services for business counseling,
business planning, and financial assistance through a network of business development
groups (e.g. SBDC, KVCOG) or local volunteers (e.g. SCORE). (5.5)
o Coordinate and promote landowner and hunter education programs. (12.6)

Select Board
in the coming year . . .
o
o

Appoint an Implementation Committee, which will have as its first duty the development of
changes to the Land Use Code as recommended in this plan. High Priority (9A.1)
Appoint a Facilities Committee to develop a plan and financing strategy for obtaining land a
developing a recreational facility access on China Lake, followed by planning for land

acquisition and development surrounding the existing town office, and exploring the
beneficial re-use of the middle school, at such time as funding is established for a new
facility. High Priority (10.3a, 12.1)
o Establish a library services committee, to plan and coordinate the efforts of the China
Village and South China libraries in improving service delivery, including possible
funding sources. (10.3b)
o Organize and direct a study of China Lake water quality and wetlands roles. (7.3)
o Appoint an Open Space Committee to develop and present a plan for open space acquisition and
management in China, including development of Thurston Park and formation of a land trust.
(7.5c, 12.5)
in a following year . . .

o Authorize an inventory of erosion problem areas within the China lake watershed, and
seek funding to remediate the problems. (7.6b)
o Develop a plan for the preservation of key historic properties in the community (jointly
with Historical Society) (8.3)
o Establish a policy to discourage town acquisition and ownership of private roads in rural
areas. (9C.2d)
o Host and facilitate conversations among the volunteer fire departments on ways to
improve and provide more efficient fire service. (10.3c)
o Appoint or assign a committee responsibility for studying the feasibility of adding
sidewalks within China Village and South China. (11.5b)
ongoing . . .

o Maintain contacts with agricultural and conservation groups, and invite them to operate
throughout the community. (6.2a)
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o Support the on-going efforts of the Recreation Committee. (12.2)
o Continue to support strong water quality improvement efforts and actively pursue funding to
continue them. (7.1a) High Priority

o Maintain an ongoing dialogue with the Historical Society and support the use of town
funds for historic preservation. (8.1a)
o Support the efforts of the Historical Society to increase membership. (8.1b)
o Continue to participate in State and regional programs to improve recycling and reduce
the cost of solid waste. (10.4).
o Continue to advocate for a choice of high schools during the school consolidation
process. (10.7)
o Maintain communication with the Implementation Committee to ensure that adequate
resources are available to continue implementing the plan. (10.10)
o Ensure that the town plays an active role in advocating for reducing heavy truck traffic,
increasing bicycle opportunities, and eliminating problem areas (e.g. Route 3/Dirigo
Road) with MDOT. (11.2)

Planning Board
in the coming year . . .
o Establish local list of certifications for good forest management. (6.3)
o Initiate discussions with owners of public drinking water supplies on wellhead protection
planning and recommend standards for regulation of activities within identified wellhead
protection areas. (7.4b)

o
o
o
o

in the following year . . .
Evaluate the possibility of using impact fees to capitalize a fund for development of local
affordable housing and implement if feasible (4.1b).
Consider the imposition of impact fees for creation of new, small lots in the rural area, for
preserving open space. (9C.5b)
Research the benefits and requirements of historic district designations and design
standards for the villages (jointly with Historical Society) (4.4a)
Identify owners of developable land within commercial growth areas and invite/facilitate
discussions on optimum locations for driveway, stormwater, and internal linkages.
(9B.3a)

ongoing . . .
o Monitor the effectiveness of ordinances and other programs targeted towards China Lake
water quality and recommend changes as necessary. (7.6a)
o Review the Land Development Code on a periodic basis to ensure that provisions meet
state requirements and contain latest technical standards. (7.7a)
o Discuss the implications of the CEO construction activity report and, if warranted, make
recommendations to select board for additional strategies or changes to the plan or
ordinances. (9A.2b)
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Implementation Committee
over the next 18 months . . .
o Revise the Land Use Ordinance (Chapter 2 of the Land Development Code) consistent
with the recommendations of this plan. Specific elements will include:
o A consideration of dimensional and lot size requirements for the village areas to
allow for a development pattern that mirrors the traditional village patterns (4.3a).
o Add site and architectural design standards for new commercial and multi-family
development compatible with village character in the growth areas (4.4b, 9B.1b).
o Evaluate and designate areas preferred for commercial development, in
consultation with the Economic Development Committee. (5.2)
o Incorporate commercial site review standards, including, as appropriate, parking,
landscaping, environmental, and design standards. (5.3a, 9B.1c, 9B.3b)
o Establish stricter performance standards for potentially high-impact commercial
activities, e.g. heavy industry, adult business, and big box stores. (5.3b)
o Establish stricter “neighborhood protection” standards for rural commercial
development, including noise, outdoor lighting, sign size, waste disposal and
storage, buffering and shielding from visual impact. (9c.1b)
o Amend the home occupations definition and establish standards. (5.7)
o Waive fees for timber cutting permits for certified landowners. (6.3)
o Consider regulatory changes in the context of their impact on farmers’ options.
Regulation may reduce the incentive for farmland conversion but may not
eliminate development value altogether. (6.1)
o Include suitable performance standards to protect significant sand and gravel
aquifers. (7.4a)
o Set standards for regulation of activities within designated public wellhead
protection areas. (7.4b)
o Protect and preserve sensitive environmental areas. (7.5, 9C.3a)
o Identify roads with outstanding scenic views and require additional site design
standards. (9C.3b)
o Ensure that archeological and historic resources are protected from development.
(8.4)
o Adopt flexible phosphorous control standards that would permit working
cooperatively with neighboring development on shared facilities. (9B.2c)
o Limit non-resource-based commercial buildings in the rural area based on
impacts. (9C.1a)
o Consult with Kennebec County Soil and Water Conservation District, Maine
Forest Service, and other expert groups, so that agricultural and forestry practices
are not unduly constrained in these regulations. (6.2c)
o Revise the Subdivision Ordinance (Chapter 3 of the Land Development Code) consistent
with the recommendations of this plan. Specific elements will include:
o Provide opportunities to reduce the current minimum lot sizes in the growth area,
while maintaining watershed protection, neighborhood character, and space for
replacement septic systems. (9B.1a)
o Encourage village-design (clustered) subdivision in growth areas with a 20
percent residential density bonus or 40 percent commercial lot coverage bonus,
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provided the developments can meet waste disposal and phosphorous control
measures. (4.3b, 9B.2a)Permit clustered-style subdivision in rural areas, but with
no bonus. (9C.2b) Permit/encourage the undeveloped land in clustered-style
subdivision to be leased to or retained by operating farms or forest managers.
(6.2d)
o Reduce “additional” minimum lot size requirement for multi-family developments
in the village areas. (9B.2b)
o Limit multi-family development in the rural area, based on lot size. (9C.2c)
o Limit mobile home parks in the rural area. (9C.2a)
subsequently . . .
o Create a development guide for good neighbor standards. (9A.3)
o Assist the CEO to develop a subsurface wastewater disposal inspection, monitoring, and
compliance program. (7.2)
o Draft amended policies and other documents for consideration, and assist in monitoring
and implementing other recommendations of this plan. (9A.1)

Road Committee
in the coming year . . .
o Develop amendments to the streets and ways ordinance. (11.4)
ongoing . . .
o Continue to plan and implement road maintenance and improvements according to
existing policy (jointly with Town Manager). (11.3)
o Work with MDOT on the reconstruction of Route 32 between Route 3 and East
Vassalboro to include paved shoulders of sufficient width for bicycle travel (jointly with
Town Manager) (11.5a)

Economic Development Committee
in the next year . . .
o Develop an Economic Development Plan for the community. (5.4)
o Assist the Implementation Committee to designate commercial development areas and
amend the land use ordinance as appropriate (5.2).
in following years . . .
o Explore interest in developing elderly housing. If interest is expressed by the
community, an action plan should be developed for town consideration. (jointly with
town manager). (4.2)

Recreation Committee
in the coming year . . .
o

Assist the Facilities Committee to develop a plan and financing strategy for recreational access on
China Lake. (12.1)
in following years . . .
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o
o
o

Develop and present a recreation plan including possible funding sources and anticipated costs.
(12.3)
Work with regional groups and neighboring communities to increase recreational opportunities
for seniors. (12.4)
Work closely with town manager and other officials to identify and pursue grant funding for
capital improvements projects. (10.6b)

Historical Society
in the coming year . . .
o Identify funding sources to undertake an archeological and historic survey of the
community (jointly with town manager). (8.2)
o Maintain a list of historic structures for the purpose of preventing incompatible activities
in their proximity. (8.4)
in the following year . . .
o Research the benefits and requirements of historic district designations and design
standards for the villages (jointly with planning board) (4.4a)
o Develop a plan for the preservation of key historic properties in the community (jointly
with selectmen). (8.3)
o Identify and contact historic societies in neighboring towns and Kennebec County and
arrange meetings to discuss mutual interests. (8.5)
ongoing . . .
o Maintain a dialogue with the selectmen in support of use of town funds for historic
preservation. (8.1a)

Capital Investment Plan:
The capital investment plan component of the comprehensive plan identifies growthrelated capital investments and a strategy for accommodating them. The plan anticipates future
expenses, sets priorities and timetables, and proposes a mechanism to fund them. The plan is
important because it alerts both municipal officials and citizens about future expenses and allows
the Town to find the most cost effective way to finance the improvement.
The capital investment plan will include items identified in this plan which are called
capital expenses. A capital expense will be defined as having a cost is not maintenance or
operating expense. For example, the cost of a new photocopier would be considered a capital
expense, while the annual service fee, paper and ink would be classified as operating expenses.
The Town of China already practices Capital Improvements Planning for its municipal
facilities. This process is described in Chapter 10. It is instigating a similar process for its
school system. The town’s CIP contains a prioritized listing of anticipated capital needs,
together with a road improvement master plan, and designates separate reserve accounts for
public works building and equipment, fire and rescue vehicles, and the transfer station. That
leaves very little additional for the Capital Investment Plan. The table at the end of this section
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contains only those capital items anticipated in this comprehensive plan and not already part of
municipal programming.
As the coordinator for all the town’s activities, the Town Manager is responsible for the
CIP. However, he must rely on the department heads to submit needs and cost estimates, and on
the selectmen to help set priorities. Thus, the CIP is a process. It should be prepared alongside
the annual budget, so that a portion of the annual budget is set aside to fund the CIP. This can be
in the form of contributions to a reserve fund, one-time appropriations, or commitment to pay
interest on a loan.
China’s CIP will continue to be developed as directed by the Town Manager,
incorporating the guidelines and initial project list presented in the Capital Investment Plan. The
revised CIP will be integrated with the budget process beginning in 2009. The capital
investments listed in the table below are those identified by this plan as required to support
projected growth and development.
Recommended Capital Investments
Capital Item
Municipal
GIS
system
(software and hardware)
Thurston Park Improvements
Purchase and Development of
multi-purpose access to China
Lake
Development of Open Space
Plan
Establish village sidewalk
network(s)
Improvement of intersection at
Route 3 & Alder Park/Dirigo
Roads
Adaptive Re-use of middle
school

Estimated Cost
$20,000

Funding Source
General fund

Target Date
2010

Unknown
$400,000

Grants & general fund
Grant/bond

2012
2010-2020

$15,000

General fund

2010

$50,000

MDOT grants

2015

$100,000

MDOT project

2014

Unknown

Bond/grants

2016
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